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ABSTRACT
Keyboard dynamics is concerned with the way in which people 
type and with the possible uses of this information to recognize 
computer users. The distributions of interkey times for each pair of 
characters typed by different subjects on a given keyboard are 
analysed and some pairs or combinations of pairs that have the 
power of discriminating between users' typing are chosen. A 
reference profile, which consists of some statistics that uniquely 
identify the user, is built as a basis for verifying a sample of future 
typing. The smallest sample size of interkey times for which 
reasonably reliable discrimination is possible needs to be 
determined. This thesis describes progress made using this 
approach to the problem of user verification.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
The problem of recognition and verification of users of computer systems is 
receiving increasing attention. Two recent references are [Rous, 1987] and [Newberry 
et al., 1989]. At present, a password is the common way to identify a computer user. 
Unfortunately, the password by itself is not sufficient to prevent unauthorised users from 
accessing the computer system. The reason is that the password is something the user 
knows, not a feature of the user himself. Therefore a password, once illegally acquired, 
is anonymous. A more secure system should be based on a characteristic of the user 
which can be authenticated during use of the system. To achieve this, a characteristic 
unique to the user must be identified and stored within the system. Keyboard dynamics 
offers the possibility of such a characteristic.
1 .1  Keyboard Dynamics
Keyboard dynamics concerns the way in which people type and the possibility of 
using this information to recognise computer users. The premise behind keyboard 
dynamics is that the speed and rhythm with which people use keyboards contain elements 
of a person's neuro-physiological make-up that are unique to each individual and which 
are relatively stable over time intervals of days, weeks or months.
Keyboard dynamics measures certain aspects of how a user pushes the keys of the 
keyboard. For computer system security, it is essential to identify the user so that 
unauthorised persons can be prevented from gaining access to the system. Keyboard 
dynamics can be used to identify unauthorised users of computers through checking that 
keystroke timing patterns match those of the nominated user. Keyboard dynamics may be 
used to continuously and transparently verify user identity.
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The system of monitoring keyboard dynamics is a continuous process, so that even 
after users initially enter the system, their keyboard rhythm can be constantly re-evaluated 
while they type. It is desirable to avoid false identification of illegal use which would, for 
example, occur when keystroke rhythm changes are altered by natural factors, such as a 
change in a person’s fatigue level. As a design aim, an unauthorised user should be 
detectable within a few hundred keypushes at any time during a computer usage session. 
Most of the previous work on keyboard dynamics was largely concerned with the 
psychological and physiological mechanism of typing. This work has been summarised 
by Cooper [1983]. Most of the work reported by Cooper refers to research carried out 
between 1920 and 1960. In this work, we wish to investigate keyboard dynamics by 
examining the characteristics of keystroke rhythms from the point of view of user 
discrimination, rather than to find new theories of motor mechanism or brain-muscle 
coordination.
Quite recently, there has been a resurrection of interest in keyboard dynamics, 
mostly from the viewpoint of user discrimination. Most of this work has been performed 
by small software companies on contract with larger institutions, so that publicly available 
papers are rare. One recent example in the public domain is the Type-Signature Password 
System, described by Newberry and Seberry [1989]. This system measured the interkey 
times for all keypushes of a reasonably long password and calculated the mean and 
standard deviation for each such time. Discrimination was based on timed intervals lying 
within a range of values [average - 5xsd, average + Sxsd] where average and sd are
respectively the mean and standard deviation of recorded data for that user and the 
particular pair of keystrokes within the password. This achieved about 70% accuracy in 
the recognition of genuine owners of the passwords. This system achieved about the 
same percentage of incorrect access denial and unauthorised user acceptance. From the 
computer security point of view such symmetry is undesirable because incorrect denial is 
a nuisance but unauthorised access permission is a disaster.
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The objective of this research is to examine the properties of keystroke timing for a 
given person for a given text and a given keyboard. The result of this investigation could 
give a partial answer or some insight into the following questions:
i) Can we recognise users by the way they type?
ii) What methods can be used to study the timings of keypushes which 
differentiate between users?
iii) Do timing distributions for specific pairs or other character sequences 
discriminate better than other pairs or all character pairs together?
It has been asserted that there are many measurable characteristics of an individual's 
typing style, speed, pressure and sequences. Neither pressure nor most of the other 
characteristics can be easily used as a measurement with a standard keyboard because the 
keypush is simply "on/off'. The only typing characteristic that can be measured easily is 
the sequence of time intervals between keypushes.
There is a problem that most users of the future will access the computer via 
networks, which will prevent their keyboard rhythm being monitored by the host 
machine. To obtain the best keyboard timing data, the keystroke timing analysis has to be 
done in (or close to) the keyboard, before the keypush code enters any queue or other 
delay or accumulation mechanism. Our experiment uses an independent microcomputer 
which is attached to a dumb terminal (or to the keyboard in a sophisticated terminal) and 
which collects the timing data and sends them on to the host computer for analysis and 
processing.
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1 .2  Experiment
1 .2 .1  Equipment
Our experiment was set up to measure of interkey times for a given person and a 
given keyboard. All timing measurements were done on a typical dumb terminal 
connected to a UNIX™ system. To provide accurate timing, a microcomputer device was 
constructed which was attached to the Input/Output port of the terminal, where it received 
each character as it was sent from the terminal. The microcomputer transmitted this 
character to the host computer on the port to which the terminal was to be connected 
directly, thereby forming a transparent communications link. It also transmitted the 
character and two bytes of timing information to the host computer on a second port.
The hardware, which was constructed by Michael Milway at the University of 
Wollongong, consists of a 6809-based microcomputer, with 16K bytes of RAM and 8K 
bytes of EPROM, three serial ports and a programmable timer. The software has been 
written in C and assembly language and programmed into EPROM. A switch on the back 
of the microcomputer enables either a monitor or a user program in EPROM to be 
executed on power up or reset. The program provided on the microcomputer organises 
the serial ports as an interrupt driven transparent link. Data received from the terminal 
keyboard port are copied to the host computer port transmit buffer and hence sent to the 
host computer.
Data received from the terminal keyboard is also transmitted out on a second output 
(sampling) port. On this port, the data are packaged with two bytes of timing 
information, which give the time in milliseconds since the last character was received at 
the terminal keyboard port. There is no special encoding used to transmit this 
information. The ASCII character is transmitted, followed by two eight bit bytes 
containing a sixteen bit time interval. The time interval is measured by a programmable 
timer which interrupts the microcomputer every millisecond. For a sixteen bit interval,
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the maximum time interval value is hex FFFF. If the time interval is greater than 
hex FFFF, then the time value transmitted is still hex FFFF (the time does not "wrap 
around"). This gives a maximum measurable delay between two keypushes of about 65 
seconds.
Figure 1.1 Configuration of measuring device
N ote - Transparent link between port C and terminal.
- Data are trapped by the microcomputer and transmitted to port B with 16 bits of 
timing information attached to the one-byte character..
In this way, any operating system, shell, program, database or any other application 
or utility can use port C in Figure 1.1 as an ordinary terminal port while the timing 
information is collected by a separate process that is reading port B.
From the configuration in Figure 1.1, we can see that the measuring device is 
transparent to the user and independent of the interrupt service frequency of the host 
computer. A separate program stores the timing information that is available on port B. 
The measuring process is transparent to whatever the terminal user chooses to do through 
the conventional terminal port C.
Note that our system does not collect the interkey times on the host machine but 
with the keyboard timer microcomputer that contains its own processor and which is 
placed as close to the actual keyboard signals as possible, certainly long before these 
signals are put on any network.
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1 .2 .2  Experimental procedure
An experiment has been carried out using two kinds of terminals and 3 different 
plain English texts. The subjects were chosen inside the University of Wollongong, 
ranging from slow typists up to professional touch typists. The background of subjects is 
as follows:
5 secretaries
6 Computing Science students
2 Mathematics students
3 Commerce students
1 lecturer
1 visitor
The subjects are identified in this thesis by two-letter labels, thus: 
bp, dc, dg, hp, hw, ia, jf, kp, pk, rl, sn, sp, ss, tc, vw, ww, yh, 
y s .
Two kinds of terminals were used, the Volker Craig VC4404 and the Domino 
dvt227 terminal. There were three different texts, labelled textl, text2 and text3. All the 
texts are plain English text. Textl is one page of English text used for a 5-minute speed 
typing test. Text2 and text3 are both two pages of English text which are used for a 10- 
minute test. For each session, one person typed one text on one terminal and the interkey 
times were recorded by the equipment. For some subjects, the experiment was replicated 
as follows.
For the VC4404 terminal, text 1 and text2, the subjects were pk, ss, sp, rl, ia, 
ww. Each subject, except that ww only typed textl, repeated the typing 5 times with the 
repeat sessions mostly on different dates.
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For the dvt227 terminal, textl and text2, the subjects were pk, ss, sp, rl, ww. As 
for the VC4404 terminal, except for ia who was no longer available, each subject 
repeated the typing for 5 sessions for each text and each terminal. Each subject typed one 
session of textl and text2 on the same day.
For the dvt227 terminal, text3 was used. There were 16 subjects, including those 
who typed textl and text2 on this terminal, except ss. Each subject typed only once. 
There are two purposes in collecting these additional data. The first is to obtain a large 
range of different typing styles to illustrate the differences between keystroke timing 
patterns. The second is to use these sample data to test against reference files each of 
which consists of the data from textl and text2 for a given subject.
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Chapter 2
BACKGROUND
2 .1  General Idea of the Typing Process
A typing process can be described as a human information flow that characterises 
the typing during the planning and execution of this activity. This process as described 
by Cooper [1983] is shown in Figure 2.1.
Figure 2.1 Information-flow model of major stages in transcription 
typewriting
During a typing session, all activities in Figure 2.1 are typically in operation 
simultaneously. At the first stage, the typist must perceive the letter from the text, store 
perceived letters in a short-term storage buffer, execute a keystroke and monitor for error 
via a sensory feedback system. Motor command for fingers and hand movement in
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response to each letter are not strictly serial, the fingers may move toward a few 
successive keystrokes simultaneously. An executive pacing system controls the entire 
process in order to achieve a given speed accuracy trade-off under varying conditions.
The results of scientific studies concerned with typing skill were summarised in the 
book "Cognitive Aspects of Skilled Typing", edited by William E. Cooper [1983]. These 
studies were largely concerned with the psychological and physiological mechanisms of 
typing. This book gives a general idea of how to study keyboard timing and the reasons 
behind the idea to look at single pair or group of pairs. The layout of the keyboard and 
the physical constraints of the hands appear to be the most important determinants of 
keystroke timing, especially for the skilled typist.
The commonly used "QWERTY" keyboard was devised in the 1870s. The major 
rationale for this arrangement was the minimising of key jamming, which was a serious 
problem in early machines, because keys returned to their resting places rather slowly. 
The competitive Dvorak keyboard arrangement developed in the 1930s has greater 
utilisation of right-hand keying, more balanced utilisation of all fingers of each hand and 
greater utilization of alternative hand sequences. Nevertheless, the Dvorak system has not 
replaced the "QWERTY" arrangement as the standard, largely because the widespread 
training and use of the "QWERTY" keyboard dominate the market.
The studies involved letter sequences typed by trained 'touch typists'. The 
sequences can be categorised as follows:
1) IF sequence in which the letters are typed with the same finger. Thus, "ceded" 
is a IF sequence.
2) 2F sequence in which the letters are typed by the same hand, but with two 
different fingers. Thus, "ta" is a 2F character pair.
3) 1H sequence in which the letters are typed by one hand. Thus, "beverage" is a 
1H sequence.
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4) 2H sequence in which the letters are typed by both hands. Thus, "the" is a 2H 
sequence.
Note the above categories cannot be applied to typists who use either one finger or 
two fingers for typing. In practice, a variety of typing styles exists (eg. one finger typist, 
two finger typist, one hand typist, two hands typist, etc.). These have a marked effect on 
typing rhythm and performance.
Gentner [1983] reported on his studies of transcription typing from typewritten 
copy of normal English text. The results show that the differences in interkey times are 
qualitatively significant when the distribution were grouped into IF (double letters), IF 
(non-double letters), 2F and 2H sequence. This has justified our line of investigating 
each pair separately instead of all pairs together. The main results, of Gentner's 
investigation are summarised in Figure 2.2.
Approximate Words per Minute
100 60 SO 15
Figure 2.2 Median interkey times for pairs grouped by IF
(non-doubles), IF (doubles), 2F and2H sequence. 
Reproduced from Gentner [1183].
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In general, the chart in Figure 2.2 shows that the 2F sequence was slower than the 
2H sequence for the medium typist, but it tends to be similar for the slow (below 25 
words/minute) and fast (above 80 words/minute) typist. Since the fast typist can overlap 
finger movement, this results in the IF sequence being the slowest compared to the 2F 
and the 2H sequence. The relations are reversed for the beginner as the beginner takes 
longer to plan and coordinate movements for 2 fingers.
Another finding is that the interkey times of the 2H sequence are the most variable 
for a given typist. From the experimental data, averaged over typists, the median of 
interquartile range of the interkey times are 16.5, 19.3 and 22.8 microseconds for IF, 2F 
and 2H respectively. This can be explained as being due to factors such as the relative 
elbow position giving more control within the same hand than with different hands.
Shaffer [1973] explained the latency mechanism in Transcription. Latency is 
defined as the time elapsing between the receipt of sensory information and the first 
keystroke in response. In the transcription task, there is a lag between the reception of a 
stimulus and its translation into response. This suggests two principles
a) Each component process can accept a new input as soon as it is free of the 
present one.
b) The stimuli are not handled singly but in batches.
Therefore, unless all processes are synchronous, there must be a buffer store in 
which codes created by one process can queue for acceptance by the next process. For 
copy typing, an input process and an output process can overlap in time; the input process 
reads words or syllables but the output process takes single-letter codes from the buffer 
store and converts them into responses one at a time. There is also the fact that striking a
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particular key can involve different reaching movements depending upon the previous 
letter typed, but this only requires that response codes embody context-sensitive rules.
Ostry [1983] studied determinants of interkey times in typing. There are three main 
findings in his studies.
1) Sets of words requiring different sequences of hand alternation and repetition 
resulted in different interkey time patterns as illustrated in Figure 2.3.
2 3 4 5 2 3 4 5 2 3 4 5 2 3 4 5
. , CHARACTER POSITION J .
Figure 2.3 Average interkey times for all sequences of hand alternation
and repetition in five-letter words. Times shown at any 
character position represent average interkey time between 
character n-1 and character n. Reproduced from Osiry 
[1983]. ‘
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This implies that the sequence of movements between hands is the main 
contributor to the pattern of interkey times for a given word.
2) The average time difference between hand alternation and hand repetition 
movements was constant, independent of differences in typing speed. The 
constancy of the delay brought about by repeated use of a single hand may be 
associated with the motor organisation of movements whose constituents are 
repeated or overlap. This delay caused by movement repetition has been 
reported both for handwriting [Wing, Lewis & Baddeley, 1979] and for speech 
[Sternberg et al., 1978].
3) Interkey times were less reliable for hand alternation movements, but initial 
latencies were less preceding initial hand repetition.
The differences in initial latency dependent on the movement from letter 1 to letter 2, 
along with delays in interkey times brought about by the repeated use of a single hand, 
both suggest that organisation at the level o f movements themselves extends at least to 
character pairs.
In examining the interkey times within a word, the result could be described by a 
non-monotonic inverted U-shaped function. The interkey time was short in letter 1 —> 
letter 2, reached a maximum at about letter 4, and then decreased over the remainder of the 
word. This applied to most word lengths (including length 4).
The experiments also introduced a delay between stimulus presentation and a 
response signal. The set of stimuli used in these experiments were balanced with respect 
to hand movement, character pairs frequency and word frequency. The results showed 
that the patterns of initial latency and interkey times are not changed due to this factor.
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2 .2  User Authentication by Keystroke Timing
Computer security has been the subject of research for more than a decade, and still 
remains one of the major research issues today. The general concept of security is broad 
and involves legal issues, including control over the collection and dissemination of 
information. It also involves technical issues such as controlling the access and 
modification of stored or transmitted information. Effective user authentication is critical 
to overall security of the computer systems, because once an imposter can successfully 
access the system, even though information is encrypted, he can create new objects or 
delete or change existing objects. Numerous authentication techniques have been 
investigated. These include question-answering systems, magnetically encoded cards, 
voice prints, fingerprints and so on. Passwords remain the commonest authentication 
scheme in use at the present time.
In 1987, at the 14th Annual Computer Security Conference in Anaheim, the idea of 
"keyboard dynamics" which is concerned with the way in which people type, and the 
possible uses of this information to recognise computer users, were discussed. At the 
12th Australian Computer Science Conference in Wollongong, Australia, in February 
1989, Seberry and Newberry presented a paper on "User Unique Identification" which 
discussed developments in type-signature and command based recognition systems. 
Quite recently, a few experiments concerning the specific use of personal keystroke 
characteristics as an identity verifier have been conducted. These are reported by Gaines, 
Lisowski, Press and Shapiro [1980], Umphress and Williams [1985] and Leggett, 
Williams and Umphress [1988].
There is some rationale for the use of personal keystroke characteristics as identity 
verifiers. By examining methods by which users gain access to computer resources, we 
can group them according to degree of security into three general categories [Wood, 
1978]:
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1) What the user knows (eg. password).
2) What the user has. (eg. key, smart card).
3) What the user is (eg. fingerprint, signature).
Each category above varies in terms of strength of security level, cost, 
implementation, and user convenience. It is the third category "what a user is" that 
presents the strongest defence against the unauthorised user. However, it usually 
requires special hardware (such as fingerprint scanner). There is some a priori reason to 
believe that individuals type differently in a statistically significant way. For instance, 
people using a telegraph key develop a distinctive telegraphic style that could often be 
recognised by the operator at the destination [Wood, 1978].
Recently, researchers have found that typing patterns are different enough between 
individuals and consistent enough over time that authentication based on the timing 
characteristics of typing is feasible. The following sections will review and compare 
recent works which used different methods to achieve user identification through 
keyboard characteristics.
It should be noted that there are two broad concepts of how to secure and keep up 
with the access to the computer system. One is called "Password System" and the other 
"Escort the Visitor System". The "Password System", authenticates the user at the entry 
point, that is, when the user starts to sign on to the computer. Once the user is correctly 
identified (such as by typing the correct password) he will gain access to computer 
resources throughout the session without any checking or control beyond the entry point. 
In contrast, the "Escort the Visitor System" will follow the user from the time he signs on 
until he logs off from the system. In this situation, the system must have some means of 
monitoring and updating the information used for user identification, for instance, if 
keystroke timing is used as user identification. The system must follow the typing of a
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new sample text against a reference file; it must also update the reference file after each 
new sample. The system identifies the user when he signs on and continues examining 
the typing pattern and rejects an illegal user as soon as possible (within a minimum 
sample size of interkey times).
2 .3  Review of Related Work
There are two important features we should consider for an authentication model 
using keystroke timing. The first is the timing method and second is the technique for 
identification of user typing. The timing method affects the validity and accuracy of 
keystroke timing which eventually may influence the experimental results.
The recent experiments related to our research topic will be discussed on the basis 
of the above considerations.
2 .3 .1  Authentication by keystroke timing: some preliminary results
This experiment was carried out by Gaines, Lisowski, Press and Shapiro [1980]. 
There were 6 typists typing on three texts which are ordinary English text, random 
English words and random phrases. The typings were repeated twice, four months apart. 
The typing keyboards were part of a PDP-11/45 computer system. The timer was 
installed within the system to record the time at which each key was struck. The report 
did not describe in detail how the internal system timing can be used for measuring 
interkey times between each pair of successive characters. However, the report stated that 
times were recorded within 1 millisecond of accuracy. We will discuss the effect of the 
internal system timing later.
The procedure analysed the statistical pattern of typing and developed a statistical 
model for authenticating a subject. The test statistic U that reflects the difference in 
keystroke patterns is derived on the basis of a classical likelihood ratio test. The model
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involves testing the hypothesis that the mean vectors (vectors of means for interkey times 
of character pairs) for multivariate normal population are or are not the same, assuming 
that the two populations have the same diagonal covariance matrix. The interkey time for 
each pair was transformed to a logarithmic scale with the aim of meeting the normality 
assumption.
The experiment checked the consistency of typing patterns over time by 
investigating each pair separately. The three texts were pooled as one text, because there 
were insufficient frequencies for many character pairs. All character pairs for all typists 
between the first (August) and second (December) typings were compared using the t-test 
procedure. The results are shown below in terms of percentage of significance pairs.
Typist
Percent of Cases 
Significant Consistencv ('percent')
1 11.7 88.3
2 7.6 92.4
3 50.0 50.0
4 4.7 95.3
5 5.5 94.5
6 20.6 79.4
Note: Typist 3 completed only the first (August) test for textl, so the results of this 
subject are based upon only 48 cases. Reproduced from Gaines et al., 
[1980].
The above results suggest that subjects are likely to be sufficiently consistent in their 
typing patterns over time. However, our investigation shows that there is some 
difference in typing characteristics over time and between different texts and so on. This 
can be seen from data in Table 7.16 [Chapter 7].
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The experiment continued, developing the statistic U for authenticating subjects 
using the likelihood ratio test. The first (August) typings were used as the reference file 
for the originator and the test files consist of all typing sessions of all subjects. The 
comparison tests were between the reference file and all test files for a set of selected 
pairs. Assuming that finger dexterity would most likely be different on different hands of 
the same subject, authentication tests on the same hand of character pairs were carried out. 
The results of the sample data showed that authentication tests performed with only the 17 
left-left (L-L) character pairs produced one primary error (failed to give access to an 
originator) and one secondary error (gave access to an unauthorised person). But using 
only 11, right-right (R-R) character pairs, there were no errors of either kind. The 
process, after deleting some pairs of the set of 11, could still achieve authentication 
without any primary or secondary errors, yielding 5 character pairs in, io, no, on and al 
which are sufficient to distinguish these typists from each other.
In conclusion, the approach of analysing each character pair separately is the same 
as our model. However, our model uses the t-test criteria for initial scanning of the 
character pairs and then a more 'robust' y}  like statistic is used to judge the difference in
keystroke patterns for authenticating a subject [Chapter 7].
2 .3 .2  Verifying identity via keystroke characteristics
The experiment conducted by Leggett and Williams [1988] was a replication of the 
experiment in Umphress and Williams [1985]. It was based on the user typing plain text 
and using a "standard two-tail t-test" as a metric for comparison of reference to test 
profiles. Two tests were performed to determine how closely the test profile matched the 
reference profile. The first test called the 'Digraph test' assesses the interkey time for 
each character pair. The second test called the 'Overall test' appraises overall typing 
characteristics.
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For the 'Digraph test', the interkey times of each character pair in the test file was 
compared with corresponding mean interkey times of that pair in the reference file. If the 
interkey time was within 0.5 standard deviation (using the reference profile standard 
deviation) of the mean then it was counted as valid. The test file passed the 'Digraph test' 
if the percentage of valid interkey times was greater than 60%.
For the 'Overall test', the test profile mean was compared to the reference file mean 
using a standard two-tailed t-test for a population mean assuming a normal distribution.
The combined results of the 'Digraph test' and the 'Overall test' were used to 
indicate the degree of confidence that the same person keys both test and reference 
profiles. A high (H) confidence was assessed if both tests passed; a medium (M) 
confidence was assessed if only one test passed; and a low (L) confidence was assessed if 
neither test passed.
The FAR (false alarm rate), which indicates the failure to recognise an authorised 
individual, and the IPR (imposter pass rate), which indicates failure to reject an imposter, 
were used to evaluate the system. The FAR was calculated as the ratio of low (L) and 
medium (M) confidence scores to the total number of scores for all cases when both test 
and reference profile were typed by same subject. The IPR was calculated as the ratio of 
medium (M) and high (H) confidence scores to the total number of scores for all cases 
when both test and reference profile were typed by different subjects.
The procedures such as the 'measurement', the 'Digraph test', the 'Overall test' and 
the method of scoring used by Leggett and Williams [1988] were the same as the ones 
used by Umphress and Williams [1985]. However, various filtering methods were used 
in an effort to find the smallest amount of data necessary to characterise an individual.
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One filtering method consists of a set of valid pairs and a maximum interkey time 
(Highpass). The valid pairs were specified by two character sequences: Valid 1 chars and 
Valid2 chars. If the first character of the pair was in Valid 1 chars and the second 
character of the pair was in Valid2 chars and the interkey time was less than Highpass 
then that pair was used in the reference and test profiles.
Three values of Highpass were used: 75, 50 and 30 cs (one-hundredth of a 
second). Twelve sets of valid character were used. The combination of values of 
Highpass and the set of valid characters resulted in the investigation of twenty-three 
filtering methods and the results are shown in Table 2.1.
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Table 2.1 Digraph test results: false alarm rate and imposter pass rate
Filter Method
Validlchars
Valid2chars
Highpass
(cs) Far Ipr
1 All #a-z/#a-z 75 2.7 12.2
2 All #a-z/#a-z 50 5.5 5.0
3 All #a-z/#a-z 30 22.2 2.6
4 Rand* inou/nol 50 33.3 19.4
5 Rand inou/nol 30 33.3 17.4
6 Most freq. hatinelmsr/enhgrsiadt 50 8.3 9.6
7 Most freq. hatinelmsr/enhgrsiadt 30 19.4 6.0
8 Most freq. hatine/enhgr 50 11.1 17.0
9 Most freq. hatine/enhgr 30 16.6 12.9
10 LL earc/rsdae 50 33.3 12.7
11 LL earc/rsdae 30 38.8 6.3
12 RR lo/iu 50 33.3 23.8
13 RR
**
lo/iu 30 47.2 18.8
14 Mediáis hatinesu/enhgtido 50 8.3 12.3
15 Mediáis hatinesu/enhgtido 30 19.4 8.8
16 LR atse/nho 50 36.1 16.9
17 LR atse/nho 30 36.1 13.4
18 RL hnmupli/egadt 50 16.6 24.2
19 RL hnmupli/egadt 30 16.6 19.4
20 Most freq. h/e 30 13.8 25.6
21 All a-z/a-z 50 11.1 4.6
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***
All log #a-z/#a-z 75 11.1 3.5
23 All log tfa-z/#a-z 50 13.8 3.7
Note: * Gaines, Lisowski, Press and Shapiro [1980].
** Typed by index fingers.
*** All lower-case letters and blank with a log transformation on the interkey 
time.
Reproduced from Leggett et al., [1988].
From Table 2.1, the best results in terms of the false alarm rate and imposter rate 
was filter number 2 which included all lower-case letters and blank with 50 cs as 
Highpass. It was also noted that a reduction of maximum interkey time (Highpass) from
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50 cs to 30 cs results in the same or higher false alarm rate and a lower imposter pass rate 
in all cases. This suggests that 30 cs is too stringent a test for variability of individual. 
Setting the maximum interkey time at 50 cs accounts for the variability within the 
individual, but it also allows more individuals to become imposters. The interkey times 
above 50 cs is assumed to include mental preparation and mental activity times.
Leggett and Williams [1988] found that, in all of the filtering methods, the Overall 
test did not add any discriminating power and therefore was dropped.
Hardware for the experiment consisted of a standard NCR PC8 (IBM PC/AT 
compatible) personal computer with colour monitor. No modifications to the hardware 
were made. The program accepted keystrokes, time-stamped the keystrokes and stored 
the data on hard disk. Time was divided into intervals of one-hundredth of a second. In 
this way, the timing method used the internal timing system.
This experiment demonstrated that a methodology for identity verification based on 
interkey time of character pair can allow different values for the various cutoffs and ratio 
for each individual. For example, a profile of the individual might include mean interkey 
time for each character pair with the valid ratio to pass the 'Digraph test' for that pair. 
This might tighten control on the keystroke characteristics of an individual.
In general, Leggett and Williams' [1988] experiment used the same principle as 
Gaines et al., [1980], that is, it analysed each pair separately and was based on the t-test 
criterion. However this experiment proposed the idea of how to score the results and 
explored the outcome with different filtering method. It is possible that the interkey time 
for each character pair could be used as a static identity at login time, as well as dynamic 
identity verifier throughout the computer session. This method could be used along with 
other security mechanisms to achieve total security for the system.
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2 .3 .3  User unique identification
The research into user unique identification has been carried out by Newberry and 
Seberry [1989]. Their system is based on a type-signature which is a statistical measure 
of a user's typing style for the time intervals between successive keystrokes. Type- 
signature has been used for identification at two different times, when the user types a 
password (Type-Signature Password), and when the user types commands (Type- 
Signature Shells).
Type-Signature Password
To gain access to the system, the following condition must be satisfied:
1) the password must be spelt and typed correctly.
2) the interkey time of each successive pair must be in the range 
[average - (8xsd), average + (8xsd)]
where average and sd are the recorded average and standard deviation of 
interkey times between that pair of keystrokes which are updated every time the 
user successfully types the password.
For condition number 2 the system allows this test to fail one time for every 8 
characters in the password. This system was tested by sixteen users with 8=4 and 8 
(system parameter) set at two values, 8=1.5 and 8=2.0. The results obtained only 70% 
detection of unauthorised user access to the computer system when the password was 
known.
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Type-Signature Shells
Type-signature shells system checks interkey time as users type commands. The 
system compares the keystroke pairs without considering the context. To test this idea, 
the UNIX™ Version 8 shell was modified to record the interkey time between successive 
characters1. This system was tested by 12 subjects and repeated twice. The report stated 
that there was sufficient difference in type-signature between users. However, the 
comparison over time shows too much variation in unskilled typists over longer periods. 
The detail of how the system measures the differences, and the numerical results to 
indicate precisely the sizes of the differences, were not given in this report.
Timing Feature
There are two points to discuss in this experiment. The first is the timing method 
and the second is the method of analysing interkey time.
For a timing method, this system used the system internal timing method. In 
general, there are two methods of recording time interval
a) Write a filter program to record the time.
b) Use a modified UNIX shell program.
The filter program is more flexible in use when transferred to another computer, 
whereas a modified UNIX shell requires access to the UNIX source. This system 
modified the UNIX shell to be capable of measuring time intervals with a precision of the 
order of one-tenth of a second. Basically, the modification is to insert a code into the 
character reading section of the shell, to timestamp and record everything that comes from 
standard input.
1 In UNIX™, a shell is a command interpreter into which the user types commands for execution.
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There are some weak points in using the internal timing system. The major one is 
timing error introduced by delays caused by timeshared system input. For the 
timesharing system, the time keeps counting and service is assigned to each task in turn 
within a limited time. No pre-determined sequence can be set up as the actual sequence 
depends on the environment in which the operating system decides which task to handle. 
The request has to be registered by the operating system in its turn. Therefore, even 
though the key has been struck, it will take some time for the operating system to register 
the event and this will cause time delay. Therefore, the system cannot record correctly the 
time between a particular pair of keystrokes. The best which can be done is to take the 
average interkey times so that the variability of the error can be averaged out. (There will 
still be an error bias, equal to the average delay, but this should be consistent for all 
measured times.)
The time scale for their experiment was one-tenth of a second. This may be too 
rough, since one can type at probably 10 characters/second (100 words/minute). If the 
time lag between two characters is less than one-tenth of a second, the interkey time is 
rounded up to the next 1 unit of time (one-tenth of a second), and this gives about 50% of 
time error. In our system, the time scaling is one-thousandth of a second. Therefore, our 
timing measure is much finer than that used by Newberry and Seberry which has to use 
statistical methods to adjust the time measurement (using average value). In our 
measuring method, there is no need to use any statistical adjustment to the raw data since 
the resolution, although still not perfect, is fine enough for the task.
It may be possible to get resolution within 1 millisecond by using an internal timing 
system, but it will be difficult.
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One possible solution to this problem is to use an external timing method. In our 
system, the timing is done by a microcomputer device which is attached to the terminal 
line of the terminal where it receives each character as it is sent from the terminal [Chapter
5]. By this method, we can get higher resolution and remove time delay caused by the 
timesharing system.
Command-based Authentication
Apart from the type-signature system, Newberry and Seberry also tried a command- 
based authentication method. The main idea is to recognise users from the way they use 
the computer. In this case, the system studies the habit of users using commands. There 
are many ways of using commands to do the same task. It is quite clear that experienced 
programmers use different commands from those of beginning users. The command 
profile may be distinct in choice of command, argument of command, use of 
abbreviations, files accessed by command, sequencing of commands. Their system 
implemented command-based authentication by considering only the commands the user 
uses. The machine learning tool id3 [Quinlan 1986], which is a program that constructs 
decision trees to classify problems from a training set of trial problems, was tried out for 
this problem. However, they came to the conclusion that id3 was not appropriate for this 
task since the system was too resource intensive to be practical and id3 only considered 
command names, without considering order of commands. Their approach was to
compute a conditional probability that the user is authentic, after they had typed 
commands and Cn. By using this approach, the experiment results were an
average false acceptance error of 11% and an average false rejection error of 27%. This 
implementation required 600 bytes of storage, and 17 seconds of cpu time to generate the 
probability for each user.
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Newberry and Seberry identified the ultimate goal of their research to be to combine 
all these ideas into an authentication system. The main features will be combining type- 
signature and command-based analysis, adapting to user's changing habits. Their system 
will contain the capability of varying responses to an intruder, such as logging off the 
user and so on.
In conclusion, both of the techniques used by Newberry and Seberry are 
promising. Because of difficulties with the system timing method, errors occur in the 
analysis. Hence, results tend to fail in a substantial number of cases. We concluded that 
the results are likely to improve if external timing is used.
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Chapter 3
THE EXPERIMENT
The objective of the experiment is to determine stable and characteristic typing time­
distributions of a given person on a given terminal. Keystroke times have been collected 
from the subjects on two kind of terminals using three different plain English texts. The 
three texts are used for speed typing tests and are reproduced in Figure 3.1, Figure 
3.2(a), Figure 3.2(b), Figure 3.3(a) and Figure 3.3(b) respectively.
In order to study the differences of typing between subjects and also the variation 
over time for the same subjects, the data are collected for several subjects at different 
times on both VC4404 and dvt227 terminal.
The time period for data collection on the Volker-Craig VC4404 terminal was from 
February to May 1988, for textl. Text2 was used from April to May 1988. For the 
Domino dvt227 terminal data collection was from July to August 1988 for textl and text2, 
and during October 1988 for text3.
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Water-colour offers a pictorial medium which no other technical 64
process can efficiently replace, and which demands for its expression 140 
an inherent lightness and transparency of wash. 188
It has been shown eminently suitable for all subjects that depend 255
on the climatic effects so peculiar to European countries, and 318
revealed in many scenes which lend themselves naturally to 377
interpretations by means of a luminous medium. 424
In fact, it is appropriate to all landscape motives which require 491
a fleeting colour treatment and atmospheric effects, delicate in their 562
gradations of tone and in their elusive variety of suggestion. On 628
the other hand, it can interpret the sternest of contemporary resolves 699
and convey the most solid of earth's foundational forms. 756
But it must not be implied that there are no limits to technical 822
expression. There are, and must be, definite boundaries fixed, and 889
if the painter trespasses beyond these he will be on the road to 954
confusion. 965
These boundaries have, from time to time, like a rolling hedge, 1030
been allowed to expand; but whenever the artist has advanced 1091
beyond his province in his manner, the field devoted to water- 1155
colour has encroached on adjacent properties rightly belonging to 1221
oil painting, and the medium has lost its original integrity. 1283
To the imaginative student, the water-colour which concerns 1344 
itself less with detailed reality and more with the larger truths will 1415 
make a more stirring appeal. And this student, who has a working 1480
knowledge of the facts of Nature but uses them only so far as they 1547
help him to complete his mental impression of the subject, is better 1616 
served by adopting what might be termed an "impersonal affection 1681 
for Nature", which will prevent a tendency to particularize. 1742
The imaginative water-colour painter should never surrender 1803
this liberty of thinking for himself - as it is all too easy to do when 1875
responding readily to the influence of his surroundings. He must 1940
look at Nature with an independent vision, and with the desire to 2006
comprehend her in his own way, not with any wish to see in her only 2074
what others have discovered. 2103
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The coming of the industrial revolution to Britain was the main 64
factor in making her a world leader of trade and industry. Other 130
countries turned to her for manufactured goods. She had the mills 197
and the machinery; she had the ships; she had the men of inventive 266
ability and a high degree of business acumen. However, although 331
Britain became a leader of commerce, her internal administration did 400
not bring about something more important than national wealth - that 468
is, national happiness. 492
Employers were in a position to exploit the labour of men, women 558
and children, who were all obliged to work for long hours under very 627
poor conditions and for very low wages. Slums sprang up around in- 695
dustrial areas and people lived in appalling conditions, while the 762
employers amassed great wealth at the expense of the working class. 830
It was natural that a public outcry should eventually arise 891
against this state of affairs. It was largely due to the influence 959
and the work of such men as Lord Shaftesbury that state intervention 1028
became an established and powerful force. 1070
Because of the closer settlement of the population, occasioned 1134
by the necessity of living near the factories and the mills, people 1202
were able to discuss political matters with one another. They thus 1270
gained a wider understanding of what was going on in Parliament and 1338
of what could go on. They became less content to accept the condi- 1406
tions which had been their lot for so long. 1450
Parliamentary representatives became more conscious of thewel- 1515
fare of their fellow men and probably more conscious of the power 1581
that the workers were gradually gaining. Whether it was from human- 1650
itarian motives or from pressure of public opinion, the politicians 1718
took steps to make state intervention more active and more efficacious. 1790
The extension of the franchise to include the working man was 1853
probably the most important factor in the promotion and the mainten- 1922
ance of state intervention. No longer were the elected represent- 1989
atives the choice of the wealth along: the working man was given 2056
the right to vote, although it was not until well into the twentieth 2125
century that all adult citizens enjoyed this right. With the right 2193
to vote becoming more widespread, state intervention in industry 2258
became intervention by the people themselves through their repre- 2324
sentatives. 2336
People were being educated gradually to take more interest 2396
in political affairs. This was possible through the introduction 2462
(over)
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of cheap newspapers, the writings of men interested in the subject 2529 
and the extension of education in the schools. 2576
Specialisation became a very vital factor in promoting the 2636
demand for state intervention. Trade unions, confined to the 2698
workers of various trades and industries, came into being. This 2763
meant that workers for a particular trade were able to make their 2829
voice heard and it was through this specialisation that collective 2896
bargaining became possible. An example of this was the establish- 2963
ment in 1851 of the Amalgamated Society of Engineers. 3017
The growth of population and the number and intensity of 3075
economic problems made state intervention more or less a necessity. 3143
One industry became interwoven with, and dependent upon, another. 3209
For example, primary and secondary producers became dependent on 3274
the owners of ships to take their goods to overseas markets and 3338
the owners of ships were, in turn, dependent upon the producers 3402
for their livelihood. All came within the reach of the long arm 3467
of taxation, which is a form of state intervention. 3519
The growth of international trade during the nineteenth cen- 3581
tury meant wider protectionist regulations, under which home in- 3646
dustries were protected by tariffs against foreign competition, or 3713
a system of regulations whereby imports were encouraged for the 3777
greater satisfaction of the people's wants. 3821
Medical science was developing and the administrators were 3881 
becoming more conscious of the necessity of imposing regulations 3946 
for the promotion and the maintaining of the health of the people. 4013
In some countries, such as Australia, state intervention be- 4075
came necessary to provide services which private enterprise could 4141
not have afforded. Examples of these are irrigation schemes and 4206
the railways. 4220
From its very limited beginning, state intervention has 4277
spread until all countries of the civilised world have either 4339
full-controlled or semi-planned economics, with the result 4399
that the standard of living has improved vastly. 4448
State intervention and its privileges can be abused. Ex- 4507
cessive or unjust taxation can be imposed; the authorities can 4571
become too dictatorial; laws which are for the benefit of a 4632
small minority, and to the detriment of the majority, can be 4693 
passed. It is the responsibility of each citizen to exercise 4755
his voting powers wisely, so that we may have parliamentary 4815
representatives who will see that the principles of democracy 4877
are upheld. 4889
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Although both the system of "responsible government" in 56
Britain and the "presidential system" in the United States 115
of America have control over democracies, their methods of 174
election and their general organisation differ from each 231
other in many respects. 255
In Britain, the Prime Minister is the leader of the 308
party which wins the parliamentary elections on the vote 365
of the people. He is never a member of the Opposition. He 425
is elected to the office of Prime Minister by members of 482
his party. He selects his ministers from among his col- 539
leagues. They are responsible to parliament and must be 596
supported by a majority of the members when the business 653
of the House is being dealt with. In the United States of 712
America, the President is elected at a separate election 769
from that which puts the members of Congress into office. 827
He need not be a member of the majority party. He chooses 886
his "lieutenants", who are often selected because they are 945
experts in their own fields, not because they are members 1003
of Congress. Their appointment must be approved by Congress, 1065
but they are responsbile to the President. 1108
The Prime Minister remains in office for the duration of 1166
that parliament and may be returned to office many times. On 1228
the other hand, the President is elected for a term of four 1288
years, with a limit of two terms. 1322
The Prime Minister, together with his party, may be put 1379
out of office as the result of a no-confidence vote. The 1437
President may be removed from office only in extraordinary 1496
circumstances - for "treason, bribery or other high crimes 1554
and misdemeanors" - and only by a two-thirds majority vote of 1615
the Senate. 1627
The President is considered to be the head of the nation. 1686
He has "the dignity of a king and the power of prime minister". 1750
The Prime Minister in Britain is not considered to be the head 1813
of the nation; this is the role of the Monarch. However, the 1876
Sovereign "reigns but does not rule", being unable to act 1934
independently in the administration of the affairs of the 1992
country. The President may act, without consulting Congress 2053
or his assistants, in a wide field of important matters. 2110
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The Upper House in the British Parliament is the House 2166
of Lords, which is comprised of the hereditary peers of the 2226
United Kingdom, the Lords Spiritual (two archbishops and 2283
twenty-four bishops), life peers and the life peeresses, the Law 2344
Lords (who are appointed for life to attend to the judicial 2404
duties of the House) and representative peers of Scotland and 2466
Northern Ireland. The Upper House in the United States is 2525
the Senate, which has two members of each state, irrespec- 2586
tive of the size of the state or its population. Senators are 2649
elected for six years, one third retiring every two years. 2708
In the United States, each of the states has its own in- 2766
dependent legislature for a number of subjects, such as educa- 2829
tion, conditions of labour, the maintenance of law and order, 2891
transport, etc. In fact, Amendment X of the Constitution de- 2953
crees that "the powers not delegated to the United States by 3014
the Consitution, nor prohibited by it to the states, are re- 3076
served to the States respectively, or to the people". Except 3138
for local government councils in Britain, the Parliament is 3198
the sole governing power. Whereas the British system of re- 3259
sponsible government is the actual government of the land, 3322
Congress is only one of three independent branches of govern- 3384
ment, the other two being the President and the Supreme Court. 3447
The United States has a written Constitution, whereas 3502
Britain has not. The American people hold the Constitution, 3563
which was originally written in 1787, in great respect. It 3623
is interpreted by the Supreme Court and if Congress attempts 3684
to pass any law which is considered by the Supreme Court to be 3747
unconstitutional, the Court will refuse to have it enforced. 3808
On the other hand, Congress has the power to amend the Con- 3868
stitution, subject to the approval of the state legislatures. 3930
In these instances, which are very rare, Congress proposes an 3992
amendment by a two-thirds vote in each House; but if the 4050
amendment is to become law three-quarters of the state legis- 4112
latures must give their approval. Although the British do 4171
not have a written constitution, they live by a traditional 4231
code of principles of respect for their fellow men and the 4290
observance of law and order as laid down by the law of the 4349
land. 4355
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Seberry and Newberry [1989] based their analysis on individual pairs of keystrokes 
within the user's password. Our analysis considers interkey times of many character 
pairs or combinations of pairs with the aim of finding those which identify a specific 
person.
Instead of using an internal system timing in the host computer which creates timing 
errors introduced by the delays caused by timeshared input, our experiment uses a 
microcomputer for external timing. The microcomputer is attached to the terminal where 
it forwards each character as it is sent from the terminal, and on another output line 
transmits to the computer one byte containing the character and two bytes containing the 
time in milliseconds since the last character. The distribution of interkey times for a given 
key pair of characters for a given keyboard is remarkably constant over time for each 
subject. Subjects ranged from very slow typists to fast touch typists.
Most computer terminals have a built-in interval timer so that instead of a 
continuous distribution of times, the measured times form a spectrum of peaks that are at 
fixed intervals on the time axis. This experiment examines the time distribution of 
interkey times for each pair of characters with the purpose of discriminating between the 
users. The main points to determine are:
• whether some pairs or combinations of pairs discriminate better than 
others.
• the smallest sample size of interkey times for which reasonably reliable 
discrimination is possible.
The generation of the reference and test files consisted of accepting keystrokes and 
storing them with a time stamp. We used all keystrokes for measuring the keystroke 
characteristic. The reference file for each subject consists of all data from textl and text2.
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The test files are single typing sessions for all subjects and all texts. The difference index 
which is a like statistic was used to compare test files with reference files [Chapter 4].
In general the variation of the difference indices calculated for the same subject are 
relatively small compared to the difference indices calculated between different subjects. 
Based on the difference index values, we selected some pairs or combinations of pairs 
which discriminate better than others. The reference file for each subject determines 
essential statistics (such as the difference index for selected pairs) that have to be 
compared for future sample typing to identify the owner of the reference file.
The numerical results for this experiment using this methodology are presented in 
detail in Chapter 7 of this report.
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Chapter 4
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Statistical analysis of the experimental data has the broad aim of determining 
differences between interkey time distributions for the test file and reference file. The 
interkey times for each subject for a given text on a given terminal have been examined 
and different pairs of keys have been analysed separately. Investigation of the 
relationship between interkey times for a given pair that is preceded by a specific character 
shows that the preceding character influences the shape of the distribution as illustrated by 
the following data samples.
The data are the interkey times of pair "th" typed by subject pk repeated 5 times on 
text2 on the VC4404 terminal.
times (in milliseconds) frequency
50- 52 31
83- 86 343
110-119 186
147-151 21
182-183 3
215-216 3
>216 1
Total 588
The interkey times of both pair "th" preceded by a blank and pair "th" preceded by 
"i" ( a subset of the above) are distributed as follows:
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times (in milliseconds) blank-th i-th
frequency % frequency %
50- 52 22 4.8 8 26.7
83- 86 288 61.6 16 53.4
110-119 141 30.2 5 16.6
147-151 13 2.8 0 0.0
182-183 1 0.2 0 0.0
215-216 2 0.4 0 0.0
>216 0 0.0 1 3.3
Total 467 100 30 100
In fact the frequency of 8/30 (26.7%) in class 50-52 milliseconds in the data table 
for pair "th" preceded by "i" is much higher than 22/467 (4.8%) in the same class for "th" 
preceded by a blank space. Nevertheless, in this study, we consider the effect of the 
preceding character to be of minor importance mainly because the observed data for most 
preceding characters of a given pair are insufficient to use for routine discrimination.
Analysis involving the joint distribution of the two interkey times for character 
triplets would necessarily be much more complicated.
Another interesting possibility is to investigate the most frequently occurring pairs 
for
i) consistency of the spectrum for each pair of characters for the same person 
over time (and over different texts).
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ii) significant differences between different persons compared to differences for 
the same person over time.
iii) the amount of data needed to recognise a person (what is the minimum sample 
size of interkey times for successful discrimination?).
Initially, an estimate using a uniform kernel function [Silverman, 1986] of the 
probability density function of interkey times of a given pair on a given terminal was 
made. If two distributions are very different, then this will be evident in the graphical 
presentation of estimated densities. For example, Figures 4.1 and 4.2 show the estimated 
probability density (on a logarithmic scale) of interkey times for the pair "es" for textl and 
text2 typed by subject rl and sp on the dvt227 terminal. These two distributions are very 
different in location, spread and shape. In Figure 4.2, the distribution is bimodal and 
more spread than the distribution in Figure 4.1.
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es
Figure 4.1 Estimated probability density function (on 
logarithmic scale) of interkey times of pair "es" for 
textl and text2 typed by subject rl on dvt227 
terminal.
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However, if the differences between distributions are small we need statistical 
evidence that indicates that the differences are not due to random effects. An appropriate 
test statistic must be chosen, but to do this we must also decide the nature of the 
difference we wish to detect; the difference could, for example, be in location, spread or 
shape.
Student's t-statistic can be used for testing the difference in location of two 
distributions of the same or (similar) spread and shape (although the properties of the test 
statistic will vary from those assumed if the shape of the distribution is substantially non­
normal). The variance ratio can be used for testing the equality of spread of two 
distributions. The chi-squared goodness of fit test statistic is one of a variety of 
'omnibus' tests designed to simultaneously test for location, and spread and/or shape 
differences. It is this statistic which has been chosen in our study.
The choice of such an omnibus test statistic was motivated by careful examination 
of the estimated probability density functions for various character pairs and subjects 
(eg. Figures 4.1 - 4.5).
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Figure 4.3 Estimated probability density function (on 
logarithmic scale) of interkey times of pair "on" for 
textl and text2 typed by subject pk on dvt227 
terminal.
on
Figure 4.4 Estimated probability density function (on 
logarithmic scale) of interkey times of pair "on" for 
textl and text2 type 1 b ' subject sp on dvt227 
terminal.
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It is worth noting that for two different character pairs (eg. "on" and "an") the 
distributions may be very different even for the same subject at the same terminal session 
(eg. Figure 4.4 vs Figure 4.5). This is not surprising because, for different locations on 
the keyboard, different finger and hand movements cause different patterns of interkey 
times [Cooper,-1983]. For ’QWERTY" standard keyboard, both "o" key and "n" key are 
on the right hand side of the keyboard, while "a" key is on the end of left hand side and 
"n" key is near the centre of the keyboard. Therefore, movement of fingers from "a" to 
"n" should take more time than from "o" to "n".
Also, for the same character pair two different subjects may have quite different 
distributions of interkey times and there may be differences in either (or all) of location, 
scale and shape (eg. Figure 4.3, Figure 4.4). .
a n
Figure 4.5 Estimated probability density function (on 
Icgai' thmic scale) of interkey tin ¡es jf pair "an" for 
t xtl and text2 typed by sub ct sp on dvt227
terminal.
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The %2 statistic is a quantity that measures the overall discrepancy between the k 
observed frequencies O j,0 2 ,...O jc and their corresponding expected frequencies
E 1’E2’---Ek-
The statistic, is defined as:
X2 _
k ( Oj - Ei)2
Under quite general assumptions the %2 statistic follows (approximately) the chi-
squared distribution. In our case, this assumption amounts to one that the typist who 
gives rise to the observed frequency distribution (Oj's) is the "same" as the typist of the
reference set (Ej's). The reference is taken from a very large sample. However, the
'true' reference distribution is not fixed because there is some small difference in typing 
characteristics over time and between different texts and so on. The time scale of our 
experiment did not allow detailed analysis of what changes do occur over time. For our 
analysis it suffices simply to recognise that there are changes. Because there are changes 
in the 'true' reference distribution, the distribution of the test statistic will closely 
approximate the non-central %2 distribution. Under the alternative hypothesis (that is, 
with a different typist) the distribution should also be approximately non-central %2 but
with a different (greater) non-centrality parameter because the non-centrality parameter 
measures the differences between the E(Oj) and Ej values and these differences will tend
to be small if they merely reflect drift over time for a common subject, or tend to be large 
if the Oj and Ej values are obtained from different subjects.
It is not necesary to pursue in detail the theory of the non-central %2 distribution. 
In our problem, we need not use the theoretical distribution. It is, in fact, better to base 
our testing on a comparison of empirical distributions. However, we can use the 
relationship between sample size and expected non-central chi-squared value to carry out
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an empirical non-central chi-square adjustment (essentially if texts on which comparisons 
are based are different - in particular when frequencies of character pairs vary from one 
sample to another).
The details of test statistics and the derivation of the formula for calculating and 
adjusting the difference index which is a y}  like statistic are described in Appendix A.
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Chapter 5
THE EQUIPMENT
In our experiment, the timing apparatus consists of a data display terminal which 
transmits and receives information to and from the host computer and an external timing 
microcomputer device. The microcomputer device was linked directly with the terminal 
line of the terminal to provide accurate timing which is independent of the interrupt service 
of the host computer.
5 .1  Description of Keyboard Timer Microcomputer
Michael Milway, at the University of Wollongong, constructed the microcomputer 
device which consists of a hardware and software system. The hardware consists of a 
6809 based microcomputer, with 16K bytes of RAM and 8K bytes of EPROM, three 
serial ports and a programmable timer. The software has been written in C and assembly 
language and programmed into EPROM. The source code of these programs are in 
Appendix B.
The time interval is measured by a programmable timer which interrupts every 
millisecond. The interrupt handlers take about 800 microseconds to transmit a character 
from the terminal to the host and to transmit the echo back from the host to the terminal. 
Thus, it is impractical to measure the time interval with a higher resolution than of about 1 
millisecond because time interrupts may be lost if they occur less than 800 microseconds 
apart.
The software consists of a main line program written in C language called spy.c, 
and two assembly language programs called firq.s and in6.s . The program firq.s is for 
handling FIRQ (Fast Interrupt ReQuest) interrupt from the programmable timer which
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generates an interrupt every 1 millisecond. The program in6.s is for handling the IRQ 
(Interrupt ReQuest) interrupt from the terminal and host computer.
Two separate circular buffers are used. One stores the data to be sent to the host 
computer, the other stores the data to be sent to the terminal. Data received from the 
terminal port is copied to the host port transmit buffer to be sent to the host computer. 
Data received from the host port is sent to the terminal port in a similar manner. Data 
received from the terminal is also transmitted out through a second output (sampling) 
port, called Spy-port, packaged with two bytes of timing information.
Figure 5.1 shows the configuration and software diagram of the measuring device.
Note - Transparent link between port B and terminal.
Data are trapped by \x and transmitted to port C with 16 bit timing 
information attached to the one-byte character.
Microcomputer ( |i )
Terminal
Datato
terminal
< s f  Circular 
l buffer 1
time
Increment
time Programmable
timer
1 jisec
16 bit
IRQ 
interrupt 
(inó.s program)
Pyramid
Host
spyflag □  spytime 
Spydata
(spyflag set by IRQ Interrupt handler)
FIRQ interrupt 
(firq.s program)
main line program 
(spy.c program)
Figure 5.1 Configuration and software diagram of measuring device
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The software which times keystrokes starts with the main line program (spy.c), which 
gets the character and the interkey time from the execution of in6.s and firq.s. The 
algorithms of these programs are described as follows:
Algorithm 5.1: M ain line
0) Initialisation (* set up some buffers for a transparent link *) 
forever do
1) Wait until "spyflag" is set /* spyflag set by IRQ interrupt handler */
2) send character and two bytes of time to sampling port.
3) reset "spyflag”.
od
The operation on step 2 in Algorithm 5.1 requires about 3 milliseconds for a 9600 
baud rate port (3 chars at about 1 millisecond each). It is assumed that the host machine 
collecting the data can keep up. So far this has not caused any problems.
The diagram in Figure 5.2 illustrates the control flow of the interrupt handler for the 
terminal, host computer and sampling port ACIA (Asynchronous Communication 
Interface Adapter) communication. The logic of this control flow is described in 
Algorithm 5.2.
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hcount
Terminal ACIA
vO
/  T  X  x ------------► Rx
terminal d
1 X X ◄----------- Tx
DTR ----------- ► DCD
"ON" (normal mode)
DTR = Data Terminal Ready OFF) (Local mode)
DCD = Data Carrier Detected ONJ
h start hend 2
Host buffer
(Data to be sent to Host)
Host ACIA
DCD
T
Xn
« X
J□ m
ON
OFF
R.
Host
Terminal
Terminal buffer 
(Data to be sent to terminal)
Figure 5.2 Diagram of control flow of the interrupt handler for terminal, host computer, and Spy (sampling) port
Algorithm 5.2: IRQ in terrupt handler  
(See also diagram 5.2)
• .
(* handle host Interrupt * )
if host interrupt
(* handle host transmit (Tx) interrupt * ) 
if hcount < > 0
if host Tx interrupt (* TDRE (Transmit Data Register Empty)
and Tx interrupt enable * )
hcount -=1 (* decrement count * ) 
if hcount ==0
disable host Tx interrupt
fi
transmit character from hostbuf[hend] 
hend +=1 
fi 
fi
(* handle host receive (Rx) interrupt *)
if Rx Interrupt (* RDRF (Receive Data Register Full ==1, and 
R^ Interrupt enable (always enable) * )
read character into termbuf[tstart] 
tstart +=1
tcount +=1 (* increment count * )
enable terminal transmit interrupt 
fi 
fi
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(* handle terminal interrupt * ) 
if terminal interrupt
(* handle terminal transmit (Tx) interrupt * )
Same as for host transmit (Tx) interrupt}
(* handle terminal transmit (R^) interrupt * )
if Rx interrupt (* RDRF ==1 * )
get character and put in host buffer 1
enable host Tx interrupts; hcount + + ...Jsame as *or host
(* process Spy information * )
if spyflag < > 0 (* last character not sent to Spy port * ) 
time = 0 x FFFF (* data lost, time is invalid * ) 
else (* spyflag == 0 * ) 
store character in spydata 
store time in spytime 
set time to zero 
set spyflag to nonzero 
fi
(* handle possible change in DTR * )
(* compare Terminal DCD status bit and Host DTR bit
control bit, if different change Host DTR bit * )
if terminal DCD and host DTR differ (* only write to Host ACIA if
necessary * )
if terminal DCD is "OFF" 
set host DTR is "OFF" 
else
set host DTR "ON" (* terminal DCD is ON * ) 
fi 
fi 
fi
fi *
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From Algorithm 5.2, the time information is provided by the program firq.s. The 
time is measured in milliseconds since the last character was received from the terminal, 
and hex FFFF is used as the first time interval after reset. The time is initialised to zero 
after a character is received and two bytes of timing information have been successfully 
recorded by the main program. The program firq.s increments the time value by one 
when the timer generates an interrupt (every 1 millisecond). However, the time value is 
not changed if it is hex FFFF, which is the maximum time interval. This gives a 
maximum measurable delay between characters of about 65 seconds.
5 .2  Keyboard effects
The two types of terminal we used in the experiment were the Volker-Craig 
VC4404 and the Domino dvt227. The layout of the keyboards for these two terminals are 
shown in Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5. By comparison, the standard "QWERTY" keyboard 
layout is shown in Figure 5.3. It should be noted that both terminals include an 
upper/lower case typewriter style detached keyboard with control keys; communcations 
electronics, and display screen.
STANDARD QWERTY KEYBOARD 
LEFT HAND RIGHT HAND .
Figure 5.3: Layout of standard ^QWERTY" keyboard
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Figure 5.4: Layout of keyboard for the VC4404 terminal
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Figure 5.5: Layout of keyboard for the dvt227 terminal
The interkey times were recorded by an external timing microcomputer device. By 
this method we can get high resolution interkey timings without modifying the host 
computer system. Also, the timing is not affected by delays introduced by a timeshared 
input system, therefore the recorded time did measure the true interkey time. However, 
from examination of the raw data in Tables 7.5(a) and 7.6(a), it is clear that the data 
contain a peak period. That is, data cluster at intervals separated by this peak period. For 
the VC4404, fhe peak period is about 32 milliseconds. For the dvt227 the peak period is 
not so consistent or obvious, but there is a tendency for the data to shown a peak around 
6 milliseconds.
The VC4404 has a simpler keyboard encoder than the dvt227. We believe that the 
32 millisecond interval is due to the operation of the debounce circuits in the VC4404 
keyboard.
In conclusion, the interkey times were affected by the keyboard mechanism, 
therefore the measured time is not continuous, but forms a spectrum of peaks at fixed 
intervals on the time axis. The question of whether keyboard effects do or do not destroy 
significant amounts of information that would be provided by the complete undistorted 
distribution should be further investigated in follow-up research. It is clear that much 
useful information remains provided comparison of users is made on the same keyboard.
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Chapter 6
DATA ORGANISATION AND ANALYSIS
6 .1  Data Organisation 
•
The data files are stored in the computer using a hierarchical tree structure, which is 
shown in Figure 6.1. Data are organised by terminal type, text type and subject. 
Initially, the interkey timing data (keypush character and time since last keypush), which 
are generated by the external timing microcomputer, are stored for a given terminal, text 
and subject. The reference file for each subject on a given terminal is created in the 
textl.2 directory (see Figure 6.1), by merging interkey timing data for textl and text2. 
The interkey timing data under each subject directory are subsequently extracted by a set 
of C and shell programs to obtain interkey times for separate pairs of characters. Another 
set of C and shell programs is used to process interkey times for separate pairs to obtain 
subsequent results. From the interkey timing data of separate pairs, for each terminal and 
each text, we derive and store the mean and standard deviation for these pairs. The mean 
and standard deviation are used to determine confidence intervals for difference means for 
separate character pairs. By using the t-test scanning criterion, we selected 25 character 
pairs for subsequent analysis. The grouped data for interkey times of each selected pah- 
are used to compute the difference index for a given terminal, text (including reference 
text), and subject. For each reference subject on a given terminal, and for each pair, all 
possible adjusted difference indices are computed by comparing the differences between 
test subject and reference subject interkey timing data. The adjusted difference indices for 
each selected pair are stored in the reference subject directory. For each reference subject 
on a given terminal, we select some pairs or combinations of pahs that discriminate better 
than others by using the M ratio and L ratio criteria discussed in Section 7.3. All the 
above statistical information is stored in a reference file to be used as a basis for verifying 
a sample of future typing.
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$HOME (Home directory)
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interkey times 
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interkey times 
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Figure 6.1 General diagram of data organisation
6 .2  Programs to Process Data
Programs have been written to carry out the statistical analysis for interkey timing 
data. The principles and procedures for the statistical analysis are explained in Chapter 4 
and Chapter 7. Programs that perform different tasks are as follows:
a) Keyboard timer microcomputer software.
This software has been written in C and assembly language and programmed into 
EPROM inside the microcomputer timing device. This software accepts a keypush 
character and transmits the character packaged with timing information out on a second 
output (sampling) port. The logic of this software is described in Chapter 5.
b) Programs analysing data and performing statistical analysis.
This software has been written in the C language and as shell scripts. The C 
programs produce all subsequent statistical results, whereas the shell programs are used 
to select different subsets of the data.
c) Cricket graph.
This software package is used for plotting estimated probability density functions 
for given pair of interkey time data.
d) Minitab.
We used the Minitab statistical software package for calculating descriptive 
statistics.
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6 .3  Programs for Statistical Analysis
This set of programs consists of 23 C code programs and 20 shell scripts which ran 
on a Pyramid computer under the UNIX operating system. These programs perform a 
sequence of tasks to obtain adjusted difference indices. The tasks can be grouped into 
four sets of programs according to their function. The four sets of programs are 
programs that generate interkey times for separate pairs, perform t-test scanning for 
character pairs, group interkey times of character pairs, and compute and adjust difference 
indices respectively.
6 .3 .1  Programs to generate interkey times for separate pairs
Our model uses interkey times for separate pairs as the basic unit of analysis. 
Firstly the program reads each character and the two bytes of timing information. It then 
converts the two bytes to an integer value and stores each character plus the integer time 
value in a raw-data (interkey timing data) file.
The next process is to generate interkey times for each character pair from the raw 
data. The program organises the data as two linear linked lists for character pair records 
and interkey timing records. Each character pair record has a pointer field that contains 
the address of its first interkey timing record.
The linear linked list is suitable for this implementation because of its simplicity and 
ability to accommodate variable length data. The structure of the character pair record and 
the interkey timing record are shown in Figure 6.2(a) and Figure 6.2(b). The process of 
inserting a new record into the character pair list and interkey timing list is illustrated in 
Figure 6.3(a) to Figure 6.3(d).
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key first next
pointer to next 
character pair record
contains T
character pairs pointer to the address of its
first interkey timing record
Figure 6.2(a) Structure of character record
time follow
^  pointer to next
interkey timing record
contains 
interkey time
Figure 6.2(b) Structure of interkey timing record
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Head pointer
Head record Sentinel record
Sentinel
pointer
Figure 6.3(a) Initial state of character pair list
Previous pointer 
Head pointer
<
•
Sentinel
pointer
Figure 6.3(b) Insert pair 'on' with interkey time =160
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Figure 6.3(c) Insert pair 'on' with interkey time = 200
Figure 6.3(d) Insert pair 'st' with interkey time = 500
Assume this insertion is done after the insertion 
of pair 'th' with interkey time = 300
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There are some advantages in adding two dummy records which are a header record 
and a sentinel record. The algorithm does not have to check whether the searching key is 
less than the key of the first record of the list. In addition, the searching key is copied to 
the keyfield of the sentinel record which ensures termination. The algorithm for updating 
the character pair list and the interkey timing list is described in Algorithm 6.1.
Algorithm 6.1 U pdating the character p a ir  lis t an d  the in terkey
tim ing list (also see F igure 6 .2(a), F igure 6.2(b) 
and F igure 6.3(a) - F igure 6.3(d))
(1) Set previous to point to head record and
current to point to record after the previous record.
(2) While (the searching key < the key of current record).
do /* update previous and current pointer (Figure 6.2(a)) */
previous = current —» next 
current = current —» next
od .
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(3) If (current record key = searching key
and current pointer does not point to sentinel record)
/* record already exists (Figure 6.3(c)) */ 
then
Add the time in front of interkey timing list of that character pair, 
else
/* new record (Figure 6.3(b), Figure 6.3(d) */ .
Create new character pair record and new interkey timing record.
Insert new character pair record between previous record and current 
■record, then set pointer field (the one that points to the first interkey time 
record) to the address of new interkey time record, 
fi
After all interkey timing data have been stored as described above, the program 
writes the data to a pair data file, which consists of each character pair, followed by the 
interkey times in ascending order.
Programs have also been developed programs to retrieve the data from the pair data 
file according to different criteria e.g. to retrieve interkey timing data for a particular pair, 
or to retrieve interkey timing data of pairs which have their number of occurrences greater 
than a specified number.
In order to analyse the effect of the character preceding the pair, another program is 
used to generate a file containing interkey timing data of each pair with different preceding 
characters. The logic of this program is the same as the one described above. There is 
also a program which is written to retrieve the interkey timing data for every character 
preceding a particular pair.
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A set of shell programs is used to perform the following tasks for every subject in a 
given directory.
- generate the interkey timing data for separate pairs (pair data file).
- loop through each pair in a given key set, retrieve from the pair data and create a 
file containing that pair and its interkey times.
- retrieve and create a file containing all pairs and their interkey times with 
occurrences greater than a specified number.
6 .3 .2  Programs to perform t-test scanning criterion
This procedure creates a file containing the mean and standard deviation of separate 
character pairs from the pair data file. The t-test is used to determine a confidence interval 
for the difference between means of the same character pair typed by different subjects. 
The program creates a file containing all pairs with a confidence interval that does not 
include zero, indicating that the means are different. In addition, for each pair the 
program also calculates the minimum number of occurrences of that pair for the different 
means to be shown as significant and the expected length of text required to achieve 
statistical significance for use as a factor in selecting the character pairs [Chapter 7 Section 
7.1]. The output of significant confidence intervals compared between all possible pairs 
of subjects in a given directory are generated by shell programs.
6 . 3 . 3  Programs to group interkey times of character pairs
After using the t-test scanning criterion as a means for initially selecting 25 
character pairs, a more robust like statistic which we called the difference index 
[Chapter 4] has been used to judge whether two distributions are significantly different. 
The formulas for grouping interkey times of character pairs for the VC4404 and the
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dvt227 terminal are discussed in Section 7.2.1. One purpose of grouping when data are 
clustered (with cluster spacings of, eg. ~32 milliseconds) is to eliminate some 'terminal 
generated' noise from the system. In addition, the cluster groups also form a natural 
basis for calculating y }  like statistics. In cases where frequencies are small, further 
grouping is necessary.
Two programs were written for grouping interkey timing data. The VC4404 
grouping algorithm is as follows:
Let x be the interkey time, and C be the starting value which depends on the 
character pair.
Let W be the spacing interval of interkey times (for the VC4404, the data lie in 
groups spaced at ~32 milliseconds).
Interkey time x is assigned to group k where
, _ f n-1 if d < (n-1) + 0.5 
“  I n  otherw ise
and d = and (n-1) < d < n .
Similarly, for the continous dvt227 terminal:
Interkey time x is in group k if
. . x - C . .k-1 < -  < k
where W is the interval width 
and C is the original value.
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A program that calculates an estimated probability density function using the 
uniform kernel function [Silverman, 1986] has been written. The p.d.f. estimation 
algorithm is described as follows:
Let x = interkey time
a = "initial value" of log x
(1) start at 10a .
siS(2) count number of interkey times in 10 .
(3) update a —> a + 8.
(4) go to (1).
To yield a probability density function, the program divides the number of interkey
i o
times in each interval in 103-0 by a factor 28n (n = total number of observed data, 28 = 
interval width). The output is then used as input to the cricket graph software package. 
In our experiment, we set a=0, and different values of 8 and e were tested. Finally we 
chose 8 = 0.1 and e = 0.02. Some examples of the estimated probability density function 
of interkey times are presented in Chapter 7.
6 . 3 .4  Programs to compute and adjust difference indices
The final step in our analysis is to store in each reference file the difference indices 
of some pairs or combinations of pairs to be used as a basis for verifying a sample of 
future typing. The formula and steps used to obtain adjusted difference indices are 
discussed in Appendix A and Section 7.2.2.
Different values of W have been tested to find the suitable interval width, and 40
milliseconds has been selected.
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Initially, when computing the difference index, the program groups together cells 
that have relatively small number of observations. The test file must be grouped 
according to the reference file with which it is being compared and the grouping of each 
reference file remains unchanged. If the test data is part of the reference file, the 
difference index U must be multiplied by a factor R to correct for the observations being 
in the reference file. The difference index U and factor R are defined as follows:
k
U = I
i=l
[O j - E j]2 
Ei
R =
h 2 - n x
n2
where nj and n2 are the total number of observations for the test file and 
reference file respectively.
O j is the number of the observations in group i for the test file, and the
i ° 2 i \
corresponding expected value Ej is computed as Ej = n j 
the number of observations in group i for the reference file
l  " 2 ;
; where 0 2j is
We developed a shell program to compute and store as a file the difference indices 
for each reference subject in a given terminal and text directory. The difference indices 
are calculated for each subject typing session, based on the same reference subject file for 
every character pairs in a given key set.
To compare the difference index with respect to the same reference file, all different 
indices must be adjusted to the same sample size. The difference index, which is a chi- 
square like statistic, must be scaled when the test file is not sampled from the same 
population as the reference file. The correction uses the fitted linear relationship of
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difference index versus sample size which is calculated from the difference indices 
between each typing session of the reference subject compared to his own reference file. 
In our experiment only textl and text2 are included in the reference file. Since the values 
of the difference indices within the same text in the reference data file are not very 
different, (eg. from Table 7.11, the difference indices of each typing session of subject 
pk of pair "on" typed on the dvt227 terminal for textl are 4.28, 2.63 and for text 2 are 
20.74, 19.33 respectively), therefore we use the average value to estimate the slope (b) of 
the linear relationship:
r = h i  - * li
n2 " n i
where Xj-, x2j are the average values of all difference indices by the reference 
subject of a given pair on textl and text2 respectively.
and n i>n2 are the average sample sizes of observed data for typing sessions 
of a given pair for textl and text2 respectively.
The two dimensional array indexed by text and session is used to store the 
difference indices of a given pair for a given subject, compared to the reference subject. 
The program adjusts each difference index in the array by using the following formula
If yy is the difference index of text i of the jth typing session for a given pair.
then yjj is adjusted to yjj - b (nj - nj)
where nj, n j are average sample sizes of observed data for typing
sessions of a given pair for text i and textl respectively (nj = base
sample size).
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Finally, for each reference subject on a given terminal, the pairs are ranked by 
considering the overlap ratio (L), magnitude ratio (M) and the number of reversals (R). 
These three numbers are explained in more detail in Section 7.3. The definitions are as 
follows:
Smallest value of difference indices for the 
test distribution
L = ------------------------------------------------------
Largest value of difference indices for the 
reference distribution
Average value of difference indices of 
typing session of subject a compared to 
reference file of subject b
M  = ------------------------------------
Average value of difference indices of 
typing session of subject b compared to 
reference file of subject b
R = the number of times that the difference index 
in the test distribution is greater than any value 
of difference index in the reference distribution.
The programs are run in the following order:
The first program computes the base sample size (n^) and the slope (b) of the linear
equation of the reference subject for a particular pair from difference indices of typing 
sessions from textl and text2.
The second program reads all difference indices of a given pair of the given subject
compared to the same reference file and stored into a two-dimensional array. It uses the 
value of n^ and b to adjust the difference indices, and also calculates the magnitude ratio
(M) and the number of reversals (R) and creates a file containing adjusted difference 
indices, with these two values.
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The third program reads each file of difference indices of a particular pair for a 
subject compared to the same reference file, and computes the overlap ratio (L). All 
character pairs of the reference subject are ordered by the overlap ratio (L) and stored in a 
file containing each character pair with the overlap ratio (L) and magnitude ratio (M).
By using shell programming, we can generate the adjusted difference indices of the 
reference subject compared to all given subjects for each character pair in a given key set, 
and generate for each reference subject under a given terminal directory the output of all 
character pairs, ranked by overlap ratio (L), by looping through all reference subjects with 
a given set of character pairs.
In somer cases, it might not be possible to establish any pairs that strongly show 
significant evidence of the difference between a reference subject and others. 
Combinations of those pairs which discriminate the reference subject from some subjects 
(not all) to obtain an overall good test may be necessary. Programs have been written to 
combine the pairs and the output of all combined pairs, ranking by overlap ratio (L) for 
each reference subject, are generated as above by using shell programs.
6 .4  Summary
In our system, the data files are organised as a hierarchical tree structure. A suite of 
programs has been written to perform a variety of data manipulation and combination 
function. Sets of shell programs have been used to execute the same procedures for all 
subjects and texts for a given directory. Finally, the difference indices of some pairs or 
combination of pairs which discriminate better than others are stored in each reference file 
for use in verifying a sample of future typing.
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Chapter 7
THE RESULTS
The data collected in the experiment include typescript of three plain English texts 
typed on two kinds of terminal by different typists, ranging from slow typists to 
professional touch typists. Data collected from textl and text2 were used as reference 
data files for verifying a sample of future typing. Text3, which was typed by 16 subjects, 
is considered to be the new text, and is used to indicate the variety of keystroke timing 
patterns. The interkey times for each character pair in each of the texts were recorded for 
all typing sessions and used as the unit of analysis.
The first question we addressed was, "Do people type differently?". The sixteen 
subjects who typed text3 on the dvt227 terminal included fast typists, medium typists and 
slow typists. The fast typists, who were kp, pk, tc and hw, typed text3 in 11-18 
minutes. The medium typists, rl, dc, ww, yh, bp and jf and the slow typists dg, ys, 
vw, hp, sp and sn, spent 22-38 minutes and 40-80 minutes for typing respectively. 
Using the Minitab statistical package, descriptive statistics for interkey times of 16 
subjects were obtained and are described in Table 7.1.
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Table 7.1 Descriptive statistics of interkey times (in milliseconds) of all 
typists for text3 on the dvt227 terminal
Subject No. of 
data 
items
Min. 1st
quartile
Median 3rd
quartile
Max. Mean Standard
deviation
kp 4331 6.0 87.0 137.0 195.0 5312.0 174.3 183.8
pk 4507 6.0 103.0 139.0 179.0 30842.0 190.7 607.6
tc 4605 7.0 102.0 141.0 188.0 6784.0 193.6 258.2
hw 4984 4.0 120.0 164.0 228.7 22110.0 274.0 600.2
rl 4512 5.0 147.0 188.5 254.0 17591.0 277.1 588.9
dc 6000 1.0 113.0 146.0 199.0 18631.0 278.0 588.2
ww 4347 7.0 139.0 206.0 310.0 14579.0 342.7 513.0
yh 4839 7.0 159.0 213.0 342.0 7004.0 347.8 438.3
bp 4578 7.0 190.0 243.0 351.0 19448.0 371.9 498.9
jf 4481 5.0 178.0 287.0 502.0 *10130.0 424.7 463.5
dg 4503 7.0 239.0 312.0 438.0 18159.0 467.5 639.8
ys 5596 4.0 167.0 230.0 426.0 19420.0 482.0 895.4
vw 4504 7.0 225.0 321.0 531.7 9582.0 569.3 822.0
hp 4978 4.0 142.0 253.0 605.0 40320.0 617.4 1339.0
sp 5021 4.0 274.0 455.0 878.0 24487.0 727.3 878.2
sn 4383 4.0 289.0 528.0 1023.0 65535.0 1019.5 1921.5
* Note that the actual text length was 4355 characters. However, individual typists 
typed additional characters in making corrections, and so on (except kp and ww 
typed less character data than text).
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We also used a uniform kernel function [Silverman, 1986] in estimating the 
probability density function of interkey times typed by each subject for the whole text3 
and two halves of text3. Estimated probability density functions (with time on a 
logarithmic scale) are shown in Figure 7.1 to Figure 7.7.
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From Table 7.1 and Figure 7.1 to Figure 7.4, it can be seen that people type very 
differently. Median interkey times ranged from 137 to 528 milliseconds. The shapes and 
the spreads of the distributions also vary considerably from subject to subject. Even for 
individuals with similar median times, the shape and spread of the distribution are often 
quite different. This is illustrated through comparison of the subjects tc and pk (spread, 
see Table 7.1) and ww and rl (shape, see Figure 7.2). Especially for the slow typists, 
the distribution is more spread out than others and some of the distributions have a 
bumpy (multi modal) character. Comparing the distributions of the two halves of text3 
typed by each subject, we see that the two distributions are generally very close which 
implies that individuals type consistently over time.
An important point to note is that mixing interkey times of character pairs together 
will obscure the dissimilarity of the distributions for various character pairs. Evidence 
that for two different character pairs, the distributions are very different, even for the 
same subject at the same terminal session, is shown in Figure 7.5 and Figure 7.6.
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Note that from Figure 7.5 and Figure 7.6, the shape of the distributions for interkey 
times (on a logarithmic scale) of the same character pair is quite similar on two different 
terminals. This means that the distribution of interkey times of a character pair is roughly 
independent of terminal characteristics. However, the actual time distributions on the 
VC4404 (discrete terminal) and the dvt227 (continuous terminal) are quite different, 
while important characteristics such as location, shape, and spread are very similar. 
Figures 7.8 and 7.9 do not represent the probability density function since the area under 
the curve is not adjusted by the interval width for each group and also the graph omits the 
group that has zero number of observed data. However, these figures graphically 
summarise the relative frequency of interkey time of pair "e " on both the VC4404 and 
the dvt227 terminals. They are quite similar on location, shape and spread 
characteristics. We also note from Figure 7.7, that for the same character pair, different 
subjects have quite different distributions of interkey times in any (or all) of location, 
scale and shape.
It is obvious that people do type differently, and it is preferable to analyse each 
character pair separately so that dissimilarity of the distributions is not obscured. We 
should be able to select some character pairs which strongly discriminate one subject 
from others.
7 .1  Analysis of interkey times of character pairs
The next question is "How many character pairs should be selected for initial 
analysis?". There are about 60x60 character pairs for English text. This includes 26 
lowercase letters, 26 uppercase letters and special characters such as space, punctuation 
marks and so on. Many of these will never occur (eg. ZQ). Moreover only a subset of 
them occurs in any text sample and some pairs occur more frequently than others. In 
addition, some pairs should be able to discriminate better than others.
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Initially, following procedures used by earlier researchers [Leggett et al., 1988], we 
scanned by using the Student's t-criterion. This scanning criterion is looking only for a 
location 'shift' between distributions. That is, we are using the 't-test' to test for 
significance the difference between means of the distributions of the same character pair 
typed by two different subjects. For each character pair, we determine a confidence 
interval for the difference between means for the two subjects we wish to compare. If the 
confidence interval does not include zero, this is equivalent to evidence that the means are 
different.
Let (b,o) be the confidence interval for the difference between two means. A
confidence interval (b,c) that is 'substantially' removed from zero provides strong
evidence against the hypothesis that the two means are equal. Thus, a small value of r = 
(see diagram below with equation 7.1) identifies a highly significant difference and
hence a character pair which discriminates well between the two subjects.
a
0
f
b b+c c 2
confidence interval width
Define r = --------- -
distance of confidence interval from zero mean
* I be I 
Therefore r = | |
c-b
= TT
7 .1
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Sample size interpretation
The next question to consider is "How much can the sample size be reduced while 
still achieving statistical significance in the t-test?".
Consider the standard deviation of the difference between means, (S- -), withx-y
sample sizes which are both equal to n
Sx-y -
/“ 2------ 5
a/573 7 .2
The width of the confidence interval is increased by a factor d, to
fb+c d 
~ ~  2
(c -B ),b ± £ + |( c - b ) ' if the sample sizes decrease by a factor of d.
Sx-y = d
------ 2
-  d S x-y 7 .3
The limiting value of d which maintains a significant difference is given by
> 0 7 .4
b+c 7 .5That is, d -  F F V
or d 1 2 < 1 + 7  ;
, c-b 
where r = — 7 .6
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Considering the t-test scanning criteria, we conclude the following:
1) The number of occurrences of a character pair required for a difference between 
two means to show as significant in the t-test is equal to n/d^-
2) The expected length of text required to just achieve statistical significance is 
equal to (text length)/d^.
The expected length of text is important because a minimum text length is needed so 
that the pair can show significance.
By using the t-test scanning criterion, we selected 25 character pairs which are 
included in our subsequent analyses. These pairs were chosen on the following criteria:
1) The number of significant differences between means for all possible pairs of 
subjects.
2) The extent to which the sample text size could be decreased while still 
maintaining statistically significant differences.
The idea behind these selection criteria is to locate the pairs that have high 
discrimination power and which occur quite often in representative text.
Table 7.2(a), Table 7.2(b), Table 7.3(a) and Table 7.3(b) show all the numerical 
results for the character pairs selected using the above criteria for the VC4404 and the 
dvt227 on textl and text 2 respectively.
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sessions; text length = 5x2103 = 10515)
(6 subjects; 15 possible comparisons)
Table 7.2(a) The numerical results using t-test for mean differences for
selected pairs for textl for the VC4404 terminal (repeated 5
(1)
pair
(2)
No. o f signifi­
cant intervals
(3)
No. o f observations 
(n)
(avg. value)
(4)
Maximum of d 
(avg. value) 
d d2
(5)
No. o f occurrences 
to show as signifi­
cant in t-test (H/d^)
(6)
Expected length 
of text required
to just achieve 
statistical signi­
ficance (10515/d2)
1 " a" 13 163.3 4.5 (20.2) 8.0 520.5
2 tl jtl 12 108.7 3.5 (12.2) 8.9 861.8
3 " 0 ” 11 102.7 4.0 (16.0) 6.4 657.1
4 ” t" 14 263.1 5.0 (25.0) 10.5 420.6
5 ” w ” 13 118.1 4.3 (18.4) 6.4 571.4
6 an 15 133.3 5.2 (27.0) 4.9 389.4
7 at 15 113.2 4.6 (21.1) 5.3 498.3
8 ”d ” 13 132.6 3.0 (9.0) 14.7 1168.3
9 ”e " 14 245.4 5.6 (31.3) 7.8 335.9
10 en 14 124.2 5.1 (26.0) 4.7 404.4
11 er 14 160.7 4.6 (21.1) 7.6 498.3
12 es 14 118.3 2.5 (6.2) 19.0 1695.9
13 he 13 198.5 5.2 (27.0) 7.3 389.4
14 in 13 164.5 3.4 (11.5) 14.3 914.3
15 nd 13 147.6 4.5 (20.2) 7.3 520.5
16 ng 15 53.6 2.8 (7.8) 6.8 1348.0
17 nt 14 91.0 4.2 (17.6) 5.1 597.4
18 on 15 122.6 4.8 (23.0) 5.3 457.1
19 re 12 156.0 3.0 (9.0) 17.3 1168.3
20 ”s ” 13 216.2 3.8 (14.4) 15.0 730.2
21 te 12 104.5 3.0 (9.0) 11.6 1168.3
22 th 15 193.3 4.8 (23.0) 8.4 457.1
23 ti 15 88.9 3.0 (9.0) 9.8 1168.3
24 to 15 88.8 5.7 (32.4) 2.7 324.5
25 "y " 14 80.2 4.0 (16.0) 5.0 657.1
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sessions; text length = 5x4889 = 24445)
(5 subjects; 10 possible comparisons)
Table 7.2(b) The numerical results using t-test for mean differences for
selected pairs for text2 for the VC4404 terminal (repeated 5
(1)
pair
(2)
No. o f signifi­
cant intervals
(3)
No. o f observations 
(n)
(avg. value)
(4)
Maximum o f d 
(avg. value) 
d d2
(5)
No. o f occurrences 
to show as signifi­
cant in t-test (H/d^)
(6)
Expected length 
of text required
to just achieve 
statistical signi­
ficance (24445/d2)
1 " a” 8 340.1 7.1 (50.4) 6.7 487.9
2 it j i t  ̂8 275.2 9.1 (82.8) 3.3 295.2
3 " o" 8 296.3 3.8 (14.4) 20.5 1192.4
4 it j t i 9 596.1 7.2 (51.8) 11.5 471.9
5 " w" 9 295.2 6.5 (42.2) 6.9 579.2
6 an 9 256.1 7.4 (54.7) 4.6 446.8
7 at 10 260.7 5.8 (33.6) 7.7 727.5
8 "d " 10 289.2 5.6 (31.3) 9.2 780.9
9 "e " 9 833.5 7.2 (51.8) 16.0 471.9
10 en 10 288.8 9.0 (81.0) 3.5 301.7
11 er 10 367.9 7.2 (51.8) 7.1 471.9
12 es 10 212.0 4.7 (22.0) 9.6 1111.1
13 he 10 504.3 7.4 (54.7) 9.2 446.8
14 in *9 457.1 7.0 (49.0) 9.3 498.8
15 nd 9 225.8 5.5 (30.2) 7.4 809.4
16 ng 10 155.0 5.1 (26.0) 5.9 940.1
17 nt 10 324.6 5.6 (31.3) 10.3 780.9
18 on 10 315.2 9.6 (92.1) 3.4 265.4
19 re 9 264.8 4.4 (19.3) 13.7 1266.5
20 "s M 10 390.3 4.8 (23.0) 16.9 1062.8
21 te 9 248.7 3.7 (13.6) 18.2 1797.4
22 th 9 583.1 7.0 (49.0) 11.9 498.8
23 ti 10 298.6 5.9 (34.8) 8.5 702.4
24 to 10 139.4 5.0 (25.0) 5.5 977.8
25 ”y M 10 140.0 5.3 (28.0) 5.0 873.0
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sessions; text length = 2x2103 = 4206)
(5 subjects; 15 possible comparisons)
Table 7.3(a) The numerical results using t-test for mean differences for
selected pairs for textl for the dvt227 terminal (repeated 2
(1)
pair
(2)
No. o f signifi­
cant intervals
(3)
No. o f observations 
(n)
(avg. value)
(4)
Maximum of d 
(avg. value) 
d d2
(5)
No. o f occurrences 
to show as signifi­
cant in t-test (n/d'2)
(6)
Expected length 
of text required 
to just achieve 
statistical signi­
ficance (4206/d2)
1 " a” 8 70.2 3.1 (9.6) 7.3 438.1
2 it 8 47.2 2.0 (4.0) 11.8 1051.5
3 " o ” 7 42.7 2.8 (7.8) 5.4 539.2
4 " t” 6 109.0 3.8 (14.4) 7.5 292.0
5 " w" 9 48.8 3.3 (10.8) 4.5 389.4
6 an . 7 53.5 3.0 (9.0) , 5.9 467.3
7 at 8 45.5 3.0 (9.0) 5.0 467.3
8 "d " 4 54.0 3.5 (12.2) 4.4 344.7
9 "e " 8 100.5 3.5 (12.2) 8.2 344.7
10 en 8 50.0 3.7 (13.6) 3.6 309.2
11 er 8 63.7 3.2 (10.2) 6.2 412.3
12 es 8 47.6 2.7 (7.2) 6.6 584.1
13 he 9 79.5 3.4 (11.5) 6.9 365.7
14 in 8 65.6 2.2 (4.8) 13.6 876.2
15 nd 8 59.3 3.0 (9.0) 6.5 467.3
16 ng 10 22.1 1.5 (2.2) 10.0 1911.8
17 nt 10 36.1 2.6 (6.7) 5.3 627.7
18 on 10 49.2 3.9 (15.2) 3.2 276.7
19 re 7 62.0 2.5 (6.2) 10.0 678.3
20 "s ” 7 88.0 2.7 (7.2) 12.2 584.1
21 te 7 41.5 1.8 (3.2) 12.9 1314.3
22 th 9 78.0 2.6 (6.7) 11.6 627.7
23 ti 7 35.7 1.5 (2.2) 16.2 1911.8
24 to 7 34.7 5.5 (30.2) 1.1 139.2
25 "y " 9 37.7 1.5 (2.2) 17.1 1911.8
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sessions; text length = 2x4889 = 9778)
(5 subjects; 10 possible comparisons)
Table 7.3(b) The numerical results using t-test for mean differences for
selected pairs for text2 for the dvt227 terminal (repeated 2
(1)
pair
(2)
No. o f signifi­
cant intervals
(3)
No. o f observations 
(n)
(avg. value)
(4)
Maximum of d 
(avg. value) 
d d2
(5)
No. o f occurrences 
to show as signifi­
cant in t-test (n/(j2)
(6)
Expected length 
of text required
to just achieve 
statistical signi­
ficance (9778/d2)
1 " a" *7 142.5 3.1 (9.6) 14.8 1018.5
2 it j i t 9 110.0 4.5 (20.2) 5.4 484.0
3 " o" 5 123.8 3.4 (11.5) 10.7 850.2
4 " t" 9 244.6 4.8 (23.0) 10.6 425.1
5 " w ” 8 122.7 4.1 (16.8) 7.3 582.0
6 an 8 101.5 4.3 (18.4) 5.5 531.4
7 at 9 105.3 3.4 (11.5) 9.1 850.2
8 "d " 8 118.3 4.3 (18.4) 6.4 531.4
9 "e " 10 339.5 5.5 (30.2) 11.2 323.7
10 en 10 114.5 6.0 (36.0) 3.1 271.6
11 er 7 144.7 4.5 (20.2) 7.1 484.0
12 es 9 87.3 3.1 (9.6) 9.0 1018.5
13 he *9 200.4 6.1 (37.2) 5.3 262.8
14 in 9 182.4 3.4 (11.5) 15.8 850.2
15 nd 9 89.2 3.0 (9.0) 9.9 1086.4
16 ng 9 63.0 4.1 (16.8) 3.7 582.0
17 nt 9 129.7 2.0 (4.0) 32.4 2444.5
18 on 10 132.0 7.8 (49.0) 2.6 199.5
19 re 8 106.5 3.6 (12.9) 8.2 757.9
20 "s ” 9 162.3 2.5 (6.2) 26.1 1577.0
21 te 6 99.8 2.8 (7.8) 12.7 1253.5
22 th 8 233.3 4.8 (23.0) 10.1 425.1
23 ti 8 120.5 2.7 (7.2) 16.7 1358.0
24 to 8 55.3 2.0 (4.0) 13.8 2444.5
25 "y " 8 68.0 3.5 (12.2) 5.5 801.4
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Comparison of the results in Table 7.2(a), Table 7.2(b), Table 7.3(a) and Table 
7.3(b) shows that they are quite consistent. We screen pairs by selecting those that have 
relatively large values of number of occurences value (n) and number of significant 
intervals and most importantly a small value for the expected length of text required to just 
achieve statistical significance. Then, the results on terminals VC4404 and dvt227 for 
textl and text2 have similar results as illustrated in Table 7.4 for 8 good pairs.
Table 7.4 Comparison of good pairs selected from Table 7.2(a), Table 7.2(b), Table 
7.3(a) and Table 7.53(b)
VC4404 dvt227
textl text2 textl text2
c n e c n e c n e c n e
I t  j l l 14 263.1 420.6 9 596.1 471.9 6 109.0 292.0 9 244.6 425.1
an 15 133.3 389.4 9 256.1 446.8 7 53.5 467.3 8 101.5 531.4
I I  I Ie 14 245.4 335.9 9 833.5 471.9 8 100.5 344.7 10 339.5 323.7
en 14 124.2 404.4 10 288.8 301.7 8 50.0 309.2 10 114.5 271.6
er 14 160.7 498.3 10 367.9 471.9 8 63.7 412.3 7 144.7 484.0
he 13 198.5 389.4 10 504.3 446.8 9 79.5 365.7 9 200.4 262.8
on 15 122.6 457.1 10 315.2 265.4 10 49.2 276.7 10 132.0 199.5
th 15 193.3 457.1 9 583.1 498.8 9 78.0 627.7 8 233.3 425.1
Note: c = number of significance intervals, 
n = number of observations.
e = expected length of text to just achieve statistical significance.
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7 .2  Results of analysis of difference indices
The t-test criteria are used initially as a means of scanning the character pairs. After 
that, a more robust test statistic will be used to judge whether two distributions are 
significantly different. The test statistic chosen is a y}  like statistic which we have called 
the difference index [Appendix A] and it is calculated as follows:
U
k [ O j - E j ] 2
Si=l Ei
where Oj is the number of observation in group i for test file
Ej is the expected number of occurrences in group i for the test file, 
assuming that it is sampled from the same population as the 
reference file.
Ej is calculated using the following formula
Ei
where n^ 
°2 i
and n2
° 2 i ^
= nl "nT
\ L )
is the total number of observations in the test file.
is the number of observations in group i of the reference file.
is the total number of data in the reference file.
7 . 2 .1  The nature of raw data
The next step is to determine how to group the data for computing the difference 
index. The icfea behinds the grouping strategy is as follows. If we choose the grouping 
interval too small, there will be a small number of observations in each cell, causing the 
component terms in the difference index to contain mainly noise rather than signal. 
However, if we choose a very large interval width, we lose discriminatory power because 
even though there is little noise in the component terms, the signal from the small number 
of cells contains little discriminatory information.
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By investigating the data from the VC4404 terminal, we found that the interkey 
times of a given pair are already grouped with about 32 milliseconds spacing, as can be 
seen from examples in Table 7.5(a) and Table 7.5(b).
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Table 7.5(a) Interkey times for pair "on" typed on the VC4404 terminal by
subject rl on text2 repeated 5 sessions
87 87 87 87 87 87
120 120 120 120 120 120
120 120 120 120 120 120
120 120 120 121 121 121
121 121 121 121 121 121
152 152 152 152 152 152
153 153 153 153 153 153
153 153 153 153 153 153
153 153 153 153 153 153
153 153 153 153 153 153
153 153 153 153 153 153
153 153 • 153 153 153 153
153 153 153 153 153 153
153 153 153 153 153 153
153 153 153 153 153 153
153 153 153 153 153 153
153 153 153 153 153 153
154 154 154 154 154 154
154 154 154 154 154 154
154 154 154 154 154 155
185 185 185 185 185 185
185 185 185 185 185 185
185 185 185 185 185 185
186 186 186 186 186 186
186 186 186 186 186 186
186 186 186 186 186 186
186 186 186 186 186 186
187 187 187 187 187 187
218 218 218 218 218 218
218 219 219 219 219 219
251 251 282 284 316 380
88 88 120 120 120 120
120 120 120
120 120 120 120 120 120
121 121 121
121 121 121 149 151 152
153 153 153
153 153 153 153 153 153
153 153 153
153 153 153 153 153 153
153 153 153
153 153 153 153 153 153
153 153 153
153 153 153 153 153 153
153 153 153
153 153 153 153 153 153
153 153 153
153 153 153 154 154 154
154 154 154
154 154 154 154 154 154
185 185 185
185 185 185 185 185 185
185 185 185
186 186 186 186 186 186
186 186 186
186 186 186 186 186 186
186 186 186
186 186 186 187 187 187
218 218 218
218 218 218 218 218 218
251 251 251
446 478 610 706 707 1617
Table 7.5(b) Interkey times for pair "he" typed on the VC4404 terminal by 
subject ss on textl repeated 5 sessions
42 43 43 43 43 43
43 43 43 43 43 43
43 43 44 44 44 44
71 71 71 71 71 71
73 73 73 73 73 73
74 74 74 74 74 74
74 74 74 74 74 74
76 76 76 76 76 76
76 76 76 76 76 76
76 76 76 77 77 77
77 77 77 77 77 77
77 77 77 77 77 91
106 106 106 106 107 107
107 107 107 108 109 109
109 109 109 109 109 109
109 109 110 110 110 110
110 110 110 110 110 110
137 139 139 140 142 142
143 143 175 208 237 241
43 43 43 43 43 43
43 43 43
44 57 58 58 58 71
72 72 72
73 73 73 73 74 74
74 74 74
74 74 74 74 76 76
76 76 76
76 76 76 76 76 76
77 77 77
77 77 77 77 77 77
91 101 101
107 107 107 107 107 107
109 109 109
109 109 109 109 109 109
110 110 110
110 110 110 110 110 124
143 143 143
307 309
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There is a small proportion of values in Table 7.5(b) which do not fit into the 
pattern. While most observations lie in groups spaced at ~32 milliseconds (eg. 42-44, 
71-77, 106,110), values (57, 58, 91, 101, 124) do not. These few observations are 
aberrant and we assign them to the nearest group.
Because of the nature of data typed on the VC4404 terminal, we used the following 
formula for grouping interkey times of a given pair.
t = C + 32.65 * i 7 .7
where t is interkey times of a given pair.
C is the starting value, this value depends on character pair.
32.65 is the interval width for grouping data. This value is determined 
by terminal features, and observed empirically.
For example, for the pair "on", the formula for grouping data is 
t = 22.0 + 32.65 * i
where 22 is the minimum value of interkey times for the pair "on" typed on the 
VC4404 terminal by all subjects for all texts. The data belongs to group i if
i - 0-5 < x m r  s i + 0 '5 7 - 8
The data from the dvt227 terminal is much more spread, when compared with the 
data from the VC4404 terminal. Some samples of dvt227 data are shown in Table 7.6(a), 
Table 7.6(b) and Table 7.6(c).
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Table 7.6(a) Interkey times for pair "on” typed on the dvt227 terminal by
. subject pk on textl (2 sessions), and text2 (2 sessions)
18 30 35 35 41 41 46 47 47 47 47 52
53 53 53 53 58 58 59 64 64
64 65 65 68 70 70 70 70 70 70 74 75
75 76 81 81 81 86 86 86 87
118 119 123 123 124 124 125 125 125 125 126 127
129 130 131 134 134 135 139 139 142
145 145 146 146 146 146 146 146 147 147 152 152
156 156 156 157 157 157 157 158 159
159 163 163 163 163 163 164 164 164 165 166 166
167 167 167 168 168 168 168 169 169
170 172 172 173 173 174 174 174 174 175 176 178
179 179 180 184 184 184 184 184 185
185 185 185 185 185 186 190 191 195 195 196 201
205 206 206 206 207 207 207 211 224
227 234 239 266 271 273 276 288 298 331 341 342
369 471 532
Table 7.6(b) Interkey times for pair "on" typed on the dvt227 terminal by 
subject rl on textl (2 sessions), and text2 (2 sessions)
73 90 90 91 101 108 110 117 118 118 118 122
124 124 124 124 128 128 128 128 128
129 129 129 129 129 129 129 129 130 135 135 135
135 135 136 136 137 138 138 139 139
140 140 144 145 145 145 145 146 146 146 146 146
146 146 146 146 147 147 147 147 148
150 150 150 150 151 151 152 152 152 153 154 155
155 156 156 156 156 156 157 157 157
158 158 159 161 161 162 162 162 162 162 163 163
164 164 166 166 166 167 167 167 168
168 168 168 168 168 168 168 168 169 169 169 172
173 178 178 178 178 178 179 179 179
180 183 183 184 184 184 184 184 185 185 185 185
185 188 188 189 189 189 189 189 189
205190 194 195 195 196 198 200 201 201 204 204
206 206 210 211 212 216 217 218 226
227 228 234 238 242 247 248 249 270 275 277 287
337 340 394 439 501
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Table 7.6(c) Interkey times for pair "on" typed on the dvt227 terminal by
subject sp on textl (2 sessions), and text2 (2 sessions)
288 296 303 313
393 394 402 406
442 458 458 461
509 518 540 552
660 667 . 673 678
763 768 771 111
795 808 824 825
879 898 900 908
937 947 947 957
988 1000 1005 1009
1028 1030 1037 1045
1099 1100 1104 1105
1163 1173 1178 1184
1216 1226 1238 1240
1252 1252 1285 1289
1388 1417 1421 1447
1595 1596 1627 1753
2154 2462
318 320 323 359
416 420 427 429
471 497 497 502
566 568 610 644
688 691 700 705
781 782 783 784
825 828 836 845
908 918 919 921
957 959 961 966
1011 1019 1021 1024
1052 1058 1061 1062
1110 1132 1136 1151
1188 1191 1196 1197
1240 1242 1243 1245
1292 1293 1294 1296
1447 1462 1506 1506
1766 1775 1789 1793
360
434
362 378 389
507
645
507 507 508
709
794
710 738 746
857
925
858 858 879
972
1026
974 984 985
1063
1152
1078 1098 1099
1205
1252
1208 1211 1215
1326
1519
1353 1366 1369
1830 1922 1959 2095
From the examination of the raw data, it seems that the data contain a peak period. 
For the YC4404 terminal, the peak period is about 32 milliseconds, but for the dvt227 
terminal there is also some evidence of clustering. (For example, in Table 7.6(a) there are 
several observations at 46-47, 52-53, 58-59, 64-65, 70, 74-76, 81 milliseconds and so 
on). Thus, there is evidence of a spacing of around 6 milliseconds. However, the spread 
within clusters is such that, at this spacing, some of the clusters merge. For most 
practical purposes, the times for this terminal can be recorded as coming from a 
continuous distribution (unlike the discrete distribution for the VC4404 terminal).
We noticed the data from the dvt227 terminal in Table 7.6(b) contained many 
strings of consecutive values (eg. (135, 136, 137, 138, 139, 140), (144, 145, 146,147), 
(150, 151, 152, 153, 154, 155, 156, 157, 158, 159) and so on). It is not so clear why 
this happens, but this may be caused by some peculiar feature of the keyboard 
mechanism. It may be related to the roll-over mechanism which distinguishes two keys 
when the keys are pushed together. The roll-over mechanism will save many key codes
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and transmit one after another. This will distort the real keypush time and could be a 
cause of the observed pattern.
The data on the dvt227 terminal are not as obviously grouped as on the other 
terminal. The choice of interval width for calculation is somewhat arbitrary. 
However, the interval width should neither be too small nor too large. Groupings with 
different interval widths within a reasonably narrow range 7 to 29 do not lead to 
substantially different results. Consequently, we chose an interval width equal to 40 
milliseconds to group the data using the following algorithm.
The interkey times t is in group k 
t - Cif k < y j— < k+1; where
C is the original value. In this case we set C=3 as the original value 
because it is the half width of the spacing of around 6 milliseconds 
for the dvt227 terminal.
W is the interval width; for our case W=40.0 .
The difference index of a given character pair was computed by comparing the 
distribution of interkey times for the test file with that for the given reference file. Then in 
order to compare the difference indices, we have to adjust the difference indices to the 
same sample size [Appendix A].
When computing the difference index, we grouped together cells that have relatively 
small number of observations. Specifically, we grouped the cells so that each cell had an 
expected count of at least one.
Table 7.7 - 7.8 shows the steps for calculating the difference index for pair t on 
the dvt227 terminal which compares the first session of typing of subject hw on text3 and 
the reference file of subject pk.
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Table 7.7 Shows the numerical results after grouping data using an interval width 
of 40 milliseconds for pa ir" t" on the dvt227 terminal for reference file 
subject pk (x) and first session typing of subject hw [text3] (y)
Interval width Number of data in 
reference file (x)
Number of data in 
reference file (y)
0-40 22 3
40-80 110 17
80-120 147 39
120-160 45 28
160-200 19 15
200-240 4 3
• 240-280 5 3
280-320 3 1
320-360 2 2
360-400 0 1
400-440 1 1
440-480 0 1
480-520 1 1
520-560 1 1
560-640 3 1
640-680 1 0
680-720 2 1
880-920 1 0
960-1000 1 0
1000-1040 1 0
1000-1080 1 0
•1680-1720 1 0
1920-1960 0 1
2040-2080 1 0
2240-2248 1 0
5080-5120 0 1
Total: 373 120
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The cells in Table 7.7 have been further grouped according to the reference file so 
that the values of the expectation Ej are greater than 1. Note that the grouping of the
reference file for a given subject and given pair remains unchanged. Each test file must be
grouped according to the reference file with which it is being compared. The formula 
used to compute Ej is
Ei = n f ° 2 i  ^ 
. n2
7 .8
From Table 7.7, n2 = 373 (number of data in reference file x). For n^ we used the 
minimum sample size for the pair " t" typed by every subject on different text which is 
40.
Given n ̂  = 40 and n2 = 373, the requirement that E2 > 1 corresponds to values 
no less than about 9.
Consequently, the number of data in each cell of reference file (x) should be no less 
than 9 in order that of test file (y) will be greater than 1 and this result is shown in
Table 7.8.
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than 1
Table 7.8 Shows the numerical results which is the consequence of merging
some groups of data in Table 7.7 so that the expected value Ej is greater
Interkey times Number of data in 
reference file (x)
Number of data in 
test file (y) 
Observation Oj
Expected value E| 
assuming that it is 
sampled from the same
probability distribution 
as the reference file (x)
d i (2) (3) (4)
0-40 22 3 7.078
40-80 110 17 35.389
80-120 147 39 47.292
120-160 45 28 14.477
160-200 19 15 6.113
200-280 9 6 2.895
280-640 11 9 3.539
640-5120 10 3 3.217
The difference index is computed from Table 7.8:
( O i - E ) 2 
U = £  — Ë— 50.68
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7 . 2 . 2  The results of adjusted difference indices
From each reference data file of a given pair, we calculated the difference indices of
•th .
each i typing session of the reference subject and used these values to compute the slope 
of the fitted linear equation (b) for that reference file. Since the variability of the number 
of observed data for repeated typing of a given text is negligible, as can be seen from 
Table 7.12 (eg. average = 31.2 from the values 31,31,30,32), the average sample size of 
observed data for the typing session of given a pair for textl of the reference subject is 
used as the base sample size and every difference indices with respect to this reference file 
will be adjusted to be the same base sample size for the purposes of comparison 
[Appendix A].
___ A
Tables 7.9 and 7.10 show the values of the slope of the fitted linear equation (b) of 
a given pair for each reference subject typed on the VC4404 and the dvt227 terminals 
respectively.
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Table 7.9 The values of the slope of fitted linear equation of a given pair
for each reference subject typed on the VC4404 terminal
reference
subject . pk ss rl ww sp ia
Pairs
1) " a" 0.0754 (38.0) 0.0125 (37.6) -0.1178 (37.8) 0.3795 (83 .8) 0 .1510 (31.0) 0 .2483 (31.0)
2) " i" 0.0224 (26.4) 0.0819 (25.6) -0.0749 (25.8) 0.6425 (22.2) -0 .0 0 4 0 (20.6) 0.0508 (21.6)
3) " o" -0 .0520 (22.8) 0.0334 (20.2) -0.0485 (23.4) 0.4855 (20.2) 0 .1046 (20.6) 0 .2800 (20.6)
4) M -0.0006 (55.0) -0 .0112  (53.0) -0.0393 (54.6) 0.5266 (51.0) 0.2106 (54.0) 0.1793 (53.6)
5) " w" 0.1220 (26.0) 0.0449 (22.8) 0.0349 (25.6) 0.3609 (24 .8) 0.1342 (24.0) 0 .0374 (23.4)
6) an 0.0491 (27.2) 0.1076 (26.4) 0 .0424 (26.8) 0.2726 (26.6) -0.3159 (28.0) -0.1141 (27.0)
7) at 0.1338 (22.8) 0 .0 0 8 8 (22.2) 0.0127 (23.0) 0.2297 (22.8) -0.1149 (24.2) -0.0903 (23.0)
8) "d " 0.0083 (30.0) 0.0474 (30.0) -0.1787 (30.2) 0.4124 (25.0) 0.3479 (26.4) 0 .1022 (26.4)
9) "e " 0 .0962 (50.8) -0.0326 (51.0) -0.0512 (48.8) 0.6213 (47.8) -0.0527 (51.2) 0.1939 (50.4)
10) en 0.0508 (25.0) 0.1017 (25.0) 0.0106 (26.8) 0.4189 (24.2) 0.0407 (25.6) -0 .1410 (25.6)
I D er
**
0 .1 5 3 7 (32.0) 0.0463 (32.0) 0.6644 (32.4) 0.2425 (32.4) -0 .0060 (32.6) -0 .0920 (32.2)
12) es -0.0383 (23.8) 0.0427 (22.8) 0.2491 (24.6) 0.4158 (25.0) 0 .0176 (24.2) -0.0083 (24.2)
13) he 0.1473 (39.8) 0.1020 (39.4) -0 .0 0 2 9 (40.4) 0.5509 (39.8) -0.2971 (40.2) 0 .1270 (39.8)
14) in -0 .1056 (33.2) 0.0129 (32.4) 0.0756 (33.4) 0.3662 (33.0) 0.0448 (33.4) -0.0985 (33.4)
15) nd 0.1024 (29.6) 0.0835 (30.0) 0.2034 (31.4) 0.5997 (28.6) 0.0056 (30.6) 0.0175 (30.0)
16) ng 0.0491 (11.2) 0.0336 (10.4) 0.0610 (10.6) 0.5553 (11.4) 0.0659 (11.2) 0.0783 (11-0)
17) nt 0 .0619 (18.4) 0.0239 (18.0) -0.0338 (18.6) 0.4740 (18.0) -0.0805 (18.6) 0 .0094 (18.6)
18) o n -0.0791 (24.8)
**
0 .1 4 5 8 (24.2)
**
0 .2663 (26.4) 0.2471 (25.2) 0 .1912 (25.4) -0.1943 (24.2)
19) re 0 .0439 (31.2) 0 .1242 (30.8) 0.0394 (32.0) 0.3362 (31.6) -0.0864 (31.4) 0.1363 (31.4)
2 0 ) "s " 0 .0 0 0 6 (43.6) -0.0498 (42.8) -0.0891 (45.0) 0.4911 (43 .8) 0 .5204 (44.4) 0 .0219 (43.0)
2 1 ) te 0 .0554 (21.2) 0.0238 (20.6) 0.1716 (21.4) 0.5449 (20.8) -0.1125 (21.4) 0.2165 (21.0)
2 2 ) th -0.0081 (39.2) 0.0448 (38.4) 0.0797 (39.6) 0.3484 (38 .4) 0.1727 (39.8) -0.0277 (38.8)
2 3 ) ti 0 .0884 (18.2) -0 .0204 (17.4) 0.0666 (18.2) 0.3570 (17.8) -0.3270 (18.4) 0 .0190 (18.0)
2 4 ) to 0.0401 (18.0) 0.2703 (18.0) -0.1659 (17.8) 0 .0 8 8 3  (17.8)
**
-1 .0712 (18.4) -0.2143 (17.6)
2 5 ) "y " 0.1191 (20.0) 0.1208 (12.4) -0.0615 (19.6) 0 .7 3 Ö  (17.2) 0.0820 (18.8) -0.1011 (18.0)
Note: 1) The figures in brackets indicates the base sample size.
2) * indicates the (absolute) minimum value.
3) ** indicates the (absolute) maximum value.
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Table 7.10 The values of the slope of fitted linear equation of a given pair for
each reference subject typed on the dvt227 terminal
Reference
subjects
•
pk ss rl ww sp
Pairs
1) " a" 0.0168 (39 .0) 0 .0799 (39.0) 0 .0410  (40.0) 0 .9889 (36.5) 0.0819 (32.5)
2) " i" 0 .0650 (27 .5) -0.1326 (27.0) -0 .0534 (26.0) 0.0792 (25.0) -0.0191 (22.0)
3) " o" -0.0225 (23.5) 0.0196 (23.0) -0.0146 (22.5) -0.0263 (21.5) 0.0589 (20.5)
4) „ t„ 0.0089 (56 .0) 0.0677 (57.0) 0.1486 (54.0) 0.3561 (56.5) -0.0391 (53.5)
5) " w" 0.2187 (26 .0) -0.0212 (24.0) 0.2297 (26.5) 0.3842 (25.0) 0.1373 (24.0)
6) an 0.0107 (27 .0) -0.0594 (27.0) 0.0754 (27.0) 0.3102 (26.5) 0.2176 (27 .0)
7) at -0 .0042 (24.0) -0.0237 (23.5) 0.0155 (23.0) -0 .0474 (23.0) -0 .1680 (22.5)
8) "d " -0 .0256 (29.5) 0 .0724 (30.0) -0.0690 (30.5) -0.1679 (28.0) 0 .1256 (26.0)
9) "e " 0.0528 (51 .5) -0.0280 (51.0) 0.0780 (51.0) 0.3101 (49.5) 0 .1986 (50.5)
10) en -0 .0300 (50.0) 0 .0888 (25.0) 0.2022 (26.0) 0.0318 (25.0) 0 .2467 (25.0)
11) er 0 .0 0 0 3 (32.5)
**
0 .2 4 3 7 (31.5) -0.0239 (32.0) -0 .1680 (32.0) 0.3873 (32.5)
12) es -0 .1490 (23.5) 0.0913 (24.0) 0.0923 (24.5) 0.0221 (25.0) 0.5352 (24 .0)
13) he -0.0127 (41.0) 0.0641 (40.5) 0.0966 (39.5) 0.2890 (40.0) 0.3293 (40 .0)
14) in 0 .1399 (33.0) 0.1327 (33.5) -0.1004 (33.5) 0.1270 (33.0) 0.3166 (32 .5)
15) nd 0.0213 (30.5) 0 .1316 (30.0) 0.3458 (30.5) 0.0817 (29.0) 0.3400 (30 .0)
16) n g -0.0607 (11.0) 0.1323 (11.0) -0 .0210 (11.5) 0.0718 (11.5) 0.1664 (11 .0)
17) nt 0.0103 (37 .0) 0 .0209 (18.0) 0.2601 (18.5) -0.0148 (18.0) 0.2604 (18 .0)
18) on 0.3996 (25 .0) 0 .0465 (25.0) 0.0628 (26.5) -0.0128 (25.0) 0.0252 (24 .0)
19) re -0.0938 (32.5) 0 .0843 (65.0) 0.3887 (32.0) -0.0414 (30.5) 0.2901 (31 .0)
2 0 ) "s " 0.1459 (46.0) -0.0749 (44.5) 0.1643 (45.5)
**
0 .7 0 5 6 (44.5) -0.0311 (43.0)
2 1 ) te -0.1165 (21.0) 0.1361 (21.0) 0 .0 0 9 2 (20.5) 0.2005 (21.0) 0.7879 (21.0)
2 2 ) th 0 .0110 (39 .5) 0 .0753 (39.0) 0.0287 (39.0) 0.1294 (39.0) 0.3545 (39.0)
2 3 ) ti
**
-0 .0445 (18.5) 0.0717 (18.0) -0.0187 (18.5) 0 .0 2 1 8 (19.0) 0.0532 (17.5)
2 4 ) to -0 .4024 (18.0) 0 .1516 (18.0) 0.0129 (17.5) -0.1216 (17.0)
**
1.8061 (18.5)
2 5 ) "y " 0.1117 (20 .0) -0 .0704 (20.0)
**
-0 .4753 (19.5) 0 .1472 (19.0) 0.0190 (18 .5)
Note: 1) The figures in brackets indicates the base sample size.
2) * indicates the (absolute) minimum value.
3) ** indicates the (absolute) maximum value.
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By examining the results in Table 7.9 and Table 7.10, we can see that generally the 
magnitude of the slopes of fitted linear equation (b) is relatively small, which indicates 
that the sample size only has a small effect on the calculated difference index. However, 
adjustment for sample size is still desirable.
It is possible that the value of the difference index might be less than zero (after 
adjustment), as shown for example in Table 7.12. We should not be concerned about 
these values because we are searching pairs that have a large value of the difference index, 
which are considered to be good pairs for discriminating the reference subject from 
others.
Table 7.11 The results of difference indices for each typing session of reference 
subject pk on pair "on" typed on the dvt227 terminal (b = .3996)
(1)
Total observed 
in reference . 
file (pk)
(2)
Test session
(3)
Total observed in 
test session
(4)
Difference indices 
before adjusting 
sample size
(5)
Difference indices 
after adjusting 
sample size
183 (6) textl/pkl 25(6) 4.28 (25.0) 4.28 (25.0)*
183 (6) textl/pk2 25(6) 2.62 (25.0) 2.62 (25.0)
183 (6) text2/pkl 67(6) 20.74 (66.5) 4.16 (25.0)
183 (6) text2/pk2 66 (6) 19.33 (66.5) 2.74 (25.0)
183 (6) text3/pkl 57(6) 36.07 (57.0) 23.28 (25.0)
Note: 1) The figures in brackets in column 1 and column 3 are the number of groups
used in calculating the difference index.
2) The figure in bracket in column 4 is the average sample size for each session 
within same text.
3) * indicates base sample size.
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Table 7.12 The results of difference indices of each typing session of pk
compared to reference subject ss on pair "re” typed on the VC4404
terminal (b = 0.1242)
(1)
Total observed 
in reference 
file (ss)
(2)
Test session
(3)
Total observed in 
test session
(4)
Difference indexes 
before adjusting 
sample size
(5)
Difference indexes 
after adjusting 
sample size
425 (4) textl/pkl 31(4) 17.52 (31.2) 17.47 (30.8)*
425 (4) • textl/pk2 31(4) 5.53 (31.2) 5.48 (30.8)
425 (4) textl/pk3 32(4) 6.26 (31.2) 6.21 (30.8)
425 (4) text2/pk4 30(4) 4.40 (31.2) 4.35 (30.8)
425 (4) textl/pk5 32(4) 0.92 (31.2) 0.87 (30.8)
425 (4) text2/pkl 53(4) 55.62 (53.40) 52.81 (30.8)
425 (4) text2/pk2 53(4) 6.78 (53.40) 3.97 (30.8)
425 (4) text2/pk3 54(4) 1.63 (53.40) -1.18 (30.8)
425 (4) text2/pk4 54(4) 5.38 (53.40) 2.57 (30.8)
425 (4) text2/pk5 53(4) 3.99 (53.40) 1.18 (30.8)
Note: 1) The figures in brackets in column 1 and column 3 are the number of groups
used in calculating the difference index.
2) The figure in bracket in column 4 is the average sample size for each session 
within the same text.
3) * indicates base sample size.
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7 .3  Selection of good pairs
For each reference subject on a given terminal, the statistics we have are the 
difference indices for each character pair, comparing all test files with the reference file. 
Many pairs provide useful discriminatory information. However some pairs discriminate 
better than others. Generally, a good pair is one that characterises the typing of the 
reference subject. A relatively large value of the difference index means that the test 
distribution is very different from the reference distribution. Therefore, for a good pair, 
the difference indices for different subjects must be relatively large when compared to the 
difference indices when calculated for files typed by the reference subject.
The question is how to establish the pairs that show significant evidence of the 
difference between a reference subject and others. Firstly, we have to establish some 
criteria for choosing good pairs and then use these criteria for ranking the pairs.
Firstly, we consider the magnitude of the difference index. The magnitude ratio 
(M) for a given pair of subject a compared to the reference subject b is defined as
. Average value of difference indices of typing session of subject a 
compared to reference file of subject b,
Average value of difference indices of typing session of subject b 
compared to reference file of subject b
The magnitude ratio M for a given pair is calculated for each subject compared to the 
reference subject. Good pairs have all large values of M (if possible).
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Secondly, we consider how far the typing test distribution departs from the 
reference distribution. The comparison was made between the distributions of difference 
indices for the test distribution and reference distribution. The overlap ratio (L) is used to 
measure how far the two distributions are separated and is defined as follows:
Smallest value of difference indices for the test distribution
L = --------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Largest value of difference indices for the reference distribution
The ratio L indicates the relative distance for the test distribution from the reference 
distribution. If the value of L is greater than one it means that the two distributions have 
no overlap. Good pairs should have large values of L.
Thirdly, we consider the number of reversals, defined as the number of times that 
the difference index in the test distribution is greater than any value of difference index in 
the reference distribution. The question is, does the reversal happen permanently or 
randomly? We did not have enough data to resolve this question. We conjecture that if 
the reversal happens it may happen again in the future. According to this conjecture we 
should discredit those pairs that have reversals. Good pairs should have no reversals.
It is worth noting that if we consider only the magnitude ratio M, it might be the 
case that, even if M is large, there is still some overlap between the test distribution and 
the reference distribution. By contrast, even if M is small, it might happen that two 
distributions are distinctly separated. The two cases are illustrated in Figure 7.12.
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Figure 7.12 Illustrating the relation between distribution B (reference distribution) 
and distribution A (test distribution) by comparing the magnitude ratio 
M and overlap ratio L
Therefore, it is better to consider both magnitude ratio M and overlap ratio L, 
together with the number of reversals R. Also note that if the overlap ratio L is greater 
than 1 then the number of reversals will be zero.
Table 7.13, Table 7.14(a) and Table 7.14(b) show examples of statistics of the difference 
index for the selected character pair "on" for a given terminal, comparing all test files with 
the reference files.
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Table 7.13 The statistics of the difference index for pair Men" on the VC4404 terminal, comparing all tests files with the reference
file of subject sp
a ) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Pair: • en 15 (0.0407)** en 15 en 15 , en 15 en 15 en 15 ,
Compare subject: sp.sp (414a ) sp.ww sp.ia sp.pk sp.ss sp.rl
avg. value: 18.87 189r62 256.27 346.40 348.33 348.34
no: 10 5f 10 10 10 10
ratio M: 1.0 10.05 13.58 18.36 18.46 18.46
ratio L: 1.0, 5.80 3.67 6.40 7.66 7.97
(27.44b) (27.44) (27.44) (27.44) (27.44) (27.44)
reversal R: 0 0 0 0 0 0
15.27 210.28 139.44 175.52 210.25 235.41
C/5O -H HT 22.53 159.03 137.47 210.25 210.25 218.59o
t3a
■*-> oX VO 27.19 184.31 116.78 210.25 210.25 218.59
f—1 IO 
w
16.37 184.20 116.93 192.25 210.25 218.59
<DO 13.00 210.28 100.63 210.25 210.25 235.41
£ 27.44 365.15 503.19 503.23 450.75
sg
Q
ro”'' 7.98 297.74 494.78 494.82 433.21
<2 orsi 17.30 397.73 503.19 486.41 510.04
& £ 23.55 466.80 486.37 478.00 451.28“  in 18.09 423.97 477.97 469.59 511.60
Note: **
a 
b
c, d 
f
c
is the value of the slope of fitted linear equation used to adjust all difference indices to the same base sample size (25.60 ) . 
is number of observations in reference file which has been grouped into 15 group, 
is the largest value of difference indices of the test file of reference subject sp. 
is the average sample size of all typing sessions of reference subject sp for textl and text2 respectively.
no typing data of text2 for subject ww.
Table 7.14(a) The statistics of the difference index for pair "on" on the dvt227 terminal, comparing all test files of ss, pk, rl, ww
and sp with the reference file of subject ss
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Bair: on 3 (0.0843)** on 3 on 3 on 3 • on 3
Compare subject: ss.ss (181a ) ss.pk ss.rl ss.ww ss.sp
avg. value: 0.91 301.56 477.37 488.29 562.00
no: 4f 5 5 5 5
ratio M: 1.0 331.38 524.59 536.58 617.58
ratio L: 1.0 29.38 102.96 81.18 98.71
(2.78b) (2.78) (2.78) (2.78) (2.78)
reversal R: 0 0 0 0 0
Textl 1.37 81.70 296.10 249.09 298.26
<L>O
%
(25c ) 0.44 111.66 286.22 225.69 274.40
<DOG
Bdì
Text2
(66.0d)
2.78
-0.97
364.18
271.81
616.38
710.01
734.45
745.42
809.19
785.33
*
Q Text3
(52.6e )
678.44 478.17 486.78 642.80
Note: ** is the value of the slope of fitted linear equation used to adjust all difference indices to the same base sample size (25c).
a is number of observations in reference file which has been grouped into 3 groups,
b is the largest value of difference indices of the test file of reference subject ss.
c, d is the average sample size of all typing sessions of reference subject sp for textl and text2 respectively,
e is the average sample size of all test files for text3 (new text, not included in reference file), 
f ss not available for typed text3.
Table 7.14(b) The statistics of the difference index for pair ’’on" on the dvt227 terminal, comparing all test files of tc, sn, hw, ys,
vw, hp, yh, dc, kp, jf, dg and bp with the reference file of subject ss (continued from Table 7.14(a))
Pair:
Compare subject:
(6) 
on 3 •
ss.tc
(7) 
on 3 
ss.sn
(8) 
on 3 
ss.hw
(9) 
on 3 •
ss.ys
(10) 
on 3 
ss.vw
(ID
on 3 
ss.hp
avg. value: 490.77 583.38 591.35 605.36 607.15 616.00
no: l f 1 1 1 1 1
ratio M: 539.31 641.08 649.84 665.23 667.20 676.92
ratio L: 176.54 209.85 212.72 217.76 218.40 221.58
(2.78 b) (2.78) (2.78) (2.78) (2.78) (2.78)
reversal R: 0 0 0 0 0 0
difference index
text3e 
(52.6 )
490.77 583.38 591.35 605.36 607.15 616.00
(12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17)
Pair: on 3 on 3 on 3 on 3 on 3 on 3
Compare subject: ss.yh ss.dc ss.kp ss.dg ss.jf ss.bp
avg. value: 627.86 638.21 640.99 666.56 666.56 690.32
no: 1 1 1 1 1 1
ratio M: 689.96 701.33 704.39 732.48 732.48 758.60
ratio L: 225.85 229.57 230.57 239.77 239.77 248.32
(2.78) (2.78) (2.78) (2.78) (2.78) (2.78)
reversal R: 0 0 0 0 0 0
difference index
text3
(52.6)
627.86 638.21 640.99 666.56 666.56 690.32
Note: b is the largest value of difference indices of test file of reference subject ss (Table 7.14(a)).
e is the average sample size of all test files for texts (new text, not included in reference file), 
f no typing data of textl and text2 for all 16 subjects above.
One important fact must be noted about the typing data on both terminals. The 
comparison of test files with reference files are made amongst 6 reference subjects for the 
VC4404 terminal. For the dvt227 terminal the comparisons are made amongst 17 
subjects and only 5 of them are reference subjects. In addition, textl and text2 of each 
reference subject are together used as the reference file for both terminals while text 3 is a 
new text. Because of this and the dependence of discrimination on the group of subjects 
with whom the reference subject is compared, in our analyses the values of the difference 
index for the dvt227 terminal are more varied than for the VC4404 terminal.
The data we have are insufficient to make a general conclusion. We have only 
shown that for our reference subjects and our texts, discrimination is achieved. It should, 
of course, be noted that we can only recognize and protect known subjects. This makes 
sense because only authorised users must be recognised and allowed to gain access to the 
system, unauthorised users should be rejected.
Note also that the difference index scales up if the test file is not sampled from the 
same population as the reference file. This is the nature of the non-central y} [Appendix 
A] and is the reason we adjusted the difference index to the same base sample size. From 
Table 7.13, Table 7.14(a) and Table 7.14(b), the value of the slope of the fitted linear 
equation for adjusting the difference index is relatively small, so we can still see the effect 
of sample size. From these two tables, since the sample sizes of text2 and text3 are larger 
than textl, the difference index of text2 and text3 is larger than in textl for the subjects 
that are distinct from the reference subject; whereas the difference indices of the test file 
fore subject are the same order of magnitude for all texts.
Another example is shown in Table 7.15(a) and Table 7.15(b) which indicate some 
change in the reference subject's typing.
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Table 7.15(a) The statistics of the difference index for pair "on" on the dvt227 terminal, comparing all test files of pk, rl, ss,
ww and sp with the reference file of subject
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Pair: on 6 (0.3996)** • on 6 on 6 on 6• on 6
Compare subject: pk.pk (183 ^ pk.rl pk.ss pk.ww pk.sp
avg. value: 7.42 18.20 60.82 198.00 663.73
no: 5 5 4 f 5 5
ratio M: 1 . 0 2.45 8.20 26.68 89.45
ratio L: 1 . 0 0.47 1.52 2.50 14.10
(23.38°) (23.28) (23.28) (23.28) (23.28)
reversal R: 0 5 0 0 0
Textl 4.28 13.12 35.45 103.34 356.65
C/3<D
O (25c) 2.62 20.18 35.43 58.19 328.15*3
& Text2 4.16 12.14 87.48 353.56 952.21
oC (66.5 a) 2.74 34.70 84.93 263.01 923.71
j+his Text3 ***Q
(57.0e)
23.28 10.83 211.90 757.91
Note: *** the relatively large value of this difference value indicates that there is a great change in typing text3 compare to textl 
and text2 for reference subject pk.
** is the value of the slope of fitted linear equation used to adjust all difference indices to the same base sample size (25°) 
a is a number of observations in reference Tile which has been grouped into 6 groups, 
b is the largest value of difference indices of the test file of reference subject pk. 
c,d,e is the average sample size of all typing sessions of reference pk for textl, text2 and text3 respectively, 
f  ss not available for typed text3.
Table 7.15(b) The statistics of the difference index for pair "on" on the dvt227 terminal, comparing all test files of dc, hw, tc,
_____________ kp> yh, bp, hp, ys, dg, jf, vw and sn with the reference file of subject pk (continued from Table 7.15(a))
Pair:
Compare subject:
(6)
on 6 
• pk.dc
(7)
on 6 
pk.hw
(8) 
on 6
pk.tc •
(9)
on 6 
pk.kp
(10)
on 6 
pk.yh
(ID
on 6
pk.bp •
avg. value: 17J1
l f
21.56 26.77 40.07 139.90 187.60
no: 1 1 1 1 1
ratio M: 2.39 2.91 3.61 5.40 18.86 25.28
ratio L: 0.76 0.93 1.15 1.72 6.01 8.06
reversal R:
(23.28b) (23.28) (23.28) (23.28) (23.28) (23.28)
1 1 0 0 0 0
difference index
text3 
(52.6 e )
17.71 21.56 26.77 40.07 139.90 187.60
Pair:
(12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17)
on 6 on 6 on 6 on 6 on 6 on 6
Compare subject: pk.hp pk.ys pk.dg pk.jf pk.vw pk.sn
avg. value: 192.22 219.59 555.23 619.28 686.46 688.66
no: 1 1 1 1 1 1
ratio M: 25.91 29.59 74.83 83.46 92.51 92.81
ratio L: 8.26 9.43 23.85 26.60 29.49 29.58
reversal R:
(23.28) (23.28) (23.28) (23.28) (23.28) (23.28)
0 0 0 0 0 0
difference index
text3
(52.6)
192.22 219.59 555.23 619.28 686.46 688.66
Note: b is the largest value of difference indices of test file of reference subject ss (Table 7.15(a)).
e is the average sample size of all typing sessions of reference subject pk for text3. 
f  no typing data of textl and text2 for all 16 subjects above.
From Table 7.15(a), it is indicated by a relatively large value of the difference index that 
the typing of pair "on" of pk for text3 has substantially changed from the previous typing on 
textl and text2. This can be confirmed from the raw data in Table 7.16.
Table 7.16 Interkey times of pair "on" typed by subject pk on dvt227 terminal
1st 35 41 46 53 53 59 81 81 87 114 119 185
*-> session 139 146 147 157 157 158 163 163 164 173 178 227
£ 2nd 47 53 58 70 86 86 101 107 118 123 131 135
session 145 164 166 166 180 184 185 186 195 201 207 211
369
1st 30 35 47 53 64 64 65 70 70 70 75 86
session 89 93 98 107 108 109 111 118 124 127 129 134
152 152 157 159 159 163 163 165 167 167 167 168
168 168 169 170 172 172 174 174 174 174 175 176
179 185 185 185 190 195 205 206 206 207 207 224
f t
234 239 271 331 342 471
£ 2nd 18 41 47 47 52 58 64 65 68 70 70 74
session 75 76 81 91 101 104 107 108 108 109 109 114
117 123 124 125 125 125 126 130 139 142 145 146
146 146 146 146 147 156 156 156 157 163 164 168
169 173 179 184 184 184 184 185 191 196 206 266
273 276 288 341 532
1st 124 128 128 129 130 140 140 144 145 145 150 151
<2 session 156 162 166 167 167 167 168 168 168 168 168 168
£ 171 172 172 176 178 178 179 183 189 189 189 189
191 194 200 202 211 212 216 218 223 227 233 233
271 271 281 320 337 536 658
This example shows that the reference distribution is changed in typing 
characteristics over time and between different texts. Therefore, the reference file must be 
kept up to date by dropping out past data that are no longer relevant. In this way, the file 
can reflect the recent typing characteristics of the reference subject. To do this, the 
software must update the reference file and recalculate the difference index. We leave this 
as follow up research.
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7 .4  Ranking the pairs
So far we have three criteria for choosing good pairs. These are magnitude ratio M, 
overlap ratio L, and number of reversals R. The good pairs we aim at should have large 
overlap ratio L and large magnitude ratio M with number of reversals R equal to zero. 
Usually, a good pair should be good in regard to all criteria. For example, consider the 
difference indices for pair "on" on dvt227 for reference subject ss in Table 7 .14(a) and 
Table 7.14(b).* It turns out that all magnitude ratios M and overlap ratios L are very large 
while number of reversals, R is equal to zero in all test file comparison with the reference 
file. Therefore the pair "on" is the best pair for identifying reference subject ss as the 
reference distribution is very different from all test file distributions. For each reference 
subject we aim to find any pair that can distinguish the reference subject from all other 
subjects, especially from subjects with typing characteristics close to the reference 
subject. In order to find such good pairs, we rank the pairs based on the overlap ratio L. 
First, we find the smallest value of overlap ratio L for each pair and then rank the pairs 
according to this value in ascending order. After ranking, we also consider together the 
magnitude ratio M and the number of reversals R. This ranking rule is based on the worst 
case condition to guarantee that the consideration is covered for all test files.
Tables 7.17(a) to Table 7.17(f) show the ranking results of 25 pairs of each 
reference subject on the VC4404 terminal whereas Table 7.18(a) to Table 7.18(e) show 
the result for the dvt227 terminal.
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
able 7.17(a) The ranking 
terminal
results of 25 pairs of reference subject pk on the VC4404
Pairs Smallest value of 
overlap ratio L
Magnitude 
ratio M
Number of 
reversal R
Number of 
group in 
reference 
file
Compare
subject
" w" 1.02 (12.66) 7.24 0 5 p k .s s
th 0.80 (13.81) 4.85 4 4 p k .s s
"y "  ̂ 0.76 (2.97) 44.54 1 3 p k .rl
es 0.57 (17.45) 3.22 7 7 p k .s s
t t  j » t 0.53 (6.90) 2.90 13 4 p k .s s
ng 0.48 (3.61) 37.94 1 3 p k .rl
at 0.44 (10.00) 4.79 6 6 p k .s s
"d " 0.32 (10.87) 2.76 26 5 p k .s s
in 0.23 (21.00) 2.01 35 4 p k .rl
ti 0.23 (9.29) 5.92 8 5 p k .s s
„ 0„ 0.22 (10.96) 0.99 48 5 p k .s s
" a" 0.21 (12.05) 3.39 16 5 p k .s s
er 0.20 (17.06) 8.24 7 4 p k .s s
"s " 0.19 (20.50) 1.27 56 7 p k .s s
i t 0.16 (19.65) 1.34 38 7 p k .s s
he 0.16 (14.96) 3.99 20 4 p k .s s
on 0.12 (24.29) 2.86 31 5 p k .rl
an . 0.12(5.22) 1.07 51 3 p k .s s
re 0.10 (23.43) 1.05 37 5 p k .s s
en 0.06 (8.07) 2.44 22 4 p k .ss
"e " 0.05 (33.43) 4.36 28 7 p k .ss
te 0.04 (10.14) 1.50 35 5 p k .ss
to 0.01 (13.19) 3.62 20 3 p k .ss
nd -0.05 (4.76) 1.89 28 4 p k .s s
nt -0.24 (10.59) 0.36 74 4 p k .s s
Note: The figure in brackets is the largest value of difference index for each
pair of the test file of reference subject pk
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2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
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25
"able 7.17(b) The ranking results of 25 
terminal
pairs of reference subject ss on the VC4404
Pairs Smallest value of 
overlap ratio L
Magnitude 
ratio M
Number of 
reversal R
Number of 
group in 
reference 
file
Compare
subject
on 10.86 (16.23) 173.75 0 4 ss .p k
ng 6.72 (4.02) 38.33 0 3 s s .r l
at * 3.68 (7.07) 22.92 0 4 ss .p k
in 2.36 (13.37) 24.16 0 4 ss . w w
"y " 1.03 (22.18) 9.84 0 3 ss .p k
es 0.86 (13.54) 4.17 1 6 ss .p k
" w" 0.61 (15,79) 7.38 1 6 ss .p k
" a" 0.30 (12.77) 2.46 24 5 ss .p k
”s " 0.29 (33.37) 1.90 24 6 ss .p k
„ t„ 0.27 (10.55) 2.37 16 6 ss .p k
er 0.26 (10.93) 9.63 6 4 ss .p k
th 0.20 (23.46) 3.23 12 5 ss .p k
u 0.16 (9.06) 2.53 26 5 ss .p k
ti 0.16 (8.21) 2.75 24 4 ss .p k
"e " 0.10 (28.33) 2.91 31 5 ss .p k
te 0.06 (18.27) 0.81 50 4 ss .p k
he  ̂ 0.05 (12.87) 7.75 17 4 ss .p k
"d " 0.02 (15.15) 1.46 43 4 ss .p k
an 0.01 (12.33) 0.66 61 4 ss .p k
en -0.02 (16.62) 0.96 49 5 ss .p k
" o" -0.03 (13.00) 0.79 54 5 ss .p k
nt -0.03 (4.56) 3.02 28 4 ss .p k
nd -0.07 (12.15) 0.59 69 5 ss .p k
re -0.15 (8.00) 2.86 43 4 ss .p k
to -0.25 (11.51) 2.88 22 3 ss .p k
Note: The figure in brackets is the largest value of difference index for each
pair of the test file of reference subject ss
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7.17(c) The ranking results of 25 pairs of reference subject rl on the VC4404
terminal
Pairs Smallest value of 
overlap ratio L
Magnitude 
ratio M
Number of 
reversal R
Number of 
group in 
reference 
file
Compare
subject
at 3.71 (12.81) 12.33 0 4 r l .ww
an 3.08 (5.48) 10.08 0 6 r l .ww
I f 2.72 (25.30) 6.28 0 10 r l .ww
" s" 2.02 (22.45) 15.23 0 9 rl.ss
"e " 1.90 (47.08) 26.51 0 12 rl.ss
i i  j i i 1.58 (20.43) 14.76 0 6 rl.ss
th 1.36 (17.68) 5.32 0 6 r l .ww
" w" 1.09 (19.76) 6.69 0 8 rl.ss
to 1.03 (7.54) 3.64 0 4 rl .ww
ti 0.80 (16.43) 10.11 1 5 rl.ss
nt 0.78 (19.92) 5.02 2 6 rl.ss
„  Q„ 0.71 (17.21) 6.30 4 7 rl.ss
"d " 0.70 (26.14) 3.14 2 7 rl .ww
te 0.69 (18.41) 13.97 1 5 rl.ia
ng 0.67 (9.03) 3.95 4 4 rl.pk
" a" 0.63 (27.84) 1.98 3 4 rl .ww
en 0.59 (19.23) 1.68 12 10 rl .ww
he 0.56 (28.14) 3.66 2 7 r l .ww
nd 0.41 (18.80) 2.68 6 6 r l .ww
"y " 0.38 (15.40) 2.29 14 6 rl.ss
er 0.34 (32.68) 20.71 4 4 rl.ia
re 0.27 (10.01) 3.93 9 6 rl.ia
es 0.17 (13.56) 1.26 21 5 r l .ww
in 0.09 (33.14) 1.34 37 4 rl.pk
on 0.04 (55.36) 3.93 22 5 rl.pk
Note: The figure in brackets is the largest value of difference index for each
pair of the test file of reference subject rl
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Table 7.17(d) The ranking results of 25 pairs of reference subject ww on the
VC4404 terminal
Pairs Smallest value of 
overlap ratio L
Magnitude 
ratio M
Number of 
reversal R
Number of 
group in 
reference 
file
Compare
subject
1 to 2.77 (2.83), 36.41 0 4 ww.ia
2 on 2.64 (10.05) 11.12 0 7 ww .ia
3 " o” 2.38 (13.79) 9.77 0 12 ww .ia
4 nt 1.36 (12.20) 12.32 0 8 ww.rl
5 te 1.33 (17.44) 3.56 0 8 ww.rl
6 in 1.27 (22.90) 8.75 0 8 ww.pk
7 an 1.22 (17.23) 4.69 0 . 7 ww.rl
8 II Ît 1.20 (33.47) 10.89 0 20 ww.rl
9 ” a" 1.20 (19.85) 5,34 0 13 ww.rl
10 at 1.11 (7.55) 5.32 0 7 ww.ia
11 "s ” 1.03 (31.26) 4.35 0 18 ww.ia
12 " i" 0.99 (17.21) 3.96 1 11 ww.ia
13 "e " 0.95 (33.65) 4.57 3 23 ww.ia
14 " w” 0.91 (12.86) 8.60 2 10 ww.rl
15 th 0.66 (20.82) 3.08 4 7 ww.rl
16 er 0.59 (11.30) 2.54 6 7 ww.ia
17 "d " 0.56 (14.82) 8.22 4 12 ww.rl
18 nd 0.46 (22.51) 2.33 8* 11 ww.rl
19 ng 0.41 (12.93) 3.92 6 6 ww.rl
20 "y " 0.31 (17.50) 1.47 14 9 ww.ia
21 re 0.20 (19.59) 1.76 17 7 ww.pk
22 he 0.06 (26.32) 1.15 23 8 ww.rl
23' en 0.03 (19.83) 3.92 7 8 ww.rl
24 es -0.14 (19.94) 0.84 31 7 ww.rl
25 ti -0.65 (12.90) 5.93 8 7 ww.ia
Note: The figure in brackets is the largest value of difference index for each
pair of the test file of reference subject ww
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7.17(e) The ranking results of 25 pairs of reference subject sp on the VC4404
terminal
Pairs Smallest value of 
overlap ratio L
Magnitude 
ratio M
Number of 
reversal R
Number of 
group in 
reference 
file
Compare
subject
en 3.67 (27.44) 13.58 0 15 sp.ia
on 2.79 (22.92) 12.62 0 16 sp.ia
nd 2.32 (31.27) 10.95 0 13 sp.ia
an 1.92 (38.22) 7.51 0 13 sp.ia
"s " 1.53 (37.13) 8.26 0 21 sp.ia
th 1.51 (61.96) 8.68 0 12 sp.ia
nt 0.77 (27.98) 2.70 5 12 sp.ia
"e " 0.68 (122.84) 7.19 3 25 sp. ww
M 0.64 (49.45) 5.54 5 25 sp.ia
to 0.60 (38.95) 2.05 10 6 sp.ia
at 0.60 (36.26) 5.19 5 12 sp.ia
"y " 0.56 (28.87) 2.36 6 8 sp.ia
"d " 0.55 (32.76) 5.64 3 14 sp.ia
n 0.55 (17.03) 2.52 12 11 sp.ia
" a" 0.53 (34.17) 1.89 19 18 sp.ia
er 0.50 (38.58) 4.30 6 14 sp.ia
he 0.49 (70.37) 3.60 21 10 sp.ia
" o" 0.49 (16.98) 3.24 8 12 sp.ia
in 0.45 (38.24) 4.47 10 14 sp.ia
es 0.36 (33.89) 1.57 21 15 sp.ia
" w" 0.32 (34.44) 3.67 11 12 sp.ia
te 0.28 (49.03) 1.33 37 10 sp.ia
ng 0.24 (25.60) 1.99 27 8 sp.ia
re 0.23 (32.79) 1.37 44 11 sp.ia
ti 0.16 (79.49) 9.13 89 10 sp.ia
Note: The figure in brackets is the largest value of difference index for each
pair of the test file of reference subject sp
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7.17(f) The ranking results of 25 pairs of reference subject ia on the VC4404
terminal
Pairs Smallest value of 
overlap ratio L
Magnitude 
ratio M
Number of 
reversal R
Number of 
group in 
reference 
file
Compare
subject
he 3.72 (29.37) 10.92 0 12 ia.sp
en 3.44 (22.99) 7.53 0 13 ia .w w
nd 2.99 (14.21) 7.34 0 10 ia .w w
to 1.74 (12.51) 4.62 0 5 ia .w w
th 1.70 (12.86) 4.16 0 6 ia .w w
" a" 1.23 (21.65) 2.01 0 20 ia.sp
in 1.15 (27.55) 3.47 0 10 ia.sp
an 1.11 (33.59) 4.63 0 11 ia .ww
nt 0.96 (29.31) 4.48 1 9 ia.sp
" i" 0.95 (13.13) 3.61 1 13 ia .sp
tt 0.88 (51.55) 1.61 4 28 ia .w w
"e " 0.64 (65.52) 1.24 13 30 ia .w w
te 0.60 (26.81) 3.46 3 10 ia.rl
"s " 0.52 (84.93) 1.52 8 27 ia .w w
on 0.52 (37.90) 2.96 1 10 ia .w w
"y " 0.52 (20.37) 1.45 16 8 ia .w w
" o" 0.48 (20.18) 2.95 18 12 ia.sp
at 0.48 (19.21) 1.38 17 10 ia .w w
" w" 0.47 (25.96) 1.74 19 12 ia.sp
"d " 0.40 (41.90) 1.81 8 16 ia .ww
ng 0.38 (19.26) 5.89 6 7 ia.sp
er 0.37 (31.53) 1.25 19 7 ia .ww
es 0.36 (32.84) 1.07 22 12 ia .ww
re 0.34 (19.19) 2.35 17 7 ia.rl
ti 0.21 (22.44) 0.67 42 9 ia .ww
Note: The figure in brackets is the largest value of difference index for each
pair of the test file of reference subject ia
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7.18(a) The ranking results of 25 pairs of reference subject pk on the dvt227
terminal
Pairs Smallest value of 
overlap ratio L
Magnitude 
ratio M
Number of 
reversal R
Number of 
group in 
reference 
file
Compare
subject
” a” 1.19 (9.49) 3.24 0 6 p k .ss
" w" 0.94 (17.01) 2.02 1 6 p k .ss
ti 0.71 (12.29) 2.46 2 5 p k .ss
"s " 0.58 (6.54) 1.44 6 7 p k .ss
on 0.47 (23.28) 2.45 4 6 p k .rl
en 0.47 (9.94) 0.71 3 4 p k .tc
t! |, 0.39 (47.92) 2.65 3 8 p k .ss
es 0.37 (22.56) 0.83 12 7 p k .ss
"d " 0.32 (8.75) 1.35 13 5 p k .ss
at 0.31 (10.01) 0.91 12 4 p k .ss
he 0.29 (8.26) 1.39 11 4 p k .ss
to 0.20 (16.55) 0.74 13 3 p k .ss
"e " 0.16 (53.62) 0.80 4 8 p k .ss
nd 0.15 (20.28) 0.96 10 5 p k .ss
ng 0.09 (8.10) 0.21 4 3 p k .h w
ti 0.07 (46.59) 0.97 7 5 p k .ss
th 0.07 (26.89) 2.09 7 5 p k .ss
er 0.07 (13.92) 0.13 4 4 pk .tc
in 0.06 (89.14) 1.04 7 5 pk .w w
te 0.06 (67.34) 0.38 13 5 p k .ss
" oM 0.04 (73.45) 0.38 12 5 p k .ss
re 0.03 (67.04) 0.73 13 5 pk .w w
nt 0.03 (15.12) 0.34 17 4 p k .ss
an 0.01 (10.08) 1.63 7 4 p k .ss
"y " -0.10 (7.56) -0.18 4 3 p k .y s
Note: The figure in brackets is the largest value of difference index for each
pair of the test file of reference subject pk
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able 7.18(b) The ranking results of 25 pairs of reference subject ss on the dvt227
terminal
Pairs Smallest value of 
overlap ratio L
Magnitude 
ratio M
Number of 
reversal R
Number of 
group in 
reference 
file
Compare
subject
on 29.39 (2.78) 331.38 0 3 ss .p k
" o" 3.98 (1.45) 10.94 0 5 ss .p k
"y " 3.82 (4.53) 15.42 0 2 s s .r l
es 1.33 (9.96) 2.36 0 6 ss .k p
re 0.93 (6.25) 6.73 1 4 ss .p k
nt 0.91 (1.29) 1.53 1 5 s s .tc
»1 t̂t 0.90 (9.38) 1.31 1 7 ss .k p
tl IIe 0.58 (20.54) 2.70 3 6 ss .p k
in 0.52 (8.07) 8.68 2 5 ss .w w
an 0.34 (10.77) 0.94 11 6 ss .k p
" w" 0.34 (2.45) 0.37 4 5 ss .k p
ng 0.28 (2.73) 0.28 3 4 ss .p k
" a” 0.25 (11.26) 2.78 3 6 ss .p k
ii jti 0.24 (8.57) 1.88 8 5 ss .k p
th 0.18 (11.81) 0.32 3 5 ss .p k
en 0.16 (10.81) 2.21 3 4 s s .h w
ti 0.16 (9.12) 0.26 4 6 ss .p k
at 0.11 (12.62) 1.15 10 4 ss .p k
"s " 0.10 (12.11) 1.82 8 6 ss .p k
te 0.08 (8.80) 2.82 9 6 ss .p k
"d " 0.04 (8.98) 1.14 10 4 ss .p k
er 0.01 (12.23) 2.25 8 4 ss .p k
nd -0.02 (13.49) 0.88 11 5 ss .p k
to -0.09 (3.62) -0.20 3 3 ss .h p
he -0.25 (5.20) -0.33 4 5 s s .tc
Note: The figure in brackets is the largest value of difference index for each
pair of the test file of reference subject ss
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"able 7.18(c) The ranking results of 25 pairs of reference subject rl on the dvt227
terminal
Pairs Smallest value of 
overlap ratio L
Magnitude 
ratio M
Number of 
reversal R
Number of 
group in 
reference 
file
Compare
subject
at 3.42 (10.83) 11.24 0 4 r l .ww
"d " 2.56 (7.04) 2.95 0 7 rl.dc
en 2.24 (6.78) 6.43 0 6 rl.yh
"e " 2.05 (19.98) 8.71 0 11 rl .ww
an 1.51 (8.81) 2.89 0 5 rl.kp
" o" 1.42 (10.22) 1.65 0 7 rl.dc
er 1.32 (7.03) 2.22 0 5 rl.yh
"s " 1.25 (18.25) 1.88 0 10 rl.vw
ti 1.05 (11.40) 5.60 0 5 rl.ss
on 0.76 (15.10) 1.45 2 5 rl.hw
"y " 0.75 (19.73) 2.77 6 6 r l .ww
I t 0.71 (37.95) 1.05 2 12 rl.yh
" w" 0.51 (13.43) 1.29 1 8 rl.dc
in 0.46 (10.67) 29.85 5 4 rl.pk
re 0.43 (8.98) 0.74 3 6 rl.yh
" a" 0.40 (19.80) 0.61 5 10 rl.hw
i t 0.40 (10.47) 0.85 2 6 rl.tc
he 0.31 (24.95) 0.66 4 6 rl.bp
to 0.25 (6.88) 1.44 8 4 r l .ww
es 0.21 (19.82) 0.58 3 6 rl.dg
nd 0.21 (9.75) 0.45 3 7 rl.dc
ng 0.15 (13.15) 3.95 5 4 rl .ww
te 0.05 (30.89) 0.17 4 5 rl.bp
th 0.05 (9.84) 0.09 4 5 rl.hp
nt -0.001 (8.73) -0.002 5 5 rl.dc
Note: The figure in brackets is the largest value of difference index for each
pair of the test file of reference subject rl
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able 7.18(d) The ranking results of 25 pairs of reference subject ww on the dvt22'/
terminal
Pairs Smallest value of 
overlap ratio L
Magnitude 
ratio M
Number of 
reversal R
Number of 
group in 
reference 
file
Compare
subject
te 5.39 (4.44) 28.74 0 7 ww.rl
" o" 1.99 (16.29) 11.96 0 10 ww.rl
" w" 1.69 (4.88) 2.17 0 9 ww .yh
an 1.65 (9.64) 5.01 0 7 ww.rl
er 1.30 (19.27) 1.64 0 8 w w .dg
on 1.29 (15.69) 1.85 0 8 w w .y s
I t 1.04 (19.04) 7.41 0 17 ww.rl
in 0.82 (5.81) 2.25 4 7 w w .s s
es 0.75 (12.03) 2.29 3 8 ww.rl
I I 0.69 (26.56) 1.26 2 10 ww .yh
at 0.60 (16.93) 0.94 3 7 ww.bp
re 0.60 (13.42) 5.10 5 6 ww.pk
en 0.55 (22.52) 1.02 2 8 ww.bp
nd 0.53 (12.39) 2.10 5 9 ww.rl
"s " 0.49 (49.13) 1.12 2 18 ww.bp
"d " 0.48 (29.02) 0.68 4 11 ww.bp
M y  M 0.41 (16.91) 0.59 4 8 ww .h  w
to 0.30 (6.01) 1.60 10 4 ww.rl
ti 0.21 (22.41) 1.72 8 7 ww.rl
nt 0.20 (11.73) 0.27 5 7 ww.bp
he 0.10 (17.74) 0.39 3 6 ww.bp
ng 0.03 (26.55) 0.08 5 5 w w .dc
th -0.62 (9.40) 2.79 8 6 ww.rl
” a" -0.68 (10.73) -2.94 5 12 ww.bp
"e " -0.61 (15.54) -2.99 5 14 ww.bp
Note: The figure in brackets is the largest value of difference index for each
pair of the test file of reference subject ww
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7.18(e) The ranking results of 25 pairs of reference subject sp on the dvt227
terminal
Pairs Smallest value of 
overlap ratio L
Magnitude 
ratio M
Number of 
reversal R
Number of 
group in 
reference 
file
Compare
subject
he 21.27 (25.24) 109.01 0 9 sp .s s
en 8.55 (25.77) 15.82 0 15 sp.sn
"e " 7.25 (56.80) 37.36 0 21 sp .w w
" a” 4.57 (22.04) 5.49 0 15 sp.hp
"s " 4.21 (82.89) 10.50 0 16 sp.sn
tt 2.69 (90.14) 4.70 0 22 sp .dg
on 2.53 (27.46) 3.80 0 14 sp.sn
at 2.45 (21.63) 3.39 0 8 sp.hp
" o" 1.92 (22.51) 2.11 0 11 sp . j f
te 1.33 (16.88) 2.52 0 10 sp.sn
rt 1.29 (51.33) 4.11 0 10 sp.sn
" w” 1.05 (24.27) 1.79 0 12 sp .v w
nd 1.04 (18.32) 1.46 0 12 sp.sn
in 0.97 (37.51) 1.87 1 15 sp.sn
ng 0.95 (11.09) 1.16 2 8 sp.sn
er 0.94 (31.88) 1.51 1 15 sp.sn
an 0.91 (22.24) 1.54 1 14 sp .sn
ti 0.79 (19.54) 1.23 2 9 sp .dg
es 0.61 (36.28) 0.87 4 16 sp.sn
"d " 0.34 (116.86) 1.12 1 12 sp . j f
re 0.33 (20.53) 0.45 5 11 sp .v w
nt 0.28 (42.41) 0.59 4 12 sp .sn
to 0.28 (21.40) 0.74 3 5 sp .sn
"y " 0.21 (39.99) 0.39 5 9 sp . j f
th 0.10 (52.37) 0.26 3 10 sp .dg
Note: The figure in brackets is the largest value of difference index for each
pair of the test file of reference subject sp
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7 .5  Combinations of pairs
From the results in Table 7.17(a) to Table 7.17(f) and Table 7.18(a) to Table 
7.18(e), all the top pairs have the smallest value of the overlap ratio L>1. This indicates 
that for each reference subject there exists a pair for which all test file  distributions have 
no overlap with the reference distribution. However there are only a few top pairs that 
consistently show such good results which all magnitude ratios M and overlap ratios L are 
very large with number of reversals, R, equal to zero in all test file comparisons with 
reference file. For example, the pair "on" for subject ss has the least value of overlap 
ratio L equal 10.86 and 29.39 for VC4404 and dvt227 terminals respectively. The 
question is, can the combination of pairs improve the discrimination? If so, how should 
pairs be combined?
First consider combining two pairs. That is, given that both of *+ and •­
discriminate the reference subject from some subjects (not all). Can we combine them to 
obtain an overall better test. We will show two examples of combining two pairs that 
gives better results.
Table 7.19 and Table 7.20 show the statistics of the difference index of reference 
subject ww for pair " o" and "in" on the VC4404 terminal and the combined results are 
shown in Table 7.21. Also Table 7.24(a) and Table 7.24(b) show the combined results 
of the difference index of reference subject rl for the pair " o" and "er" on the dvt227 
terminal.
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Table 7.19 The statistics of difference index for pair" o" on the VC4404 terminal, comparing all test files with the reference file of
subject ww
(i) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Pair: " o" 12 (0.4855)** o 12 II _ii 1o 12 " oM 12 " o" 12 n _ it -I oo 12
Compare subject: ww.ww (101a ) ww.ia ww.sp ww.rl ww.ss ww.pk
average value: 9.81 95.87 128.69 376.83 494.18 555.70
no: 5 f 10 10 10 10 10
ratio M: 1.0 9.77 13.12 38.41 50.37 56.65
ratio L: ! .0 , 2.38 4.02 7.76 15.42 15.66
(13.79b ) (13.79) (13.79) (13.79) (13.79) (13.79)
reve rsal R: 0 0 0 0 0 0
6.17 40.24 84.71 107.02 316.67 330.37
C/3 6 ' 13.79 38.99 63.92 117.87 332.50 258.60
o >< <N 11.80 62.03 66.28 182.38 239.41 347.07
£ £  o^  <N 9.99 32.88 81.22 125.52 212.70 347.07
<D 7.29 77.62 55.50 141.16 284.20 215.89
a 66.26 194.00 660.30 741.52 694.18
fc Cl P 82.33 143.47 628.66 662.52 789.23
o I) O 69.78 204.16 649.80 590.73 985.68
H S 194.48 188.30 600.49 818.96 878.65
294.12 205.13 555.08 742.54 770.27
Note: ** is the value of the slope of fitted linear equation used to adjust all difference indices to the same base sample size (20.20). 
a is number of observations in reference file which has been grouped into 12 groups, 
b is the largest value of difference indices of the test file of reference subject ww. 
c is the average sample size of all typing sessions of reference subject ww for textl.
d is the average sample size of all typing sessions of all subjects for text2. 
f No typing data of text2 for subject ww.
Table 7.20 The statistics of difference index for pair "in" on the VC4404 terminal, comparing all test files with the reference file of
subject ww
a ) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Pair: in 8 (0.3662)** in 8 in 8 in 8 in 8 in 8
Compare subject: ww.ww (165a ) ww.ss ww.pk ww.rl ww.ia ww.sp
average value: 12.08 81.25 105.70 178.04 665.54 813.53
no: 5f 10 10 10 10 10
ratio M: 1.0 6.73 8.75 14.74 54.27 67.35
ratio L: 1.0 1.62 1.27 2.16 12.26 21.05
(22.90b) (22.90) (22.90) (22.90) (22.90) (22.90)
reversal R: 0 0 0 0 0 0
8.78 38.29 103.83 49.51 317.11 575.31
C/3 11.33 37.02 63.09 71.42 280.75 580.74<L> 10.98 91.85 29.15 84.66 338.12 542.37
£
<Do
<u m H ça 22.90
6.42
41.50
47.63
60.61
63.31
120.45
90.20
341.81
410.13
482.13
550.60
cp yv 129.19 131.80 276.65 912.61 1224.67
Çt—< ÇS cN 121.33 121.71 254.36 1068.70 1086.07
A 87.61 183.05 297.67 971.14 1033.18w H 104.64 120.08 240.55 930.68 1052.36
113.49 181.42 294.92 975.34 1007.84
Note: ** is the value of the slope of fitted linear equation used to adjust all difference indices to the same base sample size (33.CP). 
a is number of observations in reference file which has been grouped into 8 groups, 
b is the largest value of difference indices of the test file of reference subject ww. 
c is the average sample size of all typing sessions of reference subject ww for textl. 
d is the average sample size of all typing sessions of all subjects for text2. 
f No typing data of text2 for subject ww.
Table 7.21 The statistics of difference index for pair" o" on the VC4404 terminal, comparing all test files with the reference file of
subject ww
(i) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Pair: " o" (12)*+ "in" (8) " o" + "in” M 0H + Min U " o" + "in" " o" + "in" " o" + "in"
Compare subject:
o
ww.ww (266 ) ww.rl ww.ss ww.pk ww.ia ww.sp
average value: 2L89 554.87 575.43 661.41 751.41 942.22
no: 5r 10 10 10 10 10
ratio M: 1.0 25.35 26.29 30.21 34.33 43.04
ratio L: 1-0. 4.76 7.73 8.46 9.72 17.13
(32.89b ) (32.89) (32.89) (32.89) (32.89) (32.89)
reversal R: 0 0 0 0 0 0
14.95 156.53 354.96 434.20 357.35 660.02c/5 r-H O'' 25.12 189.29 369.52 321.69 319.74 644.66
o *fl} vn 22.78 267.04 331.26 376.22 400.15 608.65
1 to CN 32.89 245.97 254.20 407.68 374.69 563.35
<D 13.71 231.36 331.83 278.20 487.75 606.16OGP 936.95 870.71 825.98 987.87 1418.87
jSto toÇS £ 883.02 783.85 910.94 1151.03 1229.54ton x ^ 947.47 678.34 1108.73 1040.92 1237.34H g 841.04 923.60 998.73 1125.16 1240.66
850.00 856.03 951.69 1269.46 1213.15
Note: * is the number of group of reference file for that pair, 
a is the total number of observations in reference file for both combined pairs.
b is the largest value of difference indices of the test file of both combined pairs for reference subject ww. 
c is the average sample size of all typing of both combined pairs of reference subject ww for textl.
d is the average sample size of all typing sessions of both combined pairs of all subjects for text2.
f No typing data of text2 for subject ww.
Table 7.22(a) The statistics of difference index for pair" o" on the dvt227 terminal, comparing all test files of rl, ss, pk, ww and
sp with the reference file of subject rl
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Pair: " o" 7 (-0.0146)** " o" 7 " o" 7 " oM 7 " o" 7
Compare subject: rl.rl (176a ) rl.ss rl.pk rl.ww rl.sp
avg. value: 8.79 43.67 63.30 97.65 248.15
no: 5 4f 5 5 5
ratio M: 1.0 4.97 7.20 11.11 28.23
ratio L: L0 , 1.94 2.72 3.74 9.24
(10.22 k) (10.22) (10.22) (10.22) (10.22)
reversal R: 0 0 0 0 0
<Z5 Textl 9.11 19.86 62.43 68.81 102.48<DO (22.5°) 7.74 21.44 32.70 38.25 94.46
Gh—1 Text , 8.75 73.73 91.22 125.27 353.13<DO
G (65.5d ) 8.11 59.66 102.34 158.32 382.35
£
<4-1<4H Text3 10.22 27.82 97.59 308.32
Q (83.0e)
Note: ** is the value of the slope of fitted linear equation used to adjust all difference indices to the same base sample size (22.5 c). 
a is number of observations in reference file which has been grouped into 7 groups, 
b is the largest value of difference indices of the test file of reference subject rl. 
c, d, e is the average sample size of all typing sessions of reference subject rl for textl, text2 and text3 respectively, 
f  ss not available for typed text3.
Table 7.22(b) The statistics of difference index for pair" o" on the dvt227 terminal, comparing all test files of dc, tc, kp, hw, yh,
ys, sn, hp, vw, jf, dg and bp with the reference file of subject rl (continued from Table 7.22(a))
Pair:
Compare subject:
(6)
" o" 7 
rl.dc
(7)
" o" 7 
rl.tc
(8)
" o" 7
rl.hw
(9)
" o" 7
rl.kp
(10)
" oM 7 
rl.yh
(ID  
" o" 7
rl.ys
avg. value: 14.49 22.18 59.81 68.81 236.93 252.38
no: l f 1 1 1 1 1
ratio M: 1.65 2.52 6.80 7.75 26.96 28.71
ratio L: 2.17 5.85 6.67 23.18 24.69
reversal R:
(10.22) (10.22) (10.22) (10.22) (10.22) (10.22)
0 0 0 0 0 0
difference index
text3 e 
(83.0 )
14.49 22.18 59.81 68.12 236.93 252.38
(12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17)
Pair: " o" 7 " o" 7 " o" 7 " o" 7 " o" 7 " o" 7
Compare subject: rl.sn rl.hp rl.vw rl.jf rl.dg rl.bp
avg. value: 292.44 352.61 359.24 372.26 421.16 493.47
no: 1 1 1 1 1 1
ratio M: 33.27 40.11 40.87 42.35 47.21 56.14
ratio L: 28.61 34.50 35.15 36.42 41.21 48.28
reversal R:
(10.22) (10.22) (10.22) (10.22) (10.22) (10.22)
0 0 0 0 0 0
difference index
text3e 
(83.0 ) 292.44 352.61 359.24 372.26 421.16 493.47
Note: b is the largest value of difference indices of test file of reference subject rl (Table 7.22(a)).
e is the average sample size of all test files for texts (new text, not included in reference file 
of reference subject rl).
f No tvninff data of textl and text2 for all 16 subiects above.
Table 7.23(a) The statistics of difference index for pair "er" on the dvt227 terminal, comparing all test files of rl, ww, ss, pk and sp
with the reference file of subject rl
Pair:
Compare subject:
(1)
er 5 (-0.0239)** 
rl.rl (213a)
(2) 
er 5 
rl.ww
(3) 
er 5 
rl.ss
(4) 
er 5 
rl.pk
(5) 
er 5 
rl.sp
avg. value: 
no:
ratio M: 
ratio L:
reversal R:
4.17
5
1.0
1.0.
(7.03b )
0
126.55
5
30.40
6.40 
(7.03)
0
225.35
4f
54.04
21.31
(7.03)
0
256.41
5
61.49
15.67
(7.03)
0
348.39
5
83.55
23.31
(7.03)
0
C/5<L>O• rH
Textl 
(32.0 )
7.30
2.03
44.97
65.53
149.84
180.99
161.11
110.13
293.01
163.89
a
<DOC
Text2 j 
(74.5 )
4.46
4.60
236.86
194.70
344.80
225.77
387.73
369.56
709.29
330.19
&
Q
Text3
(69.0e )
2.74 90.68 253.53 245.59
Note: ** is the value of the slope of fitted linear equation used to adjust all difference indices to the same base sample size (32.0C). 
a is number of observations in reference file which has been grouped into 5 groups, 
b is the largest value of difference indices of the test file of reference subject rl. 
c, d,e is the average sample size of all typng sessions of reference subject rl for textl, text2 and text3 respectively, 
f ss not available for typed text3.
Table 7.23(b) The statistics of difference index for pair "er" on the dvt227 terminal, comparing all test files of yh, hw, hp, vw, ys,
jf, bp, dc, kp, dg, tc and sn with the reference file of subject rl (continued from Table 7.23(a))
(6) (7) (8) (9) (10) ( i d
Pain er 5 ' er5 er5 er 5 er 5 er 5
Compare subject: - rl.yh rl.hw rl.hp . rl.vw rl.ys rl.jf
avg. value: 9.26 30.89 46.89 52.63 59.54 62.69
no: if 1 1 1 1 1
ratio M: 2.22 7.39 11.24 12.62 14.28 15.03
ratio L:
o f t
4.39 6.67 7.49 8.47 8.92
(7.03) (7.03) (7.03) (7.03) (7.03)
reversal R: 0 0 0 0 0 0
difference index 
text3e
(60.0 )
9.26 30.89 46.89 52.63 59.54 62.69
(12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17)
Pair: er5 er 5 er 5 er 5 er 5 er 5
Compare subject: rl.bp rl.de rl.kp rl.dg rl.tc rl.sn
avg. value: 72.13 102.98 275.62 309.32 312.05 519.54
no: 1 1 1 1 1 1
ratio M: 17.30 24.69 66.10 74.18 74.83 124.59
ratio L: 10.26 14.65 39.21 44.0 44.39 73.90
(7.03) (7.03) (7.03) (7.03) (7.03) (7.03)
reversal R: 0 0 0 0 0 0
difference index
Mvt  ̂ .
ib9.Q ) 72.13 102.98 275.62 309.32 312.05 519.54
Note: b is the largest value of difference indices of test file of reference subject rl (Table 7.23(a)).
e is the average sample size of all test files for texts (new text, not included in reference file 
of reference subject rl).
f No typing data of textl and text2 for all 16 subjects above.
Table 7.24(a) The statistics of difference index for pair" o" + "er" on the dvt227 terminal, comparing all test files of rl, ww, ss,
pk and sp with the reference file of subject rl
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Pair: " o" (7)*+ "er" (5) o + er o + er H ~ H I lfA-JIo + er II _l! , If--.IIo + er
Compare subject: rl.rl (389a) rl.ww rl.ss . rl.pk rl.sp
avg. value: 12.96 224.20 269.02 319.71 596.54
no: 5 5 4 f 5 5
ratio M: 1.0 17.30 20.76 24.67 46.03
ratio L: 1.0. 6.43 10.51 8.85 16.01
(16.14°) (16.14) (16.14) (16.14) (16.14)
reversal R: 0 0 0 0 0
C/5 Textl 16.14 113.78 169.70 223.54 395.49oo
£
(27.25c) 9.77 103.78 202.43 142.83 258.35
Text2 , 13.21 362.13 418.53 478.95 1062.42DO
G (70.0 ) 12.71 353.02 285.43 471.90 712.54
e
& Text3 12.96 188.27 281.35 553.91
Q (76.0e)
Note: * is the number of group of reference file for that pair.
a is the total number of observations in reference file for both combined pairs..
b is the largest value of difference indexes of the test file of both combined pairs for reference subject rl. 
c, d, e is the average sample size of all typing of both combined pairs of reference subject rl for textl, text2 and text 3 respectively, 
f ss not available for typed text3.
Table 7.24(b) The statistics of difference index for pair " o" + "er" on the dvt227 terminal, comparing all test files of hw, dc, yh,
ys, tc, kp, hp, jf, vw, bp, dg and sn with the reference file of subject rl (continued from Table 7.24(a))
(6) (7) (8) (9) (10) ( i d
Pair: " o" + "er" " o" + "er" o + er " o" + "er" " o" + "er" " o" + "er"
Compare subject: rl.hw rl.dc rl.yh rl.ys rl.tc rl.kp
avg. value: ''0.70 117.47 246.19 311.92 334.23 343.74
1‘ 1 1 1 1 1
ratio M: 7.00 9.06 19.00 24.07 25.79 26.52
iiio L: 5.62 7.28 15.25 19.33 20.71 21.30
(16.14b) (16.14) (16.14) (16.14) (16.14) (16.14)
reversal R: 0 0 0 0 0 0
difference index
343.74text3 e 90.70 117.47 246.19 311.92 334.23
(76.0 ")
Hp) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17)
Poir* " o" + "er" 1» , t t _ _ .l to + er " o" + "er" tt 0 tt +  tte r tt " o" + "er" " o" + "er"
Compare subject: rl.hp rl.vw rl.jf rl.bp rl.dg rl.sn
avg. value: 399.50 411.87 434.95 565.60 730.48 811.98
no: 1 1 1 1 1 1
ratio M: 30.83 31.78 33.56 43.64 56.36 62.65
ratio L: 24.75 25.52 26.95 35.04 45.26 50.31
(16.14) (16.14) (16.14) (16.14) (16.14) (16.14)
reversal R: 0 0 0 0 0 0
difference index
text3e 
(76.0) 5 ■ M) 411.87 434.95 565.60 730.48 811.98
Note: b is the largest value of difference indices of test file of both combined pairs for reference subject rl (Table 7.24(a)).
e is the average sample size of all test files for text3 (new text, not included in reference file) 
of reference subject rl.
f  No typing data of textl and text2 for all 16 subjects above.
By examining the ranking results in Table 7.17(a) to Table 7.17(f) and Table 
7.18(a) to Table 7.18(e), each reference subject is 'close' to a subset of compared 
subjects when the comparison is based on a particular pair. By combining pairs that have 
different close subsets, we expect to gain. For example, we combine the pair " o" and 
"er" of reference subject rl on dvt227. These two pair have subject dc and yh as closest 
compared subjects with reference subject rl with overlap ratio L equal 1.42 and 1.32 
respectively. The combined results is shown in Table 7.24(a) and Table 7.24(b) with 
improved overlap ratio L equal to 5.62 with subject ww as the closest compared subject. 
Similarly, improvement for combined results is shown in Table 7.21 for the VC4404 
terminal. In addition, as shown in Table 7.19 to Table 7.21 and Table 7.22(a) to Table 
7.24(b) the overall combined results for most of the compared subjects have larger values 
of overlap ratio L and magnitude ratio M than the original single pair while the number of 
reversals turns out to be zero.
We have endeavoured to combine some top pairs of each reference subject and the 
summary of combined results is shown in Table 17.25(a) to Table 17.25(f) and Table 
7.26(a) to Table 7.26(e).
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Table 7.25(a) The ranking results of combining 2 possible pairs from six top pairs
of reference subject pk on the VC4404 terminal
Combined Pairs Smallest value of 
overlap ratio L
Magnitude 
ratio M
Number of 
reversals R
Compared
subjects
1 ng(3)* + "y " (3) 2.25 (4.93)** 18.50 0 p k .s s
2 " w" (5) + "y " (3) 2.03 (13.57) 10.06 0 p k .ss
3 " w" (5) + th (4) 1.71 (20.93) 5.71 0 p k .ss
4 " i" (4) + " w" (5) 1.55 (14.84) 5.36 0 p k .ss
5 " w" (5) + ng (3) 1.39 (13.27) 8.36 0 p k .s s
6 " i” (4) 4- "y " (3) 1.23 (7.08) 7.26 0 p k .s s
7 ng (3) + th (4) 1.15 (15.43) 5.79 0 p k .s s
8 es (7) + th (4) 1.15 (20.59) 3.92 0 p k .ss
9 " i" (4) + es (7) 1.10 (18.98) 3.14 0 p k .ss
10 " i" (4) + th (4) 1.09 (15.54) 4.27 0 p k .ss
11 " i" (4) + ng (3) 1.00 (9.11) 5.28 0 p k .ss
12 th (4) + "y " (3) 0.95 (14.58) 6.76 2 p k .ss
13 es (7) + "y ” (3) 0.95 (17.94) 4.83 1 p k .ss
14 " w" (5) + es (7) 0.84 (28.21) 4.42 1 p k .ss
15 es (7) + ng (3) 0.73 (19.07) 4.11 5 p k .ss
Note: * Number of group in reference file for that pair.
** Largest value of difference index for combined pairs of the test file of 
reference subject pk
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Table 7.25(b) The ranking results of combining 2 possible pairs from six top pairs
of reference subject ss on the VC4404 terminal
Combined Pairs Smallest value of 
overlap ratio L
Magnitude 
ratio M
Number of 
reversals R
Compared
subjects
1 in(4)* + "y " (4) 15.78 (15.99)** 104.09 0 ss .p k
2 "ng (3) + on (4) 11.13 (18.97) 128.50 0 ss .p k
3 at (4) + on (4) 11.12 (18.34) 108.94 0 ss .p k
4 on (4) + "y " (3) 9.24 (21.54) 81.20 0 ss .p k
5 at (4) + in (4) 6.70 (15.48) 38.86 0 ss .p k
6 at (4) + ng (4) 6.67 (9.14) 30.50 0 ss .p k
7 in (4) + ng (4) 4.75 (15.67) 23.71 0 ss .w w
8 in (4) + "y " (3) 4.07 (24.27) 28.81 0 ss .p k
9 ng (3) + "y ” (3) 2.56 (22.54) 18.92 0 ss .p k
10 at (4) + "y " (3) 2.19 (23.06) 14.64 0 ss .p k
Note: * Number of group in reference file for that pair.
** Largest value of difference index for combined pairs of the test file of 
reference subject ss
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Table 7.25(c) The ranking results of combining 2 possible pairs from six top pairs
of reference subject rl on the VC4404 terminal
Combined Pairs Smallest value of 
overlap ratio L
Magnitude 
ratio M
Number of 
reversals R
Compared
subjects
1 an(6)* + at (4) 4.59 (17.86)** 11.39 0 r l .w w
2 at (4) + "s " (4) 4.30 (33.72) 19.14 0 r l .ss
3 M t" (10) + at (4) 3.84 (35.46) 7.75 0 r l .ww
4 " t" (10) + "s " (9) 3.48 (43.56) 7.22 0 r l .ww
5 ” i" (6) + at (4) 3.11 (33.24) 13.21 0 rl.pk
6 " t" (10) + "e " (12) 3.05 (69.73) 22.74 0 rl .ss
7 " t" (10) + an (6) 2.91 (29.43) 6.99 0 r l .ww
8 an (6) + "s " (9) 2.88 (25.96) 21.54 0 r l .ss
9 " i” (6) + M t" (10) 2.84 (43.08) 6.64 0 r l .ww
10 at (4) + "e " (12) 2.83 (59.89) 12.79 0 rl.pk
11 " i" (6) + an (6) 2.42 (25.48) 23.68 0 rl .ss
12 " i" (6) + to (4) 2.41 (27.50) 6.20 0 r l .ww
13 an (6) + "e " (12) 2.33 (52.13) 29.11 0 rl .ss
14 "e " (12) + "s " (9) 2.02 (67.99) 22.28 0 r l .ss
15 " i" (6) + "s " (9) 1.88 (41.34) 15.04 0 rl.ss
Note: * Number of group in reference file for that pair.
** Largest value of difference index for combined pairs of the test file of 
reference subject rl
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Table 7.25(d) The ranking results of combining 2 possible pairs from six top pairs
of reference subject ww on the VC4404 terminal
Combined Pairs Smallest value of 
overlap ratio L
Magnitude 
ratio M
Number of 
reversals R
Compared
subjects
1 " o"(12)* + in (8) 4.76 (32.89)** 25.35 0 ww.rl
2 " o ” (13) + on (7) 3.97 (16.82) 10.30 0 w w .ia
3 on (7) + to (4) 3.52 (10.99) 16.21 0 w w .ia
4 nt (8) + on (7) 3.46 (19.03) 10.21 0 w w .ia
5 in (8) + on (7) 3.38 (29.73) 12.78 0 ww.pk
6 on (7) + te (8) 2.85 (25.07) 8.49 0 w w .ia
7 " o” (12) + to (4) 2.84 (16.50) 13.45 0 ww .ia
8 " o" (12) + te (8) 2.79 (25.69) 8.31 0 ww .ia
9 in (8) + to (4) 2.59 (23.02) 15.90 0 ww.rl
10 " oM (12) + nt (8) 2.56 (22.19) 9.67 0 w w .ia
11 nt (8) + to (4) 2.17 (12.32) 14.28 0 ww.rl
12 in (8) + nt (8) 1.88 (35.10) 13.74 0 ww.rl
13 te (8) + to (4) 1.77 (18.71) 6.16 0 ww.rl
14 in (8) + te (8) 1.76 (38.60) 6.53 0 w w .s s
15 nt (8) + te (8) 1.43 (27.90) 7.32 0 ww.rl
Note: * Number of group in reference file for that pair.
** Largest value of difference index for combined pairs of the test file of 
reference subject ww
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Table 7.25(e) The ranking results of combining 2 possible pairs from six top pairs
of reference subject sp on the VC4404 terminal
Combined Pairs Smallest value of 
overlap ratio L
Magnitude 
ratio M
Number of 
reversals R
Compared
subjects
1 en (15)* + nd (13) 4.14 (51.22)** 12.29 0 sp .ia
2 en (15) + on (16) 3.85 (46.05) 13.16 0 sp .ia
3 nd (13) + Ms "(21) 3.53 (53.61) 9.49 0 sp .ia
4 nd (13) + on (16) 3.37 (51.55) 11.70 0 sp .ia
5 an (13) + on (16) 3.27 (46.81) 9.53 0 sp .ia
6 an (13) + en (15) 3.13 (60.75) 10.25 0 sp .ia
7 an (13) + nd (13) 2.79 (66.91) 9.03 0 sp .ia
8 an (13) + "s ” (21) 2.60 (61.48) 7.88 0 sp .ia
9 nd (13) + th (12) 2.50 (81.33) 9.45 0 sp .ia
10 en (15) + "s "(21) 2.45 (64.32) 10.73 0 sp .ia
11 on (16) + th (12) 2.41 (70.55) 9.84 0 sp .ia
12 en (15) + th (12) 2.40 (80.91) 10.37 0 sp .ia
13 on (16) + "s "(21) 2.38 (55.99) 10.04 0 sp .ia
14 an (13) + th (12) 2.10 (93.57) 8.22 0 sp .ia
15 "s " (21) + th (12) 1.90 (79.06) 8.52 0 sp .ia
Note: * Number of group in reference file for that pair.
** Largest value of difference index for combined pairs of the test file of 
reference subject sp
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Table 7.25(f) The ranking results of combining 2 possible pairs from six top pairs
of reference subject ia on the VC4404 terminal
Combined Pairs Smallest value of 
overlap ratio L
Magnitude 
ratio M
Number of 
reversals R
Compared
subjects
1 he (12)* + th (6) 5.56 (39.10)** 9.85 0 ia .ww
2 he (12) + nd (10) 5.06 (36.76) 10.05 0 ia.sp
3 en (13) + he (12) 4.88 (52.36) 10.16 0 ia .w w
4 " a” (20) + th (6) 4.32 (33.25) 14.49 0 ia.sp
5 " a" (20) + en (13) 4.27 (42.76) 10.09 0 ia.sp
6 en (13) + nd (10) 3.64 (34.24) 7.46 0 ia .ww
7 en (13) + to (5) 3.36 (30.92) 6.49 0 ia .ww
8 " a" (13) + to (5) 3.34 (30.44) 5.31 0 ia.sp
9 en (13) + th (6) 2.95 (35.23) 6.37 0 ia .ww
10 nd (10) + to (5) 2.91 (22.06) 6.09 0 ia .ww
11 " a" (20) + he (12) 2.88 (47.39) 6.46 0 ia.sp
12 " a" (20) + nd (10) 2.70 (32.26) 4.30 0 ia.sp
13 nd (10) + th (10) 2.60 (24.73) 5.92 0 ia .ww
14 th (6) + to (5) 1.76(24.84) 4.40 0 ia .ww
15 an (11) + to (5) 1.47 (40.20) 4.62 0 ia .ww
Note: * Number of group in reference file for that pair.
** Largest value of difference index for combined pairs of the test file of 
reference subject ia
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Table 7.26(a) The ranking results of combining 2 possible pairs from six top pairs
of reference subject pk on the dvt227 terminal
Combined Pairs Smallest value of 
overlap ratio L
Magnitude 
ratio M
Number of 
reversals R
Compared
subjects
1 " a" (6)* + on (6) 1.54 (32.77)** 5.93 0 p k .ss
2 on (6) + ti (5) 1.24 (25.57) 5.45 0 p k .ss
3 on (6) + "s " (7) 1.19 (29.64) 2.81 0 p k .tc
4 " w" (6) + on (6) 1.18 (40.29) 2.69 0 pk .dc
5 " a” (6) + ” w" (6) 1.17 (26.50) 2.48 0 p k .ss
6 ” w" (6) + en (4) 1.05 (26.62) 1.68 0 pk .kp
7 " a" (6) + ti (5) 1.04 (21.78) 2.84 0 p k .ss
8 " w" (6) + "s " (7) 0.99 (23.37) 1.83 1 p k .ss
9 " a" (6) + en (4) 0.96 (19.10) 3.26 1 p k .ss
10 " a" (6) + ”s " (7) 0.95 (15.85) 2.43 1 p k .ss
11 en (4) +on (6) 0.95 (32.89) 2.26 1 pk .tc
12 en (4) + ti (5) 0.84 (21.90) 2.86 1 p k .ss
13 " w" (6) + ti (5) 0.84 (29.30) 2.20 1 p k .ss
14 "s " (7) + ti (5) 0.81 (18.65) 2.02 2 p k .ss
15 en (4) + "s "(7) 0.67 (16.07) 2.47 3 p k .ss
Note: * Number of group in reference file for that pair.
** Largest value of difference index for combined pairs of the test file of 
reference subject pk
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Table 7.26(b) The ranking results of combining 2 possible pairs from six top pairs
of reference subject ss on the dvt227 terminal
Combined Pairs Smallest value of 
overlap ratio L
Magnitude 
ratio M
Number of 
reversals R
Compared
subjects
" o" (5)* + on (3) 21.99 (4.02)** 151.86 0 ss .p k
on (3) + "y " (2) 16.88 (6.01) 106.14 0 ss .p k
es (6) + on (3) 8.36 (12.73) 50.10 0 ss .p k
" o" (5) + "y " (2) 4.88 (5.42) 13.90 0 ss .p k
es (6) + "y " (2) 3.18 (13.21) 7.51 0 ss .p k
" o" (5) + es (6) 2.14 (11.19) 5.45 0 ss .p k
Note: * Number of group in reference file for that pair.
** Largest value of difference index for combined pairs of the test file of 
reference subject ss
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Table 7.26(c) The ranking results of combining 2 possible pairs from six top pairs
of reference subject rl on the dvt227 terminal
Combined Pairs Smallest value of 
overlap ratio L
Magnitude 
ratio M
Number of 
reversals R
Compared
subjects
1 " o" (7)* + er (5) 5.62 (16.14)** 7.0 0 r l .ww
2 at (4) + en (6) 4.55 (12.29) 7.49 0 rl.yh
3 " o" (7) + at (4) 4.44 (21.05) 11.17 0 rl .ww
4 "d " (7) + er (5) 4.19 (12.27) 5.0 0 rl.hw
5 at (4) + "d "(7) 3.95 (17.61) 6.2 0 rl.hw
6 an (5) + at (4) 3.90 (15.55) 11.64 0 r l .ww
7 an (5) + en (6) 3.86 (8.49) 4.72 0 rl.hw
8 at (4) + er (5) 3.69 (13.57) 5.38 0 rl.yh
9 at (4) + "e "(11) 3.60 (26.70) 9.47 0 rl .ww
10 "e "(11) + er(5) 3.51 (24.56) 5.33 0 rl.yh
11 "d " (7) + en (6) 3.44 (11.62) 4.72 0 rl.hw
12 an (5) + er (5) 3.30 (13.41) 5.05 0 rl.hw
13 "e "(11) + en (6) 3.04 (23.92) 10.92 0 r l .ww
14 " o” (7) + "e "(11) 2.82 (28.07) 9.73 0 r l .ww
15 an (5) + "e "(11) 2.50 (28.77) 9.64 0 r l .ww
16 " o" (7) + en (6) 2.47 (15.53) 7.63 0 rl.ss
17 " o" (7) + an (5) 2.47 (16.92) 5.95 0 rl.ss
18 "d " (7) + "e "(11) 2.31 (27.0) 3.44 0 r l .ww
19 en (6) + er (5) 2.17 (11.24) 3.74 0 rl.yh
20 an (5) + "d " (7) 2.14 (15.85) 3.17 0 rl.hw
21 " o" (7) + "d " (7) 1.91 (17.0) 2.18 0 rl.dc
Note: * Number of group in reference file for that pair.
** Largest value of difference index for combined pairs of the test file of 
reference subject rl
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Table 7.26(d) The ranking results of combining 2 possible pairs from six top pairs
of reference subject ww on the dvt227 terminal
Combined Pairs Smallest value of 
overlap ratio L
Magnitude 
ratio M
Number of 
reversals R
Compared
subjects
1 on (8)* + te (7) 6.63 (17.88)** 8.66 0 ww.hp
2 " w" (9) + te (7) 4.69 (9.06) 18.04 0 ww.rl
3 er (8) + te (7) 4.35 (20.77) 10.68 0 ww.rl
4 " t" (17) + on (8) 3.18 (28.43) 3.90 0 ww.bp
5 an (7) + te (7) 2.83 (14.08) 13.73 0 ww.rl
6 ” o" (10) + er (8) 2.72 (33.87) 3.25 0 ww.bp
7 " o" (10) + te (7) 2.71 (20.73) 14.89 0 ww.rl
8 an (7) + er (8) 2.68 (24.88) 3.32 0 w w .j f
9 " w" (9) + on (8) 2.63 (18.96) 3.38 0 ww.bp
10 ” oM (10) + " w" (9) 2.41 (20.98) 3.01 0 ww .yh
11 " w" (9) + er (8) 2.37 (22.65) 2.80 0 w w .dg
12 " o" (10) + on (8) 2.35 (29.73) 2.92 0 ww.bp
13 " t" (17) + er (8) 2.19 (36.61) 7.44 0 ww.rl
14 an (7) + on (8) 2.01 (23.08) 2.96 0 ww.bp
15 " t" (17) + te (7) 2.00 (21.84) 11.29 0 ww.rl
16 " w" (9) + an (7) 1.87 (14.26) 3.14 0 ww .yh
17 " o" (10) + an (7) 1.86 (25.93) 10.11 0 ww.rl
18 er (8) + on (8) 1.69 (34.96) 2.25 0 w w .y s
19 ” t" (17) + " w" (9) 1.62 (23.72) 8.11 0 ww.rl
20 " o" (10) + " t" (10) 1.49 (34.94) 9.75 0 ww.rl
21 " t" (17) + an (7) 1.46 (24.53) 6.74 0 ww.rl
Note: * Number of group in reference file for that pair.
** Largest value of difference index for combined pairs of the test file of 
reference subject ww
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Table 7.26(e) The ranking results of combining 2 possible pairs from six top pairs
of reference subject sp on thedvt227 terminal
Combined Pairs Smallest value of 
overlap ratio L
Magnitude 
ratio M
Number of 
reversals R
Compared
subjects
1 en (15)* + he (9) 28.89 (33.14)** 78.88 0 s p .r l
2 " a” (15) + he (9) 23.17 (39.46) 59.54 0 s p .w w
3 "e " (21) + he (9) 17.97 (55.30) 55.96 0 s p .w w
4 " t" (22) + he (9) 15.11 (76.91) 32.96 0 s p .w w
5 he (9) + ”s " (16) 13.52 (69.66) 38.59 0 s p .w w
6 "e " (21) + en (15) 10.30 (82.57) 41.59 0 s p .w w
7 " a” ( 1 5 )+ "e ” (21) 9.85 (78.84) 34.29 0 s p .w w
8 ” t” (22) + "e " (21) 6.75 (146.94) 24.98 0 s p .w w
9 " a" (15) + en (15) 6.73 (47.81) 9.97 0 s p . s n
10 " t" (22) + en (15) 5.71 (115.91) 10.09 0 sp . s n
11 "e " (21) + "s " (16) 5.52 (139.69) 26.40 0 s p .w w
12 en (15) + "s " (16) 5.24 (108.66) 12.07 0 sp . s n
13 " t" (22) + "s " (16) 4.57 (173.03) 9.31 0 sp . s n
14 " a” (15) + "s " (16) 4.29 (104.93) 8.73 0 sp . s n
15 " a" (15) + " t" (22) 3.82 (112.18) 6.13 0 s p . j f
Note: * Number of group in reference file for that pair.
** Largest value of difference index for combined pairs of the test file of 
reference subject sp
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The next question is how many pairs should we combine? In other words, when 
should we stop? Generally, we should stop when we get a sufficiently good result. In 
our analysis, combining two pairs generally shows some improvement and leads to good 
discrimination for all test subjects. Since we are not explicitly aiming to find the  
optimum  solution, it is not necessary to examine in detail combinations with three or 
more pairs. However, we have tried combining three pairs for the top six pairs of subject 
pk on thedvt227 terminal and the summary result is shown in Table 7.27(a). The results 
of the top performer of these three pairs combination is not better than the corresponding 
two pairs combination in Table 17.26(a) whereas most of the three pair combinations 
have good results in terms of overlap ratio L, magnitude ratio M and most of them have 
the number of reversals equal to zero.
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Table 7.27(a) The ranking results of combining 3 possible pairs from six top pairs
of reference subject pk on the dvt227 terminal
3 Combined Pairs Smallest value of 
overlap ratio L
Magnitude 
ratio M
Number of 
reversals R
Comparée
subjects
1 " a” (6)* + en (4) + on (6) 1.52 (42.38)** 3.20 0 p k .tc
2 " a" (6) + on (6) + "s " (7) 1.47 (39.13) 4.70 0 p k .ss
3 " a" (6) + " w" (6) + on (6) 1.33 (49.78) 4.26 0 p k .ss
4 " a" (6) + on (6) + ti (5) 1.31 (45.06) 4.78 0 p k .ss
5 en (4) + on (6) + ti (5) 1.27 (45.18) 2.76 0 p k .tc
6 " w" (6) + on (6) + "s " (7) 1.26 (46.65) 3.90 0 p k .ss
7 on (6) + "s " (7) + ti (5) 1.22 (41.93) 4.38 0 p k .ss
8 " w" (6) + en (4) + on (6) 1.17 (49.90) 2.42 0 pk .tc
9 " a" (6) + " w" (6) + "s " (7) 1.16 (32.86) 2.24 0 p k .ss
10 " a" (6) + " w" (6) + en (4) 1.15 (36.11) 2.71 0 p k .ss
11 " w" (6) + on (6) + ti (5) 1.14 (52.58) 4.02 0 p k .ss
12 " w” (6) + en (4) + "s " (7) 1.03 (32.98) 2.26 0 p k .ss
13 " w" (6) + en (4) + ti (5) 1.03 (38.91) 2.50 0 p k .ss
14 " a" (6) + " w" (6 )+ ti(5 ) 1.02 (38.79) 2.48 0 p k .ss
15 en (4 )+on (6) + "s "(7) 1.02 (39.25) 2.10 0 pk .tc
16 " a" (6) + en (4) + ti (5) 0.95 (31.39) 2.98 1 p k .ss
17 " a" (6) + "s " (6) + ti (5) 0.94 (28.14) 2.44 1 p k .ss
18 " w" (6) + "s " (6) + ti (5) 0.89 (35.66) 2.02 1 p k .ss
19 " a" (6) + en (4) + "s " (7) 0.87 (25.46) 2.74 1 p k .ss
20 en (4) + ”s ’’ (7) + ti (5) 0.79 (28.26) 2.47 1 p k .ss
Note: * Number of group in reference file for that pair.
** Largest value of difference index for combined pairs of the test file of 
reference subject pk
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7 .6  Sum m ary
In our analysis, we used interkey times of separate character pairs as the basic unit 
of analysis. Different subjects typed differently on each character pair as indicated 
graphically by the estimated probability density function. A set of 25 pairs are screened 
for further analysis by using the Student t-test together with the expected length of text 
required to just achieve statistical significance. These 25 pairs are " a " ," i", " o", " t", 
" w", an, at, "d ", "e ", en, er, es, he, in, nd, ng, nt, on, re,"s ", te,th,ti, to and "y ". 
The difference index based on the concept of the non-central distribution is the statistic 
used to judge the difference between the test file and reference file. From the distribution 
of the difference index for all test files compared to the reference file, we rank the pair 
within the reference subject by using the magnitude ratio M, overlap ratio L and number 
of reversals R. The results show that there exist single pairs or combinations of pairs, 
that can be used to identify each reference subject.
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Chapter 8
CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
The results in this thesis have been obtained by separately analysing the distribution 
of interkey times for each pair of characters typed by different subjects on two different 
keyboards. The characteristics of data on both VC4404 and dvt227 terminals are affected 
by the built-in interval timer of the terminal; therefore instead of a continuous distribution 
of times, the measured times form a spectrum of peaks that are at fixed intervals on the 
time axis. For the VC4404 terminal, the data are discrete and grouped about 32 
milliseconds apart. However, for the dvt227 terminal, the grouping is not so obvious and 
the data are more spread with a peak period of approximately 6 milliseconds.
The results show that, for a given pair, a given typist, and a given keyboard, the 
interkey time distribution is very consistent over time and for different English texts. 
Distributions for different typists differ significantly from each other compared to 
distributions for the same typist at different times and with different texts, as measured by 
a difference index which is a statistic based on the y?  goodness of fit statistic. By 
examining the estimated probability density function of the interkey times for each typist 
typing certain pairs of successive characters, we find that poor typists produce a 
distribution that is spread out ('noisy') whereas professional typists produce a distribution 
that is narrow with most of the values clustered. Furthermore, we consider the effect of 
the preceding character of a pair to be of minor importance. The data do indicate a 
dependence on the preceding character in some cases, but our experimental data is not 
sufficient to make a firm conclusion.
The difference index analysis indicates that for each reference subject there are some 
pairs or combinations of pairs which discriminate better than others. (An example of a 
significant result is the pair "on" which consistently differentiates subject ss from others.)
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Consideration of combining 2 pairs yields an overall better outcome of difference index 
values.
• .
Our principle for determining typing characteristics can be applied to other
circumstances (such as a typing program text). However, our model assumes that the 
typing rhythm for the test file and reference file are the same for the same subject, in 
particular, that the distributions of interkey time for each pair are the same for the test file 
and reference file of the same subject. This assumption might not be true if data from the 
reference file and test file are from different types of text (eg. typing 'FOR' in English text 
might be different from typing 'FOR' in a source program code.) Therefore, our 
principle might not be able to identify the user when the user types different kinds of text 
from that in the reference file. Apart from that, our model could be applied by building a 
reference profile for each user. This reference file consists of the difference index for 
pairs or combination of pairs that can be used as a basis for identifying the reference 
subject with a’sample of future typing.
From the user identification point of view, there are two approaches to 
authentication. The first approach is a Password System which checks the validity of the 
password signature to allow access to the system. The second approach has been called 
an 'Escort the Visitor' system. This approach follows the typing of a new sample text 
against a reference file; it also updates the reference file after each new sample. Our 
approach is based on the 'Escort the Visitor' system which allows the user to gain access 
to the computer system once the password is typed correctly, but continues examining the 
typing pattern and rejects illegal users as soon as possible (within a minimum sample size 
of interkey times). The reference distribution is not fixed because there are some small 
differences in typing characteristics over time. Therefore, the software should update the 
reference file with the new sample and recalculate the difference index value.
Future research should follow up the following questions:
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• what are the smallest window sizes in terms of interkey times for both the 
reference file and test file for which reasonably reliable discrimination is 
possible?
• do significant systematic distortions of the spectrum occur over a long 
typing session and can a recognition process follow these distortions?
• do keyboard effects destroy significant amounts of information that 
would be provided by the complete undistorted distribution?
By considering the above questions, as far as the minimum sample size of interkey 
times is concerned, this will depend on the text (that is on how many pairs are needed for 
discrimination and the number of occurrences for that pair). For the reference file, it does 
not matter how large the window size is as long as it is sufficient for describing the 
reference distribution. For the Password System approach, the reference file is static in 
the sense that it consists of less data with only a few fixed characters which might not be 
sufficient for describing typing characteristics. However, for the test data, the minimum 
sample size of interkey times must be kept as small as possible. The reason is that we 
want to detect an unauthorised user as soon as possible. If the minimum sample size is 
too large, it might not be useful since it would take a long time to identify the user.
Follow up research should clarify the above questions, thus enhancing our 
preliminary findings.
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Appendix A
DERIVATION OF TEST STATISTICS 
Definition of the problem
Let Oj be a random observed variable which follows a Poisson distribution. 
• -
Therefore,
E(Oj) 4.1
V(Oj) = 4.2
E(0f) =  V(Oi) + [E(Oi)]2
, 2 
= ai + aj 4.3
• 9 • •The observed interkey times are grouped into k groups. In our case, the statistic 
is used under the assumption that the typist who gives rise to the observed means (a '̂s) is
the same as the typist of the reference file with corresponding means (b '̂s).
The chi-square statistic is defined as
X2
k
X
i=l
E(%2)
k
i=l
E
( 0 ^ )
bi
2'
L e t EOC^j-ĵ ) E
(Or bi)2'
b i
4.4
4.5
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'(O? - 2 0 ^  + b2)'
E ________________
. W .
E(0f) - 2bi E(Oi) + b*
~  W
(aj + a?) - 2ajbj + b^
W
aj + (a? - 2ajbj + b?)
ai + (H ~ bi)2
4 .6
Effect of Sample Size
If the number of observed data (n) changes from n j to n2 » then the values of aj and 
n2 n2bj change to — aj and — bj respectively. Therefore
E(Xterm'
n2 ^ — a; +
nl 1
rn^2
L -
— bi 
n i 1
(ai-bj);
and,
E(X2)
ai + 5^ (ai 'b i)
2
k
= I  
i=l
ai + ^  (ai-bi)'
4 .7
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k a4 n2 k (aj-bj)2
= X  ~  + r  X .i=l bi 1 i=l
4 .8
Let
k ai k (aj-bj)2
c  = £  t f  , B = £  V - i -
i=l bi i=i bi nl
Equation (4.8) becomes
E(%2) = C + Bn 4 .9
where n is the sample size.
Equation 4.9 indicates that there is a linear relationship between sample size and the 
expected chi-square value.
From Equation 4.6 and 4.7, if the hypothesis is true, which means that the mean 
of test file aj's is equal to the mean of reference file bj's, then E(%t ) is always equal to
1. Hence, the chi-square statistic (%2) does not scale up if the hypothesis is true. By 
contrast, the chi-square value does scale up if the null hypothesis is not true (aj ^  bj). The
. n2 . .amount of scale up depends on the dominant factor — (aj - bj) in Equation 4.7.
i
Test Statistics and Procedure
In our problem, we built a test statistic U, which we called the difference index, 
that reflects the difference in keystroke patterns between a reference profile and test 
typing. The relative value of this difference index U must be large to show the 
significant difference between different persons compared to differences for the same 
person.
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We derived the test statistic by borrowing the idea of non-central chi-square based 
on an empirical distribution. The procedure is as follows:
Initially we create the reference file by merging data of textl and text2 for each pair 
of interkey times typed by each subject on given terminal. We then compare the 
difference between the reference file of a given pair for a given subject against each typing 
session for that pair for every subject by calculating the difference index U.
Formula for difference index
The reference data file is grouped into k groups. The test data is also grouped 
corresponding to the reference file into k groups.
Let O ji be the number of data in group i of testing file.
0 2i be the number of data in group i of reference file, 
k
ni = X O i: be the total number of data in testing file. 
i=l
k
n2 = Z 0 2i be the total number of data in reference file. 
i=l
Define the difference index U as
U =
k (0 l i  - p 2i)2
é ì V ( o i r o 2i)
Suppose O jj and 0 2i are Poisson random variables. 
Let E(Oh) -  O h
4.10
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and E (02i) ~ 0 2i
Therefore V(On - 0 2i) = V(Ou) + V(02i)
= ° l i  + ° 2 i
The formula 4.10 becomes
U = £ (O n  - °2i> 2-1 Oi; + Ooi 4 .1 1
In the case of different sample sizes in the reference file and the test file, the 
comparison should involve scaling to allow for the difference. Therefore, Equation 4.10 
becomes
* > l i
U =
n
02ÌÌ2
n9 
2 )
k
Ì=ly/^1Ì ^ 2  A
V
n
y
Suppose EiO^) = Pi
and E (02i) = n2 pA
where pj = probability that data belong to group i
V(Ou) = E(Ou) = nlP i 
V(02i) = E (02i) = n2Pi
'On 02i'
_ni n 2 _
1
tH I
O
J o 2 C
_nl n 2 _
0
V[Ou]
n21
+
V[02i]
n22
4 .1 2
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Pi_ Pi_
nl n2
n
v Ay 
o
n
^ 2 i W
n9 nov z y 2
'li O+
nl n2
Assuming that n2 is large, the variance of
Ou
n,
C*2i
n2
is dominated by the first term
V
Oli 0 2i
ni
pi . °2i_  , where —  -  Pi
Hence the statistic in Equation 4.12 becomes
U =
ks
i=l
Oli
ni - Pi
h .
ni
£  [ O l i  - nl Pj]2 
i=l nl Pi
Let Ej = nj pj
y v
n2v z y
Therefore, the difference index formula is
U ¿ [ O j - E , ] 2
i=l Ei
4 .1 3
where Oj is the number of observed data in group i for testing file.
Ej is the expected number of data in group i for reference file.
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Adjustment for difference index
When we calculate the difference index for each subject typing session based on the 
same reference subject file, the sample sizes for different typing sessions are different and 
some test typing data is part of the reference data file. In order to compare the difference 
index with respect to the same reference file we need to make two corrections. These are:
1. Correction for observed test typing data being in the reference file.
2. Correction for sample size.
The reason for correcting for observed data being in the reference file is to eliminate
the effect of duplicated data. For example, the reference file for pk on the VC4404
terminal is 10 sessions of typing (textl, 5 sessions and text2, 5 sessions). If we compare 
session 1 of textl of pk typing against the pk reference file, only — of reference data is
being compared. To correct for observed data being in the reference file, we divide the 
difference index by a factor R to scale up the difference index. The factor R is defined 
as:
R = n total ~ n obs  
n total
2
where ntotal = total number of data in reference file.
nobs = total number of data in test typing data.
It should be noticed that there is no need to do this correction for test typing data 
which is typed by a different subject or typed by the same reference subject but using new 
text which is not part of the reference data.
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In order to compare the difference indices of a given pair of interkey times, all the 
difference indices have to be adjusted to the same base sample size. The formula for this 
adjustment is derived as follows:
Let be the differece index for a given pair that has already been corrected for 
"observations" being in "Total".
For each reference file, we calculate the difference indices between each typing 
session of the reference subject compared to his own reference file. Suppose the 
reference file consists of the data from textl and text2.
Let Xji? x2j be the difference indices of ith typing session of reference subject 
on textl and text2 respectively.
and xli? x2i be the average values of xli? x2i respectively.
Let n1? n2 be the average sample size of observed data for the typing session of 
a given pair for textl and text2 respectively.
Let b be the slope of the fitted linear equation calculated as follows
b = x2i ~ x li
n 2 “ n i
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Figure 1 Fitted linear relationship of difference index 
on sample size.
Note: x,o stand for the difference index value of typing 
sessions of a given pair for textl and text2 
respectively.
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Suppose nj is the base sample size. In order to compare the difference indices with
respect to the same reference file, we will use the linear coefficient b to adjust the 
difference index to the same base sample size n  ̂ by using the following formula.
Adjust each x2i to x2i-b (n2 - nx); i=l,2,3,...
For new data, that is typing data which is typed by a different subject or typed by 
the same reference subject but using new text (with an average sample size of n3) which is
not part of the reference file, let yki be the difference index of the i^  typing session on 
text k compared to the reference file.
To compare with the reference distribution, adjust each y^ to yki -b (n3 - nx); 
i= 1,2,3, —
Actually, we can use a least squares method to fit the difference index values on the 
sample size to the reference file. However, since the sample sizes cluster into two groups 
(see Figure 1), we can use the mean difference index in each group to obtain a simpler 
(but almost fully efficient) estimate of slope.
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Appendix B
SOFTW ARE FOR THE KEYBOARD TIMING MICROCOM PUTER
The software has been written in C and 6809 assembly language by Michael Milway 
and programmed into EPROM . The source code consists of three programs 
-in6.s (Assembly code)
-firq.s (Assembly code)
-spy.c (C language code)
P rogram  Name: in6.s
* Handler for IN6 interrupts: Terminal, Host and Spy ACIAs
* All registers are automatically stacked on interrupt
terminal = x'0140
host = x'0100
spy = x'0180
trxd = 0 * receive data register
ttxd = 0 * transmit data register
tstatus = 1 * status register (read only)
treset = 1 * ACIA software reset register (write only)
tcomm = 2’ * command register
tcntrl = 3 * control register
Txmask = x'900c
Txflag == x’9004
Rxmask = x'8803
Rxflag == x’8801
dcd = x'20 * DCD bit in status reg
.globl _termbuf 
.globl _hostbuf 
.globl _tstart 
.globl _tend 
.globl _tcount 
.globl _hstart 
.globl _hend 
.globl _hcount 
.globl _spyflag 
.globl _time 
.globl _spydata 
.globl _spytime 
.data
.comm _status 2 
.text
.globl _i6hdlr 
_i6hdlr:
* Handle host interrupt
* Get Host ACIA status
ldd host+tstatus 
std _status+0
* host interrupt?
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*
*
*
jpl termint * IRQ bit not set
Handle host Tx interrupt 
ldd _hcount+0
jeq rxhost * not if none to send
ldd _status+0 
anda #Txmask>8 
andb #Txmask 
cmpd #Txflag 
jne rxhost 
Decrement count 
ldd _hcount+0 
subd #1 
std _hcount+0 
jne aahost
If count = 0 disable Tx interrupts 
ldb host+tcomm 
andb #x’f3 
orb #x'08 
stb host+tcomm
aahost:
* Transmit the character 
ldb _hend+0 
inc _hend+0 
clra
tff d,x
ldb _hostbuf+0,x 
stb host+ttxd
rxhost:
* Handle host Rx interrupt
ldd _status+0 
anda #Rxmask>8 
andb #Rxmask 
cmpd #Rxflag
jne termint * no Rx interrupt
* Read the character, store in TERMINAL buffer
ldb _tstart+0 
inc _tstart+0 
clra
addd #_termbuf+0 
tff d,x
ldb host+trxd * Get char
stb ,x
* increment tcount
ldd _tcount+0 
addd #1 
std _tcount+0
* Enable terminal Tx and RX interrupts
ldb terminal+tcomm
andb #x'f3 
orb #x'04 
stb terminal+tcomm
termint:
* Handle terminal interrupt
* Get termiifal status
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ldd terminal+tstatus 
std _status+0 
jeq exit 
Handle Tx interrupt 
ldd _tcount+0 
jeq rxterm 
ldd _status+0 
anda #Txmask>8 
andb #Txmask 
cmpd #Txflag
* No terminal interrupt
* no character to send
jne rxterm
Decrement count 
ldd _tcount+0 
subd #1 
std _teount+0 
jne aaterm
if count = 0 disable Tx interrupt 
ldb terminal+tcomm 
andb #x'f3 
orb #x'08 
stb terminal+tcomm
No TX interrupt
aaterm:
Send the character
ldb
ine
cira
tfr
ldb
stb
_tend+0
_tend+0
d,x
_termbuf+0,x
terminal+ttxd * Send it
rxterm:
* Handle terminal Rx interrupt 
ldd _status+0 
anda #Rxmask>8 
andb #Rxmask 
cmpd #Rxflag
jne dtrterm * No Rx interrupt
Get a character and put in HOST buffer
ldb
ine
cira
addd
tfr
ldb
stb
_hstart+0
hstart+0
* Get char
#_hostbuf+0 
d,x
terminal+trxd 
,x
* process spy information
tst_spyflag * last info processed?
beq aaspy * yes
* info not processed so ignore current data
ldd #x'ffff
std_time * data lost, so time is invalid
bra bbspy
aaspy:
stb
ldd
_spydata
time
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std _spytime * time since last character
ldd #x'0000
std _time * clear time for next char
inc _spyflag * set flag for main line
bbspy:
* Increment host count
ldd _hcount+0 
addd #1 
std _hcount+0
* Enable host Tx and Rx interrupts
ldb host+tcomm 
andb #x'f3 
orb #x'04 
stb host+tcomm 
dtrterm:
* Process possible change in dtr state
* Compare Terminal DCD status bit and Host DTR control bit, if different
* chnge DTR bit
ldb _status 
rolb
rolb - 
rolb
rolb * put in bit 0
eorb host+tcomm * compare with host DTR control bit
andb #1
bne exit * bits are different so all OK
* Change control bit on host ACIA
ldb #1
eorb host+tcomm 
stb host+tcomm
exit:
ldd spy+tstatus 
rti
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* Handle FIRQ interrupt from timer
Program Name: firq.s
timer
tsr
T2buf
_firq:
aafirq:
= x’0700
— 1
= 4
.globi
.text
_time
.globi _firq
pshs d * make some room to work
ldd time
cmpd #x'ffff * Valid count?
beq aafirq * no so don't increment
addd #1
std _time increment time
ldb timer+tsr * Read status register, needed to clear FIRQ
ldd timer+T2buf * Read buffer to finish clearing FIRQ
puls
rti
d * restore registers
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#include "terminal.h"
#defme ZERO 0 
#define host (char *) 0x100 
#define spy (char *) 0x180 
#define IN6 Oxdfea 
#define FIRQ Oxdfdb 
#define JMP 0x7e
#define PIC (char *) Oxffec /♦ enable in6 and in7 only */
#defme SWITCH (char *) 0x600 
#define DCD 0x20
char termbuf[256]; /* circular list buffer for terminal transmits */ 
char hostbuf[256]; 
unsigned char tstart, tend; 
unsigned char hstart, hend; 
int tcount, hcount; /* various pointers for buffers */ 
char spyflag; 
char spydata; 
int time; 
int spytime; 
extern int i6hdlr(); 
extern int firq(); 
mainO 
{
/* set up buffers */
tcount = hcount = 0; /♦ all empty */
tstart = tend = 0;
hstart = hend = 0;
spytime = time = Oxffff; /* invalid time before first character */ 
spyflag = 0;
/* set up ACIAs, timer and interrupt vectors */ 
initacia();
inittimer();
♦PIC = 1; /* enable PIC interrupt level 6 */ 
asm(" andcc #x'af'); /* enable CPU IRQ and FIRQ interrupts */ 
/* main traffic handled by interrupt, only spy data handled 
by main line 
*/
for(;;)
{
while(! spyflag); /* wait until flag set */
putspy(spydata);
putspy(spytime»8);
putspy(spytime);
spyflag = 0;
}
}
initaciaO
{ -
*(char *)IN6 = JMP;
*(int *) (IN6 + 1) = (int) i6hdlr; /* jump instruction to handler */ 
♦(terminal + treset) = 1;
♦(terminal + tcntrl) = (♦SWITCH & OxOf) 10x10;
Program Name: spy.c
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♦(terminal + tcomm) = 0x09; /* enable Rx interrupts ♦/
♦(host + treset) = 1;
♦(host + tcntrl) = (*SWITCH & OxOf) I 0x10;
/* reflect terminal ACIA DCD input on host ACIA DTR output */ 
♦(host +*tcomm) = (*(terminal + tstatus) & DCD) ? 0x08 : 0x09; 
♦(spy + treset) = 1;
♦(spy + tcntrl) = (♦SWITCH & OxOf) I 0x10;
*(spy + tcomm) = 0x0b; /♦ All interrupts disabled */
inittimer()
{
♦(char *)FIRQ = JMP;
♦(int *) (FIRQ + 1) = (int) firq; /* jump instruction to handler ♦/
/* initialise timer 2 to generate 1ms interrupts */
#define timer 0x0700 
#define tcrl 0 
#define tcr3 0 
#define tcr2 1 
#define tsr 1 
#define T21atch 4 
#define T2buffer 4
/* Enable timer 2 -
CR2(7) = 1: Output enabled (useful for debug) 
CR2(6) =1: Interrupt enabled 
CR2(5) = 0:
CR2(4) = 0:
• CR2(3) = 0:
CR2(2) = 0: Continous 16 bit mode operation 
CR2(1) = 1: Use enable (E) clock 
CR2(0) = 1: Point to CR1 rather than CR3
*/
♦((char ♦) (timer + tcr2)) = 0xc3;
*((int *)(timer + T21atch)) = 999; /* (1000) -1 = 1ms period */ 
♦((char *)(timer + tcrl)) = ZERO; /* enable timers to run */
}
putspy(ch) 
char ch;
while(!(*(spy + tstatus) & tdre)); /♦ wait for transmit done */
♦(spy + ttxd) = ch;
}
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